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at the same time, Vct simply drops to zero and current drawn from the
input source is limited by the impedance of the input inductor.

Thus even in the “non-overlap” mode, no dead time need be pro-
vided between the turn “off” of one transistor and the turn “on” of
the other. If there is a momentary overlap because of storage time,
Vct simply collapses to zero and no harm results. Hence by eliminat-
ing the 20% dead time, the peak current required for a given output
power is decreased by 20% at the same value of Vct. Further, as dis-
cussed above, in the overlap mode, overlapping “on” time need not
be the small amount arising from transistor storage time but can be a
deliberately large fraction of a half period.

5.6.7.3 Non-Overlapping Mode in Flyback Current-Fed
Push-Pull Topology—Basic Operation

The circuit operation can be understood from examination of the sig-
nificant voltage and current waveforms shown in Figure 5.20.

Operation will be explained on the assumption that the “on” poten-
tials of transistors Q1, Q2 are negligibly small and can be neglected,
considering their actual “on” drop of about 1 V would complicate the
design equations and hamper understanding of important circuit be-
havior. Also, the forward drops Vd of diodes D1, D2, D3 are assumed
equal.

In Figure 5.19a , when either Q1 or Q2 is “on,” the voltage across
the corresponding half secondary is clamped to Vo + Vd . Then the
voltage at the push-pull center tap Vct is clamped to (Np/Ns)(Vo + Vd ),
as can be seen in Figure 5.20d. The ratio Np/Ns is chosen so that Vct
is 25% lower than the bottom of the input ripple trough at the lowest
specified value of Vin.

Thus when either transistor is “on,” the dot end of NLP is nega-
tive with respect to its no-dot end and current flows through to the
push-pull center tap, which is clamped to the voltage Vct. The wave-
shapes of the currents that flow are shown in Figure 5.20g and 5.20h.
These currents have the ramp-on-a-step waveshape characteristic of
any buck regulator operating in the continuous conduction mode as
discussed in Section 1.3.2.

When the “on” transistor turns “off,” the dot end of NLP goes pos-
itive to maintain the L p current constant. The dot end of NLS also
goes positive until D3 is forward-biased and clamps to Vo . The ratio
NLP/NLS is set equal to Np/Ns of the push-pull transformer (hereafter
these ratios will be designated as N). The reflected voltage on the fly-
back primary is N(Vo + Vd ). Thus, when either transistor turns “off,”
Vct rises to Vdc + N(Vo + Vd ) and stays there until the opposite tran-
sistor turns “on,” as shown in Figure 5.20d . The waveshape of Figure
5.20d permits calculation of the relation between the output voltage
and “on” time as follows.
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FIGURE 5.20 The key voltage and current waveforms in flyback current-fed
topology when operating in non-overlapping conduction mode. Power is
delivered to the load only when either Q1 or Q2 is “on.” Power is delivered
at a supply voltage of (Np/Ns )(Vo + Vd ), which is less than Vdc.

5.6.7.4 Output Voltage vs. “On” Time in Non-Overlapping
Mode of Flyback Current-Fed Push-Pull Topology

In Figure 5.20d it can be seen that during ton, Vct is N(Vo + Vd ) and
during toff, it is Vdc + N(Vo + Vd ). The average of voltage Vct must be
equal to Vdc, the DC voltage at the front end of L p . This is because L p
is assumed to have negligible DC resistance, so the voltage across it
averaged over a full or half period must equal zero. Another way of
expressing this is that in Figure 5.20d , the volt-second area A1 must
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equal the volt-second area A2:

A1 = [Vdc − N(Vo + Vd )]ton

and

Vdcton − NVoton − NVdton = NVotoff + NVdtoff

or

NVo (ton + toff) = Vdcton − NVd (ton + toff) but ton + toff = T
2

Then

Vo =
(

2Vdcton

NT

)
− Vd

or

Vo =
(

2Vdc
Ns

Np

)
ton

T
− Vd (5.13)

Thus the feedback loop regulates Vo by width-modulating ton, just as
in all previous circuits, to keep the product Vdcton constant.

5.6.7.5 Output Voltage Ripple and Input Current Ripple
in Non-Overlapping Mode

Choosing NLP/NLS equal to Np/Ns in Figure 5.19a results in negligible
Vo ripple, as can be seen in Figure 5.21. The voltages delivered to the
anodes of D1, D2, and D3 are all equal in amplitude. The currents
delivered through D1, D2 are NIQ1 and NIQ2, which are equal. Further,
since NLP/NLS = Np/Ns , during toff, the current delivered through D3
is also NIQ1. Thus, there is no gap in time during which Co must
supply or absorb current. The total load current is at all times being
supplied through D1, D2, or D3 and Co serves no energy storage
function.

Output ripple is the product of the secondary ripple current am-
plitude �Is times the equivalent series resistance Resr of Co . Also,
�Is = N�Ip where �Ip is set to twice the minimum current at the
center of the Q1, Q2 ramps at minimum output power; �Ip is set to
the desired value as discussed in Section 1.3.6 by choosing L p suf-
ficiently large that it does not go into the discontinuous conduction
mode above minimum output power. Then Co is chosen to minimize
Resr as discussed in Section 1.3.7.

There may be very narrow (<1 μs) voltage spikes at each turn
“on”/turn “off” transition, as can be seen in Figure 5.21. These occur
if the voltage fall time at the anode of D1, D2, or D3 is slightly faster
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FIGURE 5.21 In Figure 5.19a , peak voltages applied to the anodes of D1, D2,
D3 are all equal if Np/Ns is chosen equal to NLP/NLS, but if fall time at one
anode is slightly faster than the rise time of the next “on”-coming anode,
there will be a narrow commutation spike at the output.

than the voltage rise time of the next “on”-turning diode. Such spikes
are easily eliminated with small LC integrators.

Current drawn from Vin is discontinuous. As seen in Figure 5.20i ,
although flyback secondary current flows during the “off” time, mak-
ing output current continuous, input current falls to zero during each
“off” time. Discontinuous input current requires the addition of a
space-consuming RF1 input filter to keep large transient current off
the input lines. By returning the flyback secondary and D3 to the input
as in Figure 5.19b, input current will never fall to zero but will ramp
up and down with the amplitude shown in Figure 5.20g and 5.20h.
This will reduce the size of the required RFI input filter greatly or may
even make it unnecessary.

5.6.7.6 Output Stage and Transformer Design
Example—Non-Overlapping Mode

It is instructive to run through a typical design example of the output
stage and transformer for the flyback current-fed push-pull topology
operating in the non-overlapping mode.
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Only a single master secondary will be considered. Additional sec-
ondaries may be added, and their required turns will be related to that
of the master in the ratios of their output voltages. Slave secondary
output voltages will track the master to within about 2%—much more
closely than is possible in supplies with output LC filters.

The design example will assume the following conditions:

Output power 2000 W
Output voltage 48 V
Efficiency 80%
Switching frequency 50 kHz (T = 20 μs)
Diode voltage drops 1 V
DC input voltage (from 115-V, ±15%

AC line)
Maximum, 184 V; nominal, 160 V;

minimum, 136 V

The first decision is to select Vct during the “on” time. As in Section
5.6.7.3, Vct is set at 75% of the minimum DC input voltage, or 0.75×
136 = 102 V.

The turns ratio is now selected to yield 102 V during the “on” time.
From Figure 5.20d, Vct during the “on” time is

Vct = Np

Ns
(Vo + Vd ) or

Np

Ns
= N = 102

48 + 1
= 2

Transistor current amplitudes IQ1, IQ2 and “on” times are calculated to
permit prediction of primary and secondary RMS currents and hence
wire sizes. From the “on” times and preselected Vct, the number of pri-
mary turns will be calculated from Faraday’s law once a transformer
core area is selected for the specified output power.

From Eq. 5.13

ton

T
= (Vo + Vd )(Np/Ns)

2Vdc

From this, Table 5.1 can be constructed.
When either transistor is “on,” it delivers a current whose wave-

shape is shown in Figure 5.20g and 5.20h. This current is delivered
to the push-pull center tap at Vct of 102 V. When the transistor turns

Vdc, V ton/T ton, μs

200 0.245 4.9

184 0.266 5.3

160 0.306 6.12

136 0.360 7.2

TABLE 5.1
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“off,” the current shown in Figure 5.20i is delivered via D3 to the sec-
ondary load. This current (NIQ) is delivered during the “off” time at
a voltage Vo + Vd but is equivalent to current IQ delivered at a voltage
N(Vo + Vd ). Effectively, this current is being delivered at 100% duty
cycle at a voltage of N(Vo + Vd ) or at 102 V.

Assuming an efficiency of 80% downstream from the push-pull
center tap, input power at the center tap is 2000/0.8 or 2500 W. Average
current into the center tap is then 2500/102 = 24.5 A. This is very
close to the current at the center of the current ramp in Figure 5.20g
and 5.20h.

Current in each push-pull half primary is thus approximated by an
equivalent flat-topped pulse whose amplitude Ipk is 24.5 A and whose
duration is given in Table 5.1. The RMS value of this is Ipk

√
ton/T .Since

the RMS input current is a maximum at minimum Vdc = 136 V, the
RMS current in each half secondary is Irms = 24.5

√
0.36 = 14.7A. At

a current density of 500 circular mils per RMS ampere, the required
number of circular mils for each half primary is 500 × 14.7 = 7350
circular mils.

The transformer core will be selected from charts in the coming sec-
tion on magnetics design, which has been discussed in Section 2.2.9.1.
Jumping ahead, these charts will show that a Ferroxcube EC70 core
(an international standard type) with an area of 2.79 cm2 can deliver
2536 W at 48 kHz, and can be used.

The number of turns per half primary is calculated from Faraday’s
law (Eq. 1.17) at the maximum “on” time (7.2 μs in Table 5.1) and at a
primary voltage of 102 V. Losses are quite small using Ferroxcube core
material type 3F3 at 50 kHz, in the order of 60 mW/cm3 at a peak flux
density of 1600 G. For a core volume of 40.1 cm3, total core losses are
only 2.4 W. This is low enough so that copper losses of even twice that
much will still leave the transformer at a safely low temperature. From
Faraday’s law, Np = Vpton × 10r8/Ae�B = 102(7.2 × 10t6)10r8/2.79 ×
3200 = 8 turns, and for Np/Ns = 2, each half secondary has 4 turns.

Finally, the secondary wire size must be calculated. Each half sec-
ondary delivers the characteristic ramp-on-a-step waveform shown in
Figure 5.20g and 5.20h. The current at the center of the ramp is the DC
output current. The maximum pulse width occurs at minimum DC
input of 136 V and is seen in Table 5.1 to be 7.2 μs. To calculate RMS
secondary current, the pulse can be approximated by a rectangular
pulse of amplitude Idc and pulse width 7.2 μs. For an output power of
2000 W, the DC output current is 2000/48 = 41.6 A. The RMS value of
this rectangular current pulse of 41.6 A, 7.2-μs pulse width, once per
20 μs is 41.6

√
7.2/20 = 25 A.

At a current density of 500 circular mils per RMS ampere, the re-
quired wire area for the half secondaries is 500 ×25 = 12, 500 circular
mils. For such a large area, the secondary would most likely be wound
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with metal foil of thickness and width to yield the required circular
mil area. The primary with a required 7350-circular-mil area would
be wound with a number of paralleled small diameter wires.

5.6.7.7 Flyback Transformer for Design Example of Section 5.6.7.6
The preceding design was based on the inductor L p operating in the
continuous mode (Section 1.3.6). It was shown there that discontinu-
ous mode operation occurs when �I , the peak-to-peak ramp ampli-
tude, is less than twice the minimum DC current, which is the current
in the center of the ramp at minimum output power.

In the design example above, assume that minimum output power
is one-tenth the nominal output power. At nominal output power,
current at the center of the ramp was calculated above as 25 A. Then
current at the center of the ramp at minimum output power is 2.5 A,
and the peak-to-peak ramp amplitude (�I of Figure 5.20g and 5.20h)
is 5.0 A. But �I = VL ton/L p , where VL is the voltage across L p during
ton, and from Table 5.1 at Vdc = 136 V, ton = 7.2 μs. Then

L p = (136 − 102)(7.2 × 10−6)
5.0

= 49 μH

Wire size for the flyback secondary must be calculated at high DC
input, for it is then that its current pulse width toff is greatest (Table 5.1).
Further, as above, the equivalent flat-topped pulse amplitude is Idc.
Then from Table 5.1, its maximum width is 10−5.3 = 4.7 μs. Maximum
RMS current in the flyback secondary is then

Irms(T2 secondary) = 41.6

√
toff

0.5T

= 41.6

√
4.7
10

= 28.5 A

At 500 circular mills per RMS ampere, that winding requires a circular-
mil area of 500 × 28.5 = 14,260 circular mils.

Wire size for the flyback primary is calculated at minimum DC input
voltage, for it is then that primary current has greatest pulse width
and hence largest RMS value. Then from Table 5.1

Irms(primary) = 25

√
ton

0.5T
= 25

√
7.2
10

= 21.2 A

At 500 circular mils per RMS ampere, it requires 500 ×21.2 = 10, 600
circular mils.

Both primary and secondary would most likely be wound with
metal foil rather than round wire for those large required areas.
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Since the flyback transformer has no secondary current flowing
when primary current flows, all the primary current drives the core
toward saturation. To maintain the required 49-μH primary induc-
tance at 25 A of primary current, the core must be a gapped ferrite,
powdered Permalloy, or powdered iron type (Section 4.3.3).

5.6.7.8 Overlapping Mode in Flyback Current-Fed
Push-Pull Topology—Basic Operation14

In the non-overlapping mode of Figure 5.20 (ton/T < 0.5), it is difficult
to accommodate a large ratio of maximum to minimum DC input
voltage. Since the maximum “on” time is 0.5T at minimum DC, then
at high DC inputs, “on” time will be a small fraction of a period and
may approach 1 to 3 μs at a 100- to 50-kHz switching rate. But bipolar
transistors with their appreciable storage times cannot work reliably
down to such low “on” times.

By operating with overlapping “on” times (Ton/T > 0.5), as in Fig-
ure 5.22, however, a much larger range of maximum to minimum DC
input voltages is possible.

The usual integrated-circuit pulse-width-modulating chips cannot
be used for the overlapping mode because their two 180o out-of-
phase outputs have a maximum duty cycle D of only 0.5. A num-
ber of schemes using several discrete integrated-circuit packages and
capable of a duty cycle from 0 to 100% have been described in the
literature.14,19

Overlapping-mode operation is achieved using the same circuit as
shown in Figure 5.19, by proper choice of the turns ratios Np/Ns and
NLP/NLS (hereafter designated N1, N2, respectively). Circuit operation
will be described for the scheme of Figure 5.19a , where diode D3 is
returned to the output voltage rather than the input. It will be recalled
that this connection minimizes output voltage ripple rather than input
current ripple.

The circuit operation can be understood from the waveforms of
Figure 5.22 and the circuit of Figure 5.19a . For the overlapping mode,
Q1 and Q2 are simultaneously “on” during T1 intervals, and only one
of these is “on” during Toff intervals (t2 to t3 when Q2 is “off,” and t4
to t5 when Q1 is “off”). Power is delivered to the load only during the
Toff times.

When both transistors are “on,” the half primaries cannot support
voltage, and the push-pull center tap voltage falls to zero as seen in
Figure 5.22d. The full input voltage Vdc is applied across the flyback
primary inductance L p , in which current ramps up linearly at a rate
dI/dT = Vdc/L p . The division of this current between Q1 and Q2 is
roughly even, and is seen as the upward-going ramps from t3 to t4 and
t5 to t6. During T1, D3 is reverse-biased, and there is no voltage across
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FIGURE 5.22 Typical voltage and current waveforms in flyback current-fed
topology when operating in overlapping mode (Ton > Toff). This mode
permits a much larger range of input voltages. Power is delivered to the load
only in the interval when one transistor is “on” and one is “off.” It is
delivered at voltage Vct, which is higher than the DC input voltage (boost
operation). In the non-overlapping mode of Figure 5.20, it is delivered at a
voltage lower than the DC input (buck operation).

the push-pull secondaries. Hence all the output power is supplied
from the output filter capacitor Co during T1 intervals.

When Q2 turns “off” at t2, Q1 is still “on.” Now the Q1 half primary
can support voltage, and Vct begins to rise, as does the D1 anode
voltage. The D1 anode rises until its cathode reaches Vo , the secondary
is clamped to Vo + Vd , and Vct is clamped to N1(Vo + Vd ), as seen in
Figure 5.22d.

The turns ratio NLP/NLS(= N2) is chosen large enough so that when
one transistor is on and one “off” (Toff intervals), with the maximum
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voltage across NLP, the voltage across NLS is insufficient to forward-
bias D3. This permits Vct to be clamped to N1(Vo + Vd ) during Toff.
Some of the current stored in L p during T1 intervals and current from
Vdc is delivered via the push-pull primary to the load at a voltage
N1(Vo +Vd ). It will soon be seen that D3 is forward-biased and delivers
load power at some sufficiently higher DC input voltage.

The current in Q1 at the instant t2 is equal to the sum of the Q1
and Q2 currents at the instant just prior to Q2 turn “off,” since the
current in L p cannot change instantly. During t2 to t3, the current ramps
downward (Figure 5.22g), because N1 will be chosen high enough that
N1(Vo + Vd ) is greater than Vdc. With the dot end of L p positive with
respect to its no-dot end, current in it and in Q1 ramps downward.

When Q2 turns “on” at t3, again both transistors are “on” and their
half primaries cannot support voltage; Vct again drops to zero and
remains there until t4, when Q1 turns “off” (Figure 5.22d). From t4 to
t5, Vct is again clamped to N1(Vo + Vd ).

From Figure 5.22d , the relation between output/input voltages and
“on” time can be calculated as follows.

5.6.7.9 Output/Input Voltages vs. “On” Time in Overlapping Mode
Refer to Figure 5.19a . When both transistors were “on,” the dot end of
L p was negative with respect to the no-dot end. When one transistor
turned “off” (during Toff), the polarity across L p reversed to keep
current in it constant. The voltage at the dot end of L p rose until it was
clamped to N1(Vo + Vd ) by the clamping action at the secondary.

Now since L p has negligible DC resistance, it cannot support a DC
voltage. Thus the voltage across it, averaged over a full or half period,
must equal zero. Since the input end of L p is at Vdc, so must the output
end be averaged over a half period. Another way of stating this is that
in Figure 5.22d, the area A1 must equal area A2. Or

VdcT1 = [N1(Vo + Vd ) − Vdc]Toff

= N1Vo Toff + N1Vd Toff − VdcToff

Vo N1Toff = Vdc(T1 + Toff) − N1Vd Toff

Since T1 + Toff = T/2

Vo =
(

VdcT
2N1Toff

)
− Vd and Toff = T − Ton

Then for D = Ton/T

Vo =
[

Vdc

2N1(1 − D)

]
− Vd (5.14a)
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and from Eq. 5.14a , the duty cycle for any DC input is

D = 2N1(Vo + Vd ) − Vdc

2N1(Vo + Vd )
(5.14b)

5.6.7.10 Turns Ratio Selection in Overlapping Mode
Equation 5.14a gives the relation between output/input voltages and
“on” time for the overlapping mode for a preselected choice of push-
pull turns ratio N1. A good choice for N1 is the value calculated from
Eq. 5.14a, which makes D = 0.5 at the nominal input voltage Vdcn.
Then for all DC input voltages less than Vdcn, there will be overlapping
“on” times (D > 0.5) and output voltage versus “on” time is given by
Eq. 5.14a for that calculated N1.

For input voltages greater than Vdcn, D is less than 0.5, there is no
overlapping “on” time, and Eq. 5.14a no longer holds. The output
voltage versus “on” time relation will now involve N2. It did not in-
volve N2 for D greater than 0.5 in Eq. 5.14a because N2 had been made
large enough that during Toff, D3 was reverse-biased and the peak
voltage at Vct involved only N1 (see Figure 5.22d).

Thus, the first choice is the N1 from Eq. 5.14a , which makes D = 0.5
for nominal input voltage Vdcn. From Eq. 5.14a

N1 = Vdcn

2(Vo + Vd )(1 − 0.5)
= Vdcn

Vo + Vd
(5.15)

Next N2(= NLP/NLS) must be selected so that during Toff in Figure
5.22d , the maximum voltage across NLS does not forward-bias
D3. The maximum NLS voltage occurs at the maximum voltage
across NLP, which is a maximum when Vdc is a minimum (see
Figure 5.22d). Maximum flyback secondary voltage is then [N1(Vo +
Vd ) − Vdc(min)]/N2. Further, since the D3 cathode is at Vo , in order for
D3 not to be forward-biased:

N1(Vo + Vd ) − Vdc(min)

N2
< Vo + Vd

or

N2 >
[N1(Vo + Vd ) − Vdc(min)]

Vo + Vd
(5.16a)

To avoid problems arising from push-pull transformer leakage induc-
tance spikes, N2 is usually selected to be twice this minimum value.14

Thus

N2 = 2[N1(Vo + Vd ) − Vdc(min)]
Vo + Vd

(5.16b)
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5.6.7.11 Output/Input Voltages vs. “On” Time for Overlap-Mode
Design at High DC Input Voltages, with Forced
Non-Overlap Operation

With N1 selected from Eq. 5.15, and N2 from 5.16b,when Vdc is less
than the nominal, the relation between output voltage and “on” time
is given by Eq. 5.14a . At nominal input Vdcn, D = Ton/T is 0.5, and
at DC input voltages greater than Vdcn, D is less than 0.5 and there is
no overlapping “on” time. Waveforms for this input voltage range are
shown in Figure 5.23.

FIGURE 5.23 Circuit of Figure 5.20 in overlap mode when the DC input
voltage has risen sufficiently to force it into non-overlap mode. There is a
smooth transition between overlap and non-overlap modes if turns ratios are
chosen correctly.
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For the conditions of Figure 5.23, whenever Q1 or Q2 is “on,” the
secondaries are clamped to (Vo + Vd ) and the center tap is clamped
to N1(Vo + Vd ), where N1 is calculated from Eq. 5.15. When either
transistor turns “off,” the dot end of L p rises to keep current in it
constant. As the dot end of L p rises, so does the dot end of NLS until
it clamps to Vo + Vd via D3. This clamps the dot end of L p (or Vct) to
Vdc + N2(Vo + Vd ), as seen in Figure 5.23d.

Again in Figure 5.23, since the DC voltage averaged over a half cycle
must equal zero, the area A1 must equal area A2. Or

[Vdc − N1(Vo + Vd )]Ton = [N2(Vo + Vd )][(T/2) − Ton]

From this, for Ton/T = D,

Vo = Vdc D − N2Vd (0.5 − D) − N1Vd D
N2(0.5 − D) + N1 D

(5.17a)

In Eq. 5.17a, since the diode forward drops Vd are about 1 V, the last
two terms in the numerator are small compared to Vdc D and can be
neglected. The equation can then be rewritten as

Vo = Vdc D
N2(0.5 − D) + N1 D

(5.17b)

And from Eq. 5.17b, the duty cycle at any DC input is

D = 0.5Vo N2

Vdc − Vo (N1 − N2)
(5.18)

When designing for overlap mode, N1 is calculated from Eq. 5.15 and
N2 from 5.16b. At DC input voltages less than nominal Vdcn, the feed-
back loop sets the duty cycle in accordance with Eq. 5.14a to maintain
Vo constant. This duty cycle will be greater than 0.5.

When input voltage has risen to Vdcn, the duty cycle has decreased
to 0.5 to keep Vo at the same value. When DC input voltage has risen
above Vdcn, the feedback loop sets the duty cycle in accordance with
Eq. 5.17b to maintain the output constant. This duty cycle will now be
less than 0.5.

The transition from D > 0.5 to D < 0.5 will be smooth and continuous
as Vdc rises through Vdcn. A much larger range of DC input voltage
can now be tolerated than if the design were restricted entirely to
non-overlap mode, as in Section 5.6.7.6.

5.6.7.12 Design Example—Overlap Mode
Using the overlap mode design, it is instructive to calculate “on” times
for a range of DC input voltages. This will be done for the design
example of Section 5.6.7.6, which restricts operation to non-overlap
mode. Recall in that design example that Vo was 48 V, nominal input
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voltage Vdcn was 160 V, minimum input voltage Vdc(min) was 100 V,
switching frequency was 50 kHz, and Po was 2000 W. From Eq. 5.15

N1 = Vdcn

Vo + Vd
= 160

48 + 1
= 3.27

and from Eq. 5.16b

N2 = 2[(3.2)(49) − 100]
49

= 2
(

3.27 − 100
49

)
= 2.46

and for Vdc < Vdcn, from Eq. 5.14b

D = [2N1(Vo + Vd ) − Vdc]
2N1(V0 + Vd )

= 1 −
(

Vdc

2 × 3.27 × 49

)

= 1 −
(

Vdc

320.5

)
(5.19)

and for Vdc > Vdcn, from Eq. 5.17b

D = 0.5Vo N2

Vdc − Vo (N1 − N2)

= 0.5 × 48 × 2.46
Vdc − 48(3.27 − 2.46)

= 59
Vdc − 38.9

(5.20)

and from Eqs. 5.19 to 5.22, we can construct Table 5.2.

Ip, A Irms, A
Vdc, V D Ton, μs Toff, μs (Eq. 5.21) (Eq. 5.22)

50 0.840 16.9 3.1 50.2 24.6
100 0.688 13.8 6.2 25.2 15.1
136 0.576 11.5 8.5 18.3 12.2
160 0.500 10.0 10.0 15.6 11.0
175 0.433 8.67 11.3 13.8
185 0.404 8.08 11.9 13.1
200 0.366 7.32 12.7 12.3

TABLE 5.2
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Comparing Table 5.2 to Table 5.1, in which operation is restricted
to non-overlap mode, it is seen that allowing both overlap and non-
overlap modes permits a larger range of DC input voltages and larger
“on” times at high input voltages. This permits the use of bipolar
transistors, which don’t operate reliably with short “on” times close
to their storage times.

5.6.7.13 Voltages, Currents, and Wire Size Selection
for Overlap Mode

Transistor currents and transformer RMS currents can be calculated
from the waveforms of Figures 5.22 and 5.23. Wire sizes will be se-
lected from the RMS currents at the rate of 500 circular mils per RMS
ampere.

First, consider operation at Vdc less than nominal, so there will be
overlapping conduction with the waveforms of Figure 5.22. Assume
an efficiency of 80% as in the design example of Section 5.6.7.6. Input
power is then Po/0.8 = 2000/0.8 = 2500 W. Note that whether Vdc
is above or below nominal, power is supplied to the load through
the push-pull transformer at a center tap voltage of N1(Vo + Vd ). For
Vdc less than nominal (Figure 5.22d), the center tap voltage is boosted
up to N1(Vo + Vd ). For supply voltages greater than nominal, center
tap voltage is bucked down (Figure 5.23d) to the same value. In this
design example, N1(Vo + Vd ) = 3.27(48 + 1) = 160 V.

The equivalent flat-topped current pulse Ip into the push-pull center
tap will be calculated. This is close to the current at the center of the
ramp in Figure 5.22g. Power into the center tap is

Pin = 2500 = 160Ip
2Toff

T
or Ip = 156

Toff
(5.21)

Peak currents for supply voltages less than nominal are calculated
from Eq. 5.23 and shown in Table 5.2. If Q1, Q2 are bipolar transis-
tors, the base drive current must be adequate to saturate them at that
peak current. The transistors are chosen for a maximum collector-
emitter voltage of Vdc(max) + (N1 + N2)(Vo + Vd ) from Figure 5.23e and
5.23 f , since this is greater than 2N1(Vo +Vd ) of Figure 5.22e and 5.22 f .
Allowance should be made for a leakage inductance spike.

Although power is delivered to the load only during the two “off”
times per period (Figure 5.22g and 5.22h), each half secondary carries
Ip during one “off” time but also Ip/2 during the two T1 times per
period. Note in Figure 5.22, T1 = (T/2)−Toff. The RMS current carried
by each half secondary is

Irms = Ip

(
Toff

T

)1/2

+
(

Ip

2

) (
T − 2Toff

T

)1/2

(5.22)
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These RMS currents are shown in Table 5.2. Wire size for each half
secondary will be selected at the rate of 500 circular mils per RMS
ampere, and it is seen in Table 5.2 that maximum RMS current occurs
at minimum DC input. RMS currents for supply voltages above Vdcn
are lower than those below Vdcn, so the RMS currents of Table 5.2
dictate the wire sizes.

The flyback transformer secondary carries the pulses ID3 shown
in Figure 5.23. As DC voltage goes up, the transistor “on” times de-
crease toward zero, and the ID3 pulses widen until they reach a full half
period each. All the output load current is then fully supplied by fly-
back action from the flyback secondary. Since the center of the ramp of
the D3 pulses is the DC output current, the flyback secondary winding
should be sized for the worst-case condition: to carry the DC output
current at 100-percent duty cycle.

Finally, wire size for the flyback primary must be chosen. Table 5.2
gives the RMS currents per half primary at supply voltages of less
than nominal. Since the flyback primary carries the currents of both
half primaries, its RMS current is twice that shown in the table.

Examination of Figure 5.22 shows that the astonishingly high cur-
rents at low DC input should be expected, for in Figure 5.22, as the
supply voltage goes lower, the Toff times become shorter. Since power
is delivered to the load only during the Toff times when voltage exists
at the push-pull center tap, the very short Toff times demand high peak
and RMS currents to supply the output power.
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C H A P T E R 6
Miscellaneous

Topologies

6.1 SCR Resonant Topologies—Introduction
The silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) has been used in DC/AC invert-
ers and DC/DC power supplies for over 25 years.1,2 They are used
because they are available with higher voltage and current ratings,
and at lower cost than bipolar or MOSFET transistors. Because SCRs
are normally higher voltage and current rated, they are used primarily
for supplies of over 1000 W. A significant feature of an SCR for high-
power inverters is that it does not suffer from secondary breakdown,
the most frequent failure mode of transistors.

The SCR is a solid-state switch that is easily turned “on” by a nar-
row pulse at its gate input terminal; it then latches and stays “on”
after the input is removed. Having been turned “on,” it must now be
turned “off” at some point. This is not so easy, as it cannot be done
from the gate. There are many schemes for turning an SCR “off” or
“commutating it off.” Essentially, all these schemes involve reducing
its “on” current to zero by diverting the current to an alternate path
for a minimum turn “off” period tq . SCR turn “off” will be discussed
below.

After Pressman A gate controlled switch, or gate turn off (GTO), a de-
vice similar to the SCR, can be turned “on” and “off” from the gate, providing
the correct operating conditions are maintained. ∼K.B.

A major problem with early SCR type DC/AC or DC/DC supplies
is that they could not operate reliably at switching frequencies much
over 8 to 10 kHz. This was because even the fastest inverter-type SCRs
available at that time did not have a reliable high-impedance “off”
state until about 10 to 20 μs after they had been commutated “off” and
their internal currents had dropped to zero, due to the recombination
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time in the substrate. Thus they could not be subjected to high voltage
stress until the 10 to 20 μs recombination time had elapsed, after their
currents had been reduced to zero.

Further, early SCRs could not tolerate a large dV/dt across their
output terminals even after the recombination time had elapsed. Most
were specified at a maximum rate of change of output voltage of
200 V/μs, and at a dV/dt faster than that, they would spontaneously
turn back “on” again, independent of the input control voltage.

Early inverter-type SCRs also could not tolerate a large rate of
change of output current dI/dt at the instant of turn “on.” Most were
specified in the range of 100 to 400 A/μs. At dI/dt faster than speci-
fied, average junction temperatures would rise, local hot spots would
develop on the chips, and the SCRs would either fail immediately or
degrade to the failure point in a short period of time.

With switching frequencies thus limited to 10 kHz, transformers,
inductors, and capacitors were still relatively large, which made the
overall size of a DC/AC or DC/DC converter too large in many ap-
plications. Further, switching frequencies of 10 kHz and under are in
the middle of the audio range, and the audible noise emitted from
such converters made them unacceptable in an office or even factory
environment. To be acceptable in such environments, switching fre-
quencies must be above the highest audible frequency of about 20
kHz.

About 1977, RCA developed the asymmetrical silicon controlled
rectifier (ASCR), which solved most of these problems and made pos-
sible DC/AC and DC/DC converters operating up to 40 or 50 kHz.

Conventional SCRs can sustain (or block) reverse voltages across
their output terminals equal to their forward-voltage blocking capa-
bility. But in a large number of SCR circuits, reverse voltage at the
output terminals is clamped to one or two diode drops, or to a max-
imum of about 2 V, making large reverse-voltage blocking capability
unnecessary. By making certain changes on the SCR chip, RCA was
able to achieve turn “off” times tq of 4 μs. (tq is the time after SCR for-
ward current has dropped to zero until the full-rated forward voltage
can be reapplied.) The price paid for this reduction in tq is that the
reverse voltage blocking capability is reduced to 7 V, but this is more
than adequate in many inverter circuits.

Thus with tq times of 4 μs, this RCA device (S7310) made inverters
at switching frequencies of 40 to 50 kHz possible in a host of circuit
configurations. The S7310 had many other very useful features. Its
dV/dt and dI/dt ratings were 3000 V/μs and 2000 A/μs with only a 1-V
negative bias on the input terminal. Compare this with the 20 V/μs
and 400 A/μs for conventional SCRs. Further, the device was avail-
able in voltage ratings of 800 V and RMS current ratings of 40 A.
These advances in voltage, current, and tq ratings made inverters and
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DC/DC power supplies possible with output power ratings of 4000 W
using only two ASCRs in a 40-kHz half-bridge circuit configuration.

In its first few years on the market the S7310 sold for about $5. No
other transistor circuit topology could even approach 4000 W with
only two switching devices costing $10. Unfortunately, the S7310 is
no longer manufactured by RCA, but equivalent asymmetrical SCRs
are made by other manufacturers. A similar Marconi ASCR, type
ACR25U, has a blocking time tq of 4 μs, with voltage ratings of up
to 1200 V, and RMS current ratings of 40 A.

6.2 SCR and ASCR Basics
The SCR symbol is shown in Figure 6.1. Its input terminal 1 is desig-
nated the gate, terminal 2 is the anode, and 3 is the cathode. When it is
“on,” current flows from the anode to the cathode. When it is “off,”
the maximum voltage it can sustain or block from anode to cathode is
designated VDRM. ASCR types are available with VDRM voltage ratings
ranging from 400 to 1200 V.

Once turned “on,” the anode current is determined by the supply
voltage and load impedance from anode to supply source. The anode-
to-cathode voltage versus anode current characteristics are given in
the data sheets for a specific device. For the Marconi ACR25U, a 40A
RMS device, anode-to-cathode voltage at 100-A anode current is typ-
ically 2.2 V (see Figure 6.2).

The reason for this long anode voltage fall time is that it takes a long
time for the anode current carriers to spread uniformly throughout
the chip area. Initially, the current carriers are concentrated in only
a small fraction of the chip area and instantaneous anode-to-cathode
resistance is high, causing a high instantaneous “on” voltage. After a
time, the current carriers spread uniformly throughout the chip, and
the “on” voltage drops to the quiescent level given in Figure 6.2.

Thus, most of the dissipation in the SCR occurs during the turn “on”
time. This dissipation is the integral

∫
Ia Va dt. In most SCR circuits,

currents have the shape of a half sinusoid rather than a square wave,
which is helpful. As seen in Figure 6.5, if anode current pulses were
square waves, the front edge of the current pulse would flow at an

FIGURE 6.1 Silicon controlled rectifier and ASCR symbol.
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FIGURE 6.2 Anode current versus anode voltage.

anode voltage in the vicinity of 25 V, and dissipation would be high.
Figure 6.5 also shows that if anode current pulses are half sinusoidal,
their base width should be longer than 2.5 μs to avoid an “on” anode
potential greater than 5 V throughout the entire half sinusoid.

Gate pulse duration should be greater than 400 ns for 100 A of anode
current. The gate-to-cathode voltage during the duration of the gate
current pulse is shown in Figure 6.4 and is in the range of 0.9 to 3 V for
a large range of gate currents. Once turned “on,” the anode will latch
“on” and stay conducting after the gate turn “on” pulse is gone. The
anode “on” potential ranges from 1.2 to 2.2 V for an anode current
range of 20 to 100 A, as seen in Figure 6.2.

The device is turned “on” by a gate-to-cathode current pulse whose
amplitude and duration are not well defined in the data sheets. Figure
6.3 shows anode current delay and rise time to 100 A as a function of
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FIGURE 6.3 (a ) Switching times. Typical switching times tgt , td , tr , versus
gate trigger current. (b) Relationship among “off”-state voltage, “on”-state
current, and gate trigger voltage showing reference points for definition of
turn “on” time tgr. (Note: Figure 6.3a and 6.3b illustrate the original RCA
S7310—a type of SCR similar to the Marconi type ACR25U.)

FIGURE 6.4 Gate voltage versus current.
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FIGURE 6.5 Anode-to-cathode voltage fall time for Marconi ASCR type
ACR25U.

gate trigger current. Gate current pulse width also determines current
rise time to some extent, but this is seldom given. Typically for the
ACR25U, gate current should be in the range of 90 to 200 mA for an
anode current of 100 A.

Anode current rise time shown in Figure 6.3 is not as important for
an SCR as is anode-to-cathode voltage fall time. This is obvious from
Figure 6.5, which shows that even with a 500-mA gate current pulse,
with a half-sinusoid 8-μs anode current pulse 125 A in amplitude, the
anode-to-cathode voltage has fallen to only 5 V in 2.5 μs. This is still
twice the anode-to-cathode quiescent voltage at that current shown
in Figure 6.2. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show maximum dV/dt and tq for the
Marconi ACR25U.
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FIGURE 6.6 Marconi ASCR type ACR25U characteristics. Minimum linear
critical rate of rise of “off”-state voltage versus gate voltage.

6.3 SCR Turn “Off” by Resonant Sinusoidal
Anode Current—Single-Ended Resonant
Inverter Topology
It was pointed out above that an SCR is easily turned “on” with a
narrow pulse but stays latched “on” after the pulse has gone. To turn
it “off,” anode current must be reduced to zero for a time equal to at
least the specified tq time of the device. Further, after the tq time, the
reapplied anode voltage rise-time rate must be less than the specified
dV/dt rating of the SCR.

All this is easily achieved by forcing the SCR anode current to be
sinusoidal in shape, and this offers other significant advantages as
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FIGURE 6.7 Marconi ASCR type ACR25U characteristics. Typical circuit
commutated turn “off” time versus gate voltage at turn “off.”

well. The basic scheme and its advantages are most easily described
with a typical single-ended SCR resonant converter such as that shown
in Figure 6.8.3–8

The SCR, an inductor L , and a capacitor C are arranged in series.
Before the SCR is fired, capacitor C is charged to some positive voltage
through the larger constant-current inductor Lc . When the SCR is
triggered “on” with a narrow gate pulse, the equivalent circuit is that
of a switch closure applying a step waveform to a series resonant LC
circuit. Current in the circuit is shocked into a resonant “ring” whose
period is tr = 2π

√
LC .

Current increases in the SCR sinusoidally, goes through its first
negative peak, and decreases sinusoidally to zero at the end of a half
period (= π

√
LC). As the sine wave of current in the SCR reaches

zero at t1, it reverses direction and flows sinusoidally for the next
half cycle through the anti-parallel diode D1. During this half cycle of
diode conduction time Td , the SCR is clamped with a reverse voltage
of about 1 V by D1. This maximum reverse voltage is safely below the
7- to 10-V reverse-voltage specification of the asymmetrical SCR.
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If Td is greater than the specified tq time of the device, the SCR
has safely extinguished itself at the end of Td without the need for
any external “commutation” circuitry, and forward voltage may be
safely reapplied. The half sinusoids of current through the SCR and
anti-parallel diode both provide power to the load resistor Ro .

After t2, when the D1 current has fallen back to zero, both Q1 and D1
are safely “off” and the constant current from Lc commences charging
C back up with its left end positive. During the interval t3 to t2, the
change in voltage on C corresponds to that fraction of its stored energy
(CV2/2) that is equal to the energy delivered to the load the next time
Q1 is triggered. After a time tt (the triggering period), Q1 can be
triggered “on” again and the cycle repeats.

As the load is increased (resistor Ro is decreased), the amplitude of
the first half cycle increases and its duration increases somewhat. This
decreases the duration of the second half cycle Td , and care must be
taken that the load is not increased to the point where Td is shorter than
tq , the SCR turn “off” time, or the SCR will not turn “off” successfully.

By choosing the triggering period tt in the range of 1.5 to 2 times
the resonant period tr at minimum line input and maximum load, the
“off” time tt – tr shown in Figure 6.8 is not too large and the output
across Ro is a fairly distortion-free sine wave over a large range of
load resistance. Capacitance across Ro can reduce the distortion due
to the time gap tt – tr . The circuit can thus be used as a DC/AC con-
verter. As the supply voltage Vdc is increased, output power increases
since the sine-wave peak amplitudes increase. To maintain constant
output voltage as Vdc or Ro goes up, the triggering frequency can be de-
creased (increases tt). This maintains a roughly constant peak AC volt-
age at the output, although distortion increases as the time gap (tt – tr )
increases.

The circuit is more useful as DC/DC converter with regulated and
isolated output as in Figure 6.9, where Ro is replaced by the primary
of a power transformer with rectifying diodes and a capacitor filter
at the secondary. Line and load changes are regulated by varying the
triggering frequency ft .

As the line voltage or load resistance increases the sine-wave peaks
in Figure 6.8 increase, but their base widths remain roughly constant
and equal to π

√
LC . To regulate against line and load changes, the

rectified DC output is sensed with a voltage error amplifier that alters
the switching frequency to maintain constant output. If output voltage
rises because of an increase in line voltage or a decrease in DC load
current, the switching frequency is decreased so as to take less power
per unit time from the input. Similarly, a decrease in output is corrected
by an increase in switching frequency.

This method of regulating the output voltage—by varying the
switching frequency—is common to most resonant power supplies,
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FIGURE 6.8 A single-ended SCR resonant converter. Inductor Lc charges C
to a voltage higher than Vdc. When Q1 is fired, a sinusoidal current flows
through Q1, delivering power into Ro . At t1, this sinusoidal current reverses
direction and flows through D1, delivering power to Ro . If Td is greater than
tq time of Q1, the SCR self-extinguishes. During (tt – tr )Lc recharges C and
the cycle repeats.
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FIGURE 6.9 A transformer-coupled, series-loaded, single-ended SCR
resonant converter.

because the output current or voltage pulses are constant in width.
Nonresonant topologies are usually operated at a constant switching
frequency and regulated by varying pulse width to control the DC
output voltage.

In constant-frequency schemes, the power supply switching fre-
quency is generally synchronized to the horizontal line rate in an
associated display terminal or to the system’s clock rate. This makes
it easier to tolerate any RFI noise pickup on the display screen and
lessens the possibility of computer logic errors due to noise pickup.

Since this advantage is lost in variable-frequency resonant topolo-
gies, they are not acceptable in many applications. Although it can be
argued that RFI noise pickup, if it exists, is more troublesome with
variable-frequency switching supplies, it is less likely to exist. The
sinusoidal currents in resonant supplies have much lower di/dt than
the square-wave currents of fixed-frequency, adjustable pulse width
supplies, so they emit less RFI.

The SCR supply was originally made resonant to ensure turn “off”
of the SCR at the zero crossing of the current sinusoid. This added
a further significant advantage. It was seen in Section 1.2.4 that with
square waves of current, most of the losses in the switching device oc-
cur at turn “off” as a result of the overlap of falling current and rising
voltage. But with sinusoidal currents, turn “off” occurs at zero volt-
age across the device and these losses are almost nonexistent. How-
ever, the turn “on” losses due to the relatively slow voltage fall time
(Section 6.1 and Figure 6.5) can be high. If the sine-wave base
width π

√
LC is greater than about 8 μs, these losses are also not

excessive (Figure 6.5).
The DC/DC converter of Figure 6.9, used with a single 800-V, 45-A

RMS SCR, can generate 1-kW of output power.4 An inductor is not
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needed in the secondary output, because the SCR and diode currents
shown in Figure 6.8 are constant-current pulses whose magnitude is
close to the voltage applied across the series LC elements divided by√

L/C . These constant currents reflect into the secondary and flow
into the output resistor, producing constant-voltage pulses of similar
waveshape. The filter capacitor alone averages the pulses to obtain a
constant ripple-free output voltage. Not requiring an output inductor,
the circuit can be used as a high voltage supply.

A quantitative design example will be presented after the following
discussion of two widely used SCR resonant-bridge DC/DC inverters.

6.4 SCR Resonant Bridge
Topologies—Introduction
The resonant half bridge (Figure 6.10) and full bridge (Figure 6.11) are
the most useful SCR circuits. The half bridge, with two 800-V 45-A
RMS SCRs (Marconi ACR25UO8LG), can deliver up to 4 kW of AC or
rectified DC power from a rectified 220-V AC line. A 1200-V version of
the device can generate up to 8 kW in a full-bridge circuit. Full-bridge
operation is much the same as the half-bridge except that SCR voltage
stresses are twice and current levels are half those of the half bridge
for equal output power. Hence only the half bridge will be discussed
here in detail.

The half bridge can be operated series-loaded as in Figure 6.10, with
the secondary load reflected via transformer T1 in series with a series
resonant circuit (C3 with the series combination of L3 and L1 when
Q1 is “on” or with the series combination of L3 and L2 when Q2 is
“on”).

The secondary load in the series-loaded circuit, when reflected into
the primary, must not appear as too high an impedance or the resonant
circuit Q will be low and the “on” SCR may not be safely commutated
“off” by the above-described resonant current reversal. No output
inductor is required in the series-loaded configuration, so it can be
used for either high or low output DC voltages. The series-loaded
circuit can safely tolerate an output short circuit, since the normal load
impedance in series with the resonating LC is already small compared
to the impedance of the LC elements. As discussed below, however,
there is a problem when the output load is open-circuited.

Alternatively, the half bridge can be shunt-loaded as in Figure 6.12.
Here, the output load reflected into the T1 primary is connected across
the resonating capacitor C3. In this case, the output load reflected
across C3 must not be too low or the resonant circuit Q will be so low
as to prevent resonant turn “off” of the SCR. Thus, this configuration
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FIGURE 6.10 Series-loaded SCR resonant half bridge. SCRs Q1 and Q2 are
fired on alternate half cycles. Capacitor C3 resonates with L3 and L1 when
Q1 is “on” and with L3 and L2 when Q2 is “on.” After the firing of an SCR,
its current goes through a half sinusoid, reverses direction, and flows
through the associated anti-parallel diode. If the duration of the diode
current is greater than the tq time of the SCR, the SCR self-extinguishes.

can easily tolerate an open circuit at the output, but not a short
circuit.

The series-loaded configuration is analyzed as a current source driv-
ing the T1 primary whereas the shunt-loaded circuit is better analyzed
as a voltage source. The shunt-loaded circuit does require secondary
output inductors when DC output is required, although they may be
omitted if large output voltage ripple can be tolerated. For a DC/DC
converter, the series-loaded circuit is a better choice.

6.4.1 Series-Loaded SCR Half-Bridge
Resonant Converter—Basic
Operation9,10

The series-loaded SCR resonant half-bridge circuit is shown in
Figure 6.10, and its significant waveforms in Figure 6.13. In Figure
6.10, when Q1 is triggered “on,” the equivalent circuit is that of a
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FIGURE 6.11 SCR resonant full bridge. This can deliver twice the output
power of the half bridge.

FIGURE 6.12 A shunt-loaded SCR resonant half bridge. Power is taken in
shunt across the resonant capacitor. The load resistance reflected into the
primary from the secondary must be high so as not to excessively lower the
resonant circuit Q, and prevent successful turn “off” of the SCR.
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FIGURE 6.13 Significant currents for series-loaded SCR half bridge of Figure
6.10 at minimum DC input voltage and maximum load output. As line
voltage or load resistance increases, the feedback loop decreases triggering
frequency so as to space the Q1, A2 sine waves farther apart and maintain
the average output current and voltage constant.

voltage step of magnitude Vdc/2 applied to a series combination of
L3 + L1 resonating with C3. That resonant circuit is series-loaded
with the T1 secondary resistance reflected into the primary, which is
shunted by the T1 magnetizing inductance.

If the Q of the equivalent circuit is sufficiently high, current in it
is shocked into a sinusoidal “ring” as shown in Figure 6.13a . During
the first half cycle, a half sinusoid current pulse flows through Q1.
At the end of that half cycle at t1, the current reverses and continues
flowing through the anti-parallel diode D1. From t1 to t2, current in
the SCR is zero, and if that time is greater than the specified tq time of
the device, the SCR extinguishes itself and can safely sustain forward
voltage again.

The resonant period is tr = 2π
√

(L1 + L3)C3. At light load, the SCR
and diode conduction times (tcr and td , respectively) are almost equal.
As the secondary load increases (Ro decreases), tcr and Ipq increase
and td , Ipd decrease. Load power must not be increased beyond the
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point where td is less than the maximum specified value of tq , or the
SCR will not turn “off” successfully.

With Q1 safely “off” at the next half cycle of the triggering period
tt , Q2 is fired. The resonant period is now 2π

√
(L2 + L3)C3. Current

waveforms of Q2, D2 are similar to those of Q1, D1 and are shown in
Figure 6.13b. The Q1, D1 and Q2, D2 current waveforms, shown in
Figure 6.13c, are multiplied in T1 by the turns ratio Np/Ns , rectified,
and summed by the output diodes.

The DC output voltage is the average of the Figure 6.13e current
waveform, multiplied by the secondary load resistor Ro . The output
filter capacitor averages the output current waveforms to yield a con-
stant, ripple-free DC output voltage, without requiring an output in-
ductor. After tt the entire cycle repeats.

The timing relations shown in Figure 6.13 hold at minimum DC
input voltage and minimum output load resistance (maximum out-
put power). The values of resonating inductance and capacitance are
chosen so that the current amplitudes and spacings shown in Figure
6.13 yield the correct average output current at the desired output
voltage, at minimum line and maximum load. Calculations to achieve
this are shown below. As line and load change, a feedback-loop that
senses output voltage adjusts SCR triggering frequency ft to keep
output voltage constant.

As DC input voltage and hence the peak currents in Figure 6.13
increase, the feedback loop decreases ft to maintain constant sec-
ondary average current and hence constant output voltage. Further,
at a fixed DC input voltage and with fixed L and C , peak currents
(Figure 6.13c, d) are constant, so as Ro goes up, the feedback loop
decreases ft to maintain constant average output voltage. Secondary
current waveshape with DC input or output load higher than mini-
mum is shown in Figure 6.14.

FIGURE 6.14 Bridge output current Isr at higher input voltage. Peak current
is higher, forcing feedback loop to decrease triggering frequency to maintain
constant output voltage.
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6.4.2 Design Calculations—Series-Loaded
SCR Half-Bridge Resonant Converter9,10

The circuit configuration is shown in Figure 6.10, and its significant
waveforms in Figures 6.13 and 6.14. The discussion herein is based on
a paper by D. Chambers.9

The first choice to be made is the resonant frequency. Assume the
use of the Marconi ASCR type ACR25. Figure 6.7 shows its typical turn
“off” time tq as 5 μs, from an “on” current of 50 A with a gate bias of
0 V. Assume the worst case is 20% higher or 6 μs. Also assume desired
operation at minimum DC input and maximum output power at the
edge of the continuous mode (as in Figure 6.13 with no gap between
the zero crossing of the diode current and the start of the opposite SCR
current). Then the absolute minimum resonant period as in Figure 6.13
would be 12 μs, corresponding to a resonant frequency of 83 kHz.

However, it was noted in Section 6.3 that at high output power, the
diode conduction time td shortens to a not easily calculable value. If
it is less than tq , the SCR might not turn “off” successfully. Thus there
should be more margin in the td time.

Further, Figure 6.5 shows that the anode-to-cathode “on” voltage
does not fall very quickly to its quiescent value of 2 to 3 V. To keep
the high anode-to-cathode voltage time to a small fraction of SCR
conduction time tcr, the resonant half period should be increased to at
least four times 2.5 μs. As seen in Figure 6.5, this puts the anode-to-
cathode voltage at the peak of the sinusoidal anode current at about
3 V, and is a reasonable compromise. Thus the resonant period is
chosen as 20 μs ( fr = 50 kHz). Or

Tr = 2π
√

(L3 + L1)(C3) = 20 × 10−6 (6.1)

Next the peak voltage on the T1 primary (Figure 6.10) must be de-
termined. Following the suggestion in the Chambers paper,9 this will
be chosen as 60% of the minimum voltage across one of the bridge
capacitors or

Minimum primary voltage = Vp(min) = 0.6 Vdc(min)

2
(6.2)

Assuming a bridge output rectifier with a 1-V drop across each rectifier
diode, this fixes the T1 turns ratio at

Np

Ns
= 0.6Vdc(min)

2(Vo + 2)
(6.3)

At minimum line input and maximum output current, the secondary
currents are as shown in Figure 6.13e with no time gaps between the
termination of current in one anti-parallel diode and turn “on” of
current in the opposite SCR. Assume to a close approximation, that
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even at maximum DC current, SCR and diode currents have equal
widths of a half period. Also assume—as in the Chambers paper9—
that the diode peak current is one-fourth that of the SCR. Then the
average of these Figure 6.13e SCR plus diode currents is

Isecondary average = Io(dc) = 2Ips

π

T
2T

+ 2Ips

4π

T
2T

= 1.25Ips

π

where Ips is the peak primary SCR current after reflection into the
secondary. Then

Ips = 0.8π Io(dc) (6.4)

Ipp = Ips
Ns

Np
= 0.8π Io(dc)

Ns

Np
(6.5)

where Ipp is the peak primary SCR current.
In Figure 6.10, Vap, the voltage applied to the series resonant ele-

ments when, say, Q1 turns “on” is the voltage across the bridge ca-
pacitor C1 plus the transformer voltage peak of 0.6 Vdc(min)/2. Or

Vap = Vdc(min)

2
+ 0.6Vdc(min)

2
= 0.8 Vdc(min) (6.6)

It can be shown that, to a close approximation, when a step voltage
Vap is applied to a series LC circuit, the peak amplitude of the first
resonant current pulse is

Ipp = Vap√
L/C

(6.7)

In this case, where L = (L1 + L3), C = C3:

√
(L1 + L3)/C3 = Vap

Ipp

or √
(L1 + L3)/C3 = 0.8Vdc(min)

0.8π Io[dc(min)](Ns/Np)

= Vdc(min)(Np/Ns)
π Io(dc)

(6.8)

The resonating elements (L3 + L1) = (L3 + L2) and C3 are fixed for
specified values of Vdc(min) and maximum output current Io(dc) using
Eq. 6.1, which gives their product, and Eq. 6.8, which gives their ratio.
The transformer turns ratio is fixed from Eq. 6.3.
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The ratio of L3/L1 is chosen to minimize “off”-voltage stress on
the SCRs. A smaller ratio produces less “off” stress and less dV/dt
stress. The precise ratio is best determined empirically. Inductance
L3 comprises the transformer primary leakage inductance plus some
external inductance. It is best not to rely on the leakage inductance
alone as it varies widely, and that would result in large variability in
the resonant period.

6.4.3 Design Example—Series-Loaded SCR
Half-Bridge Resonant Converter

The preceding relations will now be used in a design example. Assume
the circuit of Figure 6.10 with the following specifications:

Output power 2000 W

Output voltage 48 V

Output current Io(dc) 41.7 A

Input DC voltage, nominal 310 V

Input DC voltage, maximum 370 V

Input DC voltage, minimum 270 V

Then from Eq. 6.3 Np/Ns = 0.6 × 270/2(48 + 2) = 1.62 and from
Eq. 6.1

2π
√

(L3 + L1)C3 = 20 × 10−6

or √
(L3 + L1)C3 = 3.18 × 10−6 (6.1a)

From Eq. 6.8 √
(L3 + L1)

C3
= Vdc(min)(Np/Ns)

πIo(dc)

= 270 × 1.62
π × 41.7

= 3.34 (6.8a)

From Eqs. 6.1a and 6.8aC3 = 0.95 μF and L3 + L1 = 10.6 μH and from
Eqs. 6.6 and 6.7

Ipp = Vap√
(L3 + L1)/C3

= 0.8 × 270
3.34

= 64.7A
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Since the maximum duty cycle of this peak SCR current is tr/2tt(min) =
0.25 (Figure 6.13a and 6.13c), the SCR RMS current is Irms(SCR) =
64.7 × √

0.25/
√

2 = 22.9 A. This is well within the maximum 40-A
RMS capability of the Marconi ACR25U. Also, as assumed above,
the anti-parallel diode peak current is one-fourth of the SCR current
or 34.7/4 = 16.2 A. With a 1.62 turns ratio, the peak rectifier diode
currents will be 104.8 and 26.2 A, corresponding to the peak SCR and
anti-parallel diode currents. With such high rectifier diode currents,
a full-wave rectifier with one series diode rather than a bridge with
two diodes is preferable.

6.4.4 Shunt-Loaded SCR Half-Bridge
Resonant Converter6,12

The ancestor of most practical SCR resonant bridge power supplies
is a shunt-loaded resonant half bridge used as a DC to AC inverter,
which is described in Neville Mapham’s classic paper.6 The circuit was
essentially that of Figure 6.12, with a resistive load at the transformer
secondary instead of the rectifier and output filter.

Mapham’s paper described no attempt to regulate the output, but
showed that over a 10/1 range of output load currents with no feed-
back, the output AC voltage was constant to within 1% and gener-
ated a relatively distortion-free sine wave. A detailed and elegant
computer analysis showed that the peak sine-wave output could be
regulated against input line changes by changing the SCR triggering
frequency.

The computer analysis is presented in terms of normalized relations
Ro/

√
L/C, Iscr

√
L/C, Idiode

√
L/C/E, Vo/E , which permits a simplified

design of the circuit with a resistance loaded secondary. Despite the
LC filter at the output, it provides a good guide to that circuit.

In the shunt-loaded configuration of Figure 6.12, output regula-
tion is achieved by varying the SCR triggering frequency. Output
voltage waveshape at the cathodes of the rectifier in Figure 6.12 is
similar to the current waveshape of Figures 6.13 and 6.14 for the
series-loaded circuit. The output LC filter averages the voltage wave-
shape for the shunt-loaded circuit, whereas the output capacitor alone
is needed to average the current waveshape for the series-loaded
case.

Since the shunt-loaded circuit requires an output inductor, it has
no advantage over the series-loaded configuration. The shunt circuit
has only been touched on here to bring attention to the Mapham
paper with its useful computer analysis, which is basic to a full
understanding of the series-loaded circuit. The shunt-loaded circuit
has been used with MOSFETs as a much higher frequency DC/DC
converter.13
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6.4.5 Single-Ended SCR Resonant Converter
Topology Design3,5

The single-ended SCR resonant converter (Figure 6.8) was discussed
in qualitative terms in Section 6.3. A more quantitative analysis con-
taining some simplifying approximations is presented here, but it is
not accurate enough to permit a workable design. A more rigorous
discussion would require computer analysis of the circuit.

The circuit is shown again in Figure 6.15 in a more useful config-
uration, with the load coupled to the series resonant circuit through

FIGURE 6.15 Single-ended SCR resonant converter.
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an isolating transformer. The circuit is a series-loaded circuit with the
secondary load reflected into the primary in series with the resonating
elements (C1 and L1 + L2). The resonating inductance is the leakage
inductance L1 of T1 plus another discrete inductance L2 to make up
the total inductance required for the desired resonant period. If L2 is
relatively large compared to L1, the unavoidable variation in L1 is not
significant.

Although in series with the resonating elements, the T1 magnetiz-
ing inductance does not affect the resonant period or circuit operation
in most circumstances, as it is shunted by the secondary load resis-
tance reflected into the primary. With an open-circuited secondary,
however, the high impedance of the magnetizing inductance can kill
the Q of the resonant circuit and prevent SCR turn “off.” By gap-
ping the T1 core, the circuit can operate successfully with large values
of Ro .

Recall the basic circuit operation. Assume that the left-hand side of
C1 has been charged up to some DC voltage Vmax higher than Vdc (as
in the boost regulator of Section 1.4.1). When Q1 is fired with a narrow
trigger pulse, Q1 turns “on” and will stay “on” until its current falls
to zero. With Q1 “on,” a voltage step of amplitude Vmax is applied to
all the series elements to the right of Q1. This causes a half sine wave
of current of duration tcr to flow through Q1 in loop La . When the Q1
primary current falls to zero at t, it reverses and continues flowing as
a half sine wave of duration td through D1.

At low loads, the durations of the Q1 and D1 half sine waves (tcr and
td ) are close to π

√
(L1 + L2)C1. At higher loads, tcr increases somewhat

and td decreases. If td at its minimum is longer than the tq time of the
SCR, the SCR will automatically extinguish, and can safely sustain
forward voltage without falsely refiring. During the “off” time toff =
(t3 − t2), current in L3, which is chosen at least 20 times (L1 + L2),
charges C1 back to its original voltage Vmax, and Q1 can be fired again.
The cycle repeats with a triggering period

tt = tr + toff = (2π
√

(L1 + L2)C1) + toff

The SCR and diode primary currents produce similarly shaped sinu-
soids in the secondary, N(= Ns/Np) times as large. They are rectified
and summed by rectifier diodes D3, D4 as shown in Figure 6.15c. The
average of these secondary current pulses is produced by Co without
an output inductor, and is equal to the DC output current.

The output voltage is regulated by varying the triggering period to
maintain a constant average output current. As the DC input voltage
or output resistance Ro increase, tt is increased by a feedback loop
to maintain constant output voltage. As the input voltage or output
resistance decrease, tt is decreased.
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6.4.5.1 Minimum Trigger Period Selection
The peak SCR and diode currents (Ipcr, Ipd) of Figure 6.15b are de-
termined by the peak voltage to which the resonating capacitor C1
is charged. These peak currents must be known in order to fix the
triggering period and hence the average output current and voltage.

SCR voltageVscr waveshapes are shown in Figure 6.15d– f for max-
imum, intermediate, and zero output power. At the instant of an SCR
trigger pulse, C1 has been charged up to a voltage Vmax and hence
has stored energy C1 (Vmax)2/2. At t2, some of this energy has been
delivered to the load by the SCR and diode half sine waves.

At intermediate powers, there still is some energy left in the ca-
pacitor. When the diode current has fallen back to zero at t2, the left
side of C1 is unclamped and current from L3 starts charging C1 up.
With some voltage still across C1, Vscr first steps up by the amount
of that voltage Vmin and then starts rising more slowly as shown in
Figure 6.15e .

At maximum load, all the stored energy has been delivered to the
load by the end of an “off” time at t0, and hence at the start of the
next “off” time at t3, there is no remaining voltage on C1 and hence
no front-end step as shown in Figure 6.15d .

At zero DC load, all the energy stored in C1 at the end of an “off”
time still remains at the start of the next “off” time. Hence Vmax is
equal to Vmin as in Figure 6.15 f . From the waveshapes in Figure 6.15d
to 6.15 f , the minimum triggering period tt can be established. Since
the inductor L3 cannot support a DC voltage, the average voltage at
its output end must equal that at its input end, which is Vdc. Thus

Vdc = Vmax + Vmin

2
toff

tt

or

Vmax + Vmin = 2Vdctt
toff

(6.9)

And from Figure 6.15d , at maximum load Vmin = 0 and

Vmax = 2Vdctt
toff

From Figure 6.15b, toff = tt – tr , so

Vmax = 2Vdc

1 − tr/tt
(6.10)

From Eq. 6.10, Vmax is calculated for various ratios of tr/tt for an off-
line converter. Maximum power occurs at minimum AC line input
and maximum DC output current, since those are the conditions for
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tr /tt Vmax (at Vdc = 138 V) Vmax, V
0.7 6.6 Vdc 911

0.6 5.0 Vdc 690

0.5 4.0 Vdc 552

0.4 3.3 Vdc 455

0.3 2.9 Vdc 393

TABLE 6.1

maximum SCR current. Assume that nominal and minimum line in-
puts are 115 and 98 V AC, respectively, giving approximately 160 and
138 V of rectified DC. For the minimum Vdc of 138 V from Eq. 6.10,
we can construct Table 6.1.

From Table 6.1, a good compromise choice for tr/tt is 0.6. This still
permits using a reasonably inexpensive 800-V SCR. For tr = 16 μs,
the resonant half period is 8 μs, which allows the “on”-turning SCR to
spend most of its “on” time at a low anode-to-cathode voltage (Figure
6.5). Then tt , the minimum trigger period, is 26.6 μs (maximum trigger
frequency is 38 kHz). In regulating down to lower output power, the
minimum trigger frequency will be about one-third of that or about
13 kHz—not too far down into the audible range.

6.4.5.2 Peak SCR Current Choice and LC Component Selection
The peak SCR and diode D1 currents are shown in Figure 6.15b. Like
the half bridge (Section 6.4.2), assume that the peak diode current is
one-fourth the SCR current. Rectified secondary currents are as shown
in Figure 6.15c. The average of those currents for a T1 turns ratio N is

Is(av) = 2Ipp N
π

tr
2tt

+ 2Ipp N
4π

tr
2tt

= 1.25Ipp N
tr
π tt

(6.11)

in which Ipp is the peak primary current (Figure 6.15b). This is equal
to the average or DC output current at minimum line input and max-
imum current output. The output voltage at minimum output load
resistance Ro is

Vo = 1.25NIpp Ro
tr
π tt

(6.12)

The transformer turns ratio must be chosen and the magnitudes of the
resonant LC components selected to yield the peak resonant currents
given above.
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As in Section 6.4.2 per the suggestion in the Chambers paper,9 select
the T1 primary voltage to be 60% of the voltage across the entire loop
(points A to B in Figure 6.15a ). This is the 0.6Vmax of Eq. 6.10, which
is clamped through the turns ratio N against the output voltage plus
one diode rectifier drop. Then

N = 0.6Vmax

Vo + 1
(6.13)

When the SCR is fired, the voltage applied to the series resonant
circuit elements is Vap = Vmax + 0.6Vmax = 1.6Vmax and the peak
amplitude of the half-sine-wave SCR current pulse is

Ipp = Vap√
(L1 + L2)/C1

= Vmax√
(L1 + L2)/C1

(6.14)

Since maximum DC output current in Eq. 6.11 is specified, and all
other terms in that relation are known (Eq. 6.13 and Table 6.1),
Eq. 6.14 gives the ratio (L1 + L2)/C1. Also since the resonant period
tr was chosen in Section 6.4.5.1 as 16 μs, we obtain

tr = 2π
√

(L1 + L2)C1 = 16 × 10−6 (6.15)

Between Eqs. 6.14 and 6.15, there are two unknowns and two equa-
tions and so both C1 and (L1 + L2) are determined.

6.4.5.3 Design Example
Design a single-ended SCR resonant converter with the following
specifications:

Output power 1000 W

Output voltage 48 V

Output current 20.8 A

AC input, nominal 115 V AC RMS

AC input, minimum 98 V AC RMS

Rectified DC, nominal 160 V

Rectified DC, minimum 138 V

From Table 6.1, chose tr/tt = 0.6, giving Vmax = 690 V. From
Eq. 6.13

N = 0.6Vmax

Vo + 1

= 0.6 × 690
49

= 8.44
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From Eq. 6.11

Is(av) = Io(dc) = 20.8 = 1.25Ipp N
tr
π tt

= 1.25Ipp × 8.44
(

0.6
π

)

or Ipp = 10.3 A. Then, from Eq. 6.14

Ipp = 10.3 = 1.6Vmax√
L1 + L2)/C1

= 1.6 × 690√
(L1 + L2)/C1

or √
(L1 + L2)

C1
= 107.8 (6.14a)

From Eq. 6.15

tr = 16 × 10−6 = 2π
√

(L1 + L2)C1

or √
(L1 + L2)C1 = 2.55 × 10−6 (6.15a)

and from Eqs. 6.14a and 6.15a, C1 = 0.024 μF, L1 + L2 = 275 μH.
A lower value for tr/tt would yield lower maximum SCR voltage

stress (Table 6.1) and possibly greater reliability. This would result
in larger tt (lower trigger frequency), and at low output power, the
resulting tt (Eq. 6.12) would bring the trigger frequency down far into
the audible frequency range.

6.5 Cuk Converter Topology—Introduction14–16

In its specialized area of application, this is a very imaginative and
valuable topology. Its major advantage is that both input and output
ripple currents are continuous, i.e., there is no time gap where the rip-
ple current falls to zero. In contrast, the buck regulator of Figure 1.4
has continuous output current if Lo is made sufficiently large (Figure
1.4 f ), but input current is discontinuous (Figure 1.4d). In the boost
regulator (Figures 1.10 and 1.11), input current is continuous (Figure
1.11, IL1) but the output current through the rectifier diode is discon-
tinuous (Figure 1.11, ID1).
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In applications where very low input and output noise are essential,
it is important to have the input and output ripple currents ramp up
and down without switching to zero as in Figure 1.4 f . At the inputs
of most topologies (forward converters, push-pulls, bucks, flybacks,
and bridges), this is usually done by adding an RFI input filter, but
this adds cost and space.

6.5.1 Cuk Converter—Basic Operation
Both input and output current are continuous in the Cuk converter
(Figure 6.16a ) as seen in Figure 16.6e and 6.16 f . By making L1 and
L2 sufficiently large, the amplitude of the current ramps can be made
extremely small. As discussed below, by winding L1 and L2 on the
same core, the ripple amplitude can be reduced to zero.

The circuit in its basic form is shown in Figure 6.16a with common
input and output DC return. Input and output returns can be DC
isolated by adding a transformer, as will be discussed below.

In its basic non-isolated version, the circuit works as follows (see
Figure 6.16a ). When Q1 turns “on,” V1 goes steeply negative to ap-
proximately zero volts. Since the voltage across a capacitor cannot
change instantaneously, V2 goes negative an equal amount, reverse-
biasing D1 as seen in Figure 6.16c and 6.16d . With Vdc across L1,
its current ramps up linearly, adding to its stored energy. Before Q1
turned “on,” the left-hand end of C1 was charged up to voltage Vp ,
and its right-hand end was clamped to common via D1. The stored
energy in C1 was C1V2

p /2.
When Q1 turns “on,” C1 acts a battery delivering current down

through Q1, up through Ro , and back through L2 into the right-hand
end of C1. Thus the stored energy in C1 and in L2 delivers power into
Ro , and charges the output filter capacitor to a negative voltage –Vo .

When Q1 turns “off,” V1 goes positive to some voltage Vp , and V2
follows it up but gets clamped to common by D1 as discussed above.
Now with the left-hand end of L2 at common and the right-hand end
at –Vo, the current in L2 flows down through D1, up through Ro, and
back into the right-hand end of L2.

When Q1 is “on,” current in L1 ramps up at a rate dI/dt = Vdc/L1
(Figure 6.16e). Since V2 has gone down by the same amount as V1
(Vp), the left-hand end of L2 is at –Vp and current in L2 ramps up at
a rate dI/dt = (Vo − Vp)/L2 as seen in Figure 6.16 f .

When Q1 is “off,” V1 has risen to a voltage Vp that is higher than
Vdc, and current in L1 ramps downward at a rate dI/dt = (Vp−Vdc)/L1
(Figure 6.16e).

With Q1 “off,” the left-hand end of L2 is clamped to common
through D1 and with its right-hand end at –Vo , current in L2 ramps
downward at a rate di/dt = Vo/L2 as in Figure 6.16 f . If L1, L2 are
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FIGURE 6.16 Basic Cuk converter with input and output not isolated, and
significant voltage and currents.

made large enough, these ramp currents average to a non-zero DC
level.

6.5.2 Relation Between Output and Input
Voltages, and Q1 “on” Time

Since L1 has close to zero DC resistance, it cannot support a DC volt-
age. Hence the voltage at its bottom end (V1), averaged over one cycle,
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must equal the DC voltage at its top end (Vdc). This is equivalent to
stating that in Figure 6.16c, the area A1 in volt-seconds is equal to the
area A2. Thus

Vp
toff

T
= Vdc (6.16a)

or

Vp = Vdc
T

toff
(6.16b)

Since the voltage change at V2 equals the voltage change at V1, the
bottom end of the V2 voltage is at –Vp during ton. During toff, the top
end of V2 is clamped close to 0 V by diode D1.

Similarly, since L2 cannot support a DC voltage, the average over
one cycle at its left-hand end (V2) must equal the DC voltage at its
right-hand end (–Vo ). This is equivalent to stating that in Figure 6.16d,
the area A3 in volt-seconds is equal to the area A4. Thus

Vp
toff

T
= Vo (6.17a)

or

Vp = Vo
T
ton

(6.17b)

Equating relations 6.16b and 6.17b yields

Vo = Vdcton

toff
(6.18)

It is seen from Eq. 6.18 that the magnitude of the DC output volt-
age can be less than, equal to, or greater than the DC input voltage
depending on the ratio ton/toff.

6.5.3 Rates of Change of Current in L1, L2
It is interesting to note that for L1 = L2, the upslopes of current in
L1 and L2 during ton are equal and their downslopes during toff are
also equal. This is shown in Figure 6.16e and 6.16 f . It is this fact that
makes it possible to reduce current ripple at the input completely to
zero and makes this Cuk converter an ultra-low-noise circuit.

Equality of upslope and downslope currents can be shown as fol-
lows. During ton, the upslope of L1 current is

+di1

dt
= Vdc

L1
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and again during ton, the upslope of L2 current is

+di2

dt
= Vp − Vo

L2

From Eqs. 6.16a and 6.18

+di2

dt
= 1

L2

(
VdcT
toff

− Vdcton

toff

)

= Vdc

L2toff
(T − ton)

= Vdc

L2

and for L1 = L2 the upslopes of current in the inductors are equal
during ton.

Now consider the downslopes of current during toff. In L2, −di2/

dt = Vo/L2, and from Eq. 6.18

−di2

dt
= Vdc

L2

ton

toff
(6.19a)

and in L1, −di1/dt = (Vp − Vdc)L1. But from Eq. 6.16b

−di1

dt
= (VdcT/toff) − Vdc

L2

= Vdc

L2

T − toff

toff

= Vdc

L2

ton

toff
(6.19b)

Thus for L1 = L2, the downslopes of the inductor currents during
toff are equal, and of magnitude given by Eq. 6.19a and 6.19b. This is
seen in Figure 6.16e and 6.16 f .

6.5.4 Reducing Input Ripple Currents to Zero
The current ramps at the input and output can be reduced to zero
yielding pure DC in those lines, if L1 and L2 are wound on the same
core with the polarities as shown in Figure 6.17.

If L1, L2 are wound on the same core as in Figure 6.17, the assembly
is a transformer. During the “on” time, current flows from Vdc into the
dot end of L1 in an upgoing ramp as seen in Figure 6.16e . But in L2, its
dot end is positive with respect to its no-dot end, and by transformer
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FIGURE 6.17 If L1, L2 are wound on the same core, input and output
ripple currents are very close to zero. The ramp currents into the primary
are bucked out by an equal and oppositely directed ramp rate reflected into
the primary from the secondary. A similar cancellation occurs in the
secondary.

action, it forces a voltage across L1, making its dot end positive with
respect to its no-dot end. This forces a “secondary” current from the
dot end of L1 back into Vdc. This current is a positive-going ramp of
the same upslope as the upslope of current from Vdc.

Since these two upslopes are of equal magnitude (as demonstrated
in Section 6.5.3) but with the currents flowing in opposite directions,
the net current change during ton is zero; i.e., current flow in Vdc is
pure DC. That current is Po E/Vdc, where Po is the output power and
E is the efficiency.

A similar line of reasoning demonstrates that if the coupling be-
tween L1 and L2 is 100%, the current in the load is also pure DC with
no ripple component. That current is Vo/Ro .

Further, since it has been shown that the current downslopes in L1
and L2 during toff are equal, similar reasoning indicates that there are
also no ripple currents in the input or output lines during toff.

6.5.5 Isolated Outputs in the Cuk Converter
In most instances, output returns must be DC-isolated from input
returns. This can be done with the addition of a 1/1 isolating trans-
former as shown in Figure 6.18. Output voltage is still determined
by the ratio ton/toff, and the output polarity can be either positive
or negative, depending on which end of the secondary circuit is
common.

Thus, although the Cuk converter of Figure 6.18 is a very clever way
of producing pure DC input and output currents, the requirement for
two pieces of magnetics (the L1,L2 inductor core and T1) is a high
price to pay for the advantage.
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FIGURE 6.18 By adding a 1/1 isolating transformer, output return is
DC-isolated from input return. Either a positive or negative output is now
possible depending on which end of the secondary is common.

6.6 Low Output Power “Housekeeping” or
“Auxiliary” Topologies—Introduction15–17

These are not strictly “topologies” having a broad range of uses; rather,
they are specialized circuits for unique applications. Since they gen-
erate an output voltage that serves a vital function in any switching
power supply design, they are discussed here as separate topologies.

All the topologies discussed thus far require a low power (1 to
3 W) supply of about 10- to 45-V output. It is used to feed the usual
pulse-width-modulating (PWM) chip for the main “power train,” and
power the logic and sensing circuits that perform various housekeep-
ing functions. Such housekeeping functions may include overcurrent
sensing, overvoltage sensing and protection, remote signaling, and
correction of turn “on” and turn “off” sequencing for each output in
a multi-output supply.

These housekeeping supplies need not always be regulated, since
the usual loads can tolerate a relatively large range of supply voltage
(± 15% maximum). But reliability is improved, and more predictable
operation of the main power train results, if the housekeeping supply
is regulated—usually ±2% is adequate. The important objectives for
these supplies is that they be low in parts count and cost, and occupy
only a small fraction of the space that the main power train occupies,
with all its outputs.
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6.6.1 Housekeeping Power Supply—
on Output or Input Common?

In any new design, an initial major decision must be made as to
whether the housekeeping power supply with the PWM chip that
it powers should be located on output common, which in most cases
is DC-isolated from input common. The main switching power tran-
sistors are located on input common—one end of the rectified AC line
in off-line converters, or at one end of the DC prime power source in
battery-operated DC/DC converters.

To regulate the output voltage, a DC error amplifier must be located
on output common to sense output voltage, compare it to a reference
voltage, and produce an amplified error voltage. This error voltage
is the difference between the reference and a fraction of the output
voltage. The amplified error voltage is then used to control width of
the pulses that drive the main power transistor or transistors, which
are located on input common. A typical example of this is shown in
Figure 2.1.

Since output and input common are DC-isolated, and may be tens
or hundreds of volts apart, the width-modulated pulse cannot be DC-
coupled to the power transistor.

Thus if the error amplifier and pulse-width modulator are on out-
put common (usually in a PWM chip), the width-modulated pulse
is transferred across the output–input barrier, often by a pulse trans-
former. It is the function of the housekeeping supply, whose input
power comes from the prime power source at input common, to pro-
duce the usual 10 to 15 V for the 1 to 3 W of housekeeping power
referenced to output common.

Such a housekeeping supply is also often used when the PWM
chip is located on input common. Although power for the chip can
be derived from an auxiliary winding on the main transformer when
the main power transistor is being driven, if the drive is shut down,
(e.g., for overvoltage or overcurrent reasons), that power goes away
and it is no longer possible to energize remote indicators. Further, on
shutdown, as voltage from the auxiliary winding goes away, supply
voltage for the PWM chip decays. A race condition leading to excessive
pulse width can occur and may cause failures.

In general, it is far more reliable to have a housekeeping supply
that is always present, instead of deriving (“bootstrapping”) it from
an auxiliary winding on the main power transformer.

An alternative method of transmitting a measure of the output volt-
age across the output–input barrier is to width-modulate the power
transistor on input common via an optical coupler. This also re-
quires a housekeeping supply on input common if bootstrapping from
an auxiliary winding on the main power transformer is considered
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undesirable. Some schemes for implementing these housekeeping
supplies are discussed below.

6.6.2 Housekeeping Supply Alternatives
In an attempt to minimize the parts count of housekeeping supplies,
many designers have resorted to single- or two-transistor transformer
coupled, self-oscillating circuits. This saves the space and cost of a
PWM chip or a stable multivibrator for generating the required AC
drive frequency to some kind of a driven converter. Further, by using
a transformer coupled feedback oscillator, adding a separate winding
on the transformer provides output power referenced to any desired
DC voltage. The feedback from a collector to a base winding that
keeps the circuit oscillating also provides sufficient drive to deliver
the required power from the output winding.

Such self-oscillating housekeeping converters are very well covered
in Keith Billings’ handbook.16

These self-oscillating converters appear at first glance to be very at-
tractive because of their simple circuits and low parts counts. Without
additional circuitry, most do not produce regulated DC output volt-
age and have various other shortcomings. Adding circuitry to regulate
the output and overcome any other shortcomings increases internal
dissipation, parts count, and complexity.

At some point it becomes debatable whether these self-oscillating
converters are a better choice than a conventional single-transistor,
low-power, low-component-count driven converter such as a flyback,
fed from its own PWM chip.

With the increasingly lower price of PWM chips, no need for an
output inductor, and regulating output voltage by sensing a slave
winding voltage on input common, the flyback is a viable alternative
to a self-oscillating circuit.

Nevertheless, two of the most frequently considered self-oscillating
types—the Royer and Jensen oscillating converters—are considered
below and compared to a simple flyback.

6.6.3 Specific Housekeeping Supply
Block Diagrams

Figures 6.19 to 6.21 show the block diagrams of three reasonable ap-
proaches to a housekeeping supply where the error amplifier and
pulse width modulator are in a PWM chip on output common.

6.6.3.1 Housekeeping Supply for AC Prime Power
Figure 6.19 shows the simplest and most frequently used scheme
when the prime power is AC. A small (usually 2- to 6-W) 50/60-Hz
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FIGURE 6.19 For an off-line converter, the simplest housekeeping supply is
a small (2-W) 60-Hz isolating transformer with its secondary generating a
rectified 15 V, referenced to output common. This is followed by an
inexpensive linear regulator (12-V output) that is referenced to output.

transformer is powered from the AC input and has its secondary ref-
erenced to output common. Such transformers are available from a
large number of manufacturers and have tapped primaries so that
they can be fed from either 115 or 220 V AC—either 50 or 60 Hz.

Typical sizes are 1.88 × 1.56 × 0.85 in for a 6VA unit or 1.88 × 1.56 ×
0.65 in for a 2VA unit. They come with a large range of standard sec-
ondary voltages and usually have two secondaries that can be wired
in series for a full-wave center-tapped output rectifier or in parallel for
a bridge output rectifier. The secondary is rectified and filtered with
a capacitor input filter, and the rectified DC is returned to output or
input common as desired.

FIGURE 6.20 A housekeeping supply for DC input voltage. When AC
voltage is not present to provide a rectified DC at output common, a simple
magnetically coupled feedback oscillator fed from the DC at input common
is used as a DC/DC converter to provide output voltage to a PWM chip on
output common. The housekeeping supply output is proportional to the
input voltage. A regulator may be unnecessary if the main PWM chip can
tolerate ±10% input voltage variation.
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FIGURE 6.21 A minimum-parts-count flyback as a housekeeping supply.
Although this approach may have more parts than Figure 6.20, it generates a
regulated output V2 without requiring any linear regulators, and at the 2- to
3-W power level, may require less input power than that shown in Figures
6.19 and 6.20.

The rectified DC will have the same tolerance as the AC input—
usually ±10%. Since most PWM chips can accept DC inputs ranging
from 8 to 40 V, it is not essential to regulate the output. But in general,
safer and more predictable performance results if the output is regu-
lated. Thus, the transformer secondary voltage frequently is chosen to
yield a rectified DC voltage of about 3 V above the desired regulated
DC voltage and an inexpensive integrated-circuit linear regulator in a
TO-220 package is added in series after the filter capacitor as shown in
Figure 6.19. The configuration is usually designed to yield a regulated
± 12-V output and achieves an efficiency of about 55% at 3-W output
at a 10% high-line input.

6.6.3.2 Oscillator-Type Housekeeping Supply for AC Prime Power
When the prime input power is DC, there is no AC voltage easily
available to produce a rectified DC at output common. Figure 6.20
shows a configuration often used in this case.17 A simple magnetically
coupled feedback oscillator fed from the DC input produces high-
frequency square-wave output in a secondary referenced to output
common.

The secondary is rectified and filtered with a capacitor input fil-
ter, and the resultant DC is returned to output common. Because
of the high-frequency square wave, the filter capacitor after sec-
ondary rectification is far smaller than for the 60-Hz rectifier-filter of
Figure 6.19.

The rectified DC output in such a scheme is most often proportional
to DC input voltage. Thus, if DC output voltage variation of about
±10% is acceptable, this is a very efficient and low-component-count
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scheme if an efficient oscillator is available. There are a number of
oscillator configurations that can achieve efficiencies of 75 to 80% at
an output power level of 3 W.16 One particularly useful oscillator, the
Royer circuit, will be discussed below.

If regulated DC output is required, the oscillator is preceded by an
integrated-circuit linear regulator as shown in Figure 6.20. Adding
the linear preregulator would drop the worst case total efficiency
down to about 44%, assuming a telephone industry supply where the
maximum DC input is 60 V and the linear preregulator drops that to
35 V—just below the minimum specification for a telephone industry
supply.

By replacing the linear regulator of Figure 6.20 with a simple buck
regulator at a small increase in parts count and cost, efficiency can be
brought up to 70 and possibly 75% at the 3-W output power level.

6.6.3.3 Flyback-Type Housekeeping Supplies for DC Prime Power
With the added cost and component count needed to produce regu-
lated DC in the scheme of Figure 6.20, simple self-oscillator schemes
begin to lose their attractiveness. Figure 6.21 shows a third alternative
for the housekeeping supply. It is a simply flyback driven from one of
the many inexpensive current PWM chips. It is powered from the DC
prime power at input common and a secondary winding W1 delivers
DC voltage referenced to output common.

In Figure 6.21, the PWM chip is powered via emitter-follower Q3
at initial turn “on.” The Q3 output voltage is one base-emitter voltage
drop less than the 10-V zener diode Z1. The resulting 9-V output at the
Q3 emitter is enough to power the PWM chip (U1) that commences
driving flyback transistor Q1 and delivers, via W1, output power to
the main PWM chip (U2) on output common.

As U1 is now powered via Q3, a bootstrap winding Wf on the
flyback transformer starts generating output voltage. The number of
turns on Wf is chosen to produce about 12 V at filter capacitor C1,
which is higher than the 9 V at that point when it is being fed from
the Q3 emitter. With the emitter of Q3 at 12 V and its base at 10 V, its
base is reversed-biased and it turns “off.” The auxiliary PWM chip on
input common now continues to be powered from Wf , and the main
PWM chip on output common continues to be powered via W1.

Resistor R2 is chosen small enough to deliver the current required
by U1 during the initial turn “on” interval. Dissipation in R2 is neg-
ligible as that interval lasts only a few tens of microseconds. Resistor
R1 carries current continuously but dissipates very little power as it
carries only the Q3 base current, which needs to be only about 1 mA
to supply the initial startup current of about 10 to 20 mA for U1.

The error amplifier in U1 senses its own bootstrapped supply volt-
age V1 and keeps it constant as a “master.” The output voltage V2 from
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W1 is a “slave” and is also quite constant (within 1 to 2%) as slaves
track the master very well in a flyback topology.

6.6.4 Royer Oscillator Housekeeping
Supply—Basic Operation17,18

This configuration is shown in Figure 6.22a . It was one of the earliest
applications of transistors to power electronics and was conceived in
1955, only a few years after transistors were invented.1

It was used to generate square-wave AC and with rectification, as
a DC/DC converter up to a power level of a few hundred watts.
In its original form, it had two significant drawbacks that limited its
usefulness and in some cases made it unreliable, but with the addition
of three small changes and with more modern components, it has
become a valuable circuit at power levels as low as 10 W and up to
300 W.

The original basic Royer oscillator shown in Figure 6.22a works
as follows. It is a push-pull circuit with positive feedback from the
collectors to the base windings to keep it oscillating. The positive
feedback can be seen from the dots on the collector and base windings.

Assume that Q1 is “on” and is in saturation. The no-dot end of the
primary Np1 is positive, and hence the no-dot end of the base winding
Nb1 is also positive. Voltage across Np1 is Vdc (assuming negligible
Vce drop). Np1 delivers output current to the load via Ns1 and also
enough current to the Q1 base via Nb1 and R1 to keep Q1 “on” and in
saturation at the maximum current reflected into the primary by the
minimum Ro .

The T1 transformer core is made of material with a square hystere-
sis loop, as seen in Figure 6.22b. Assume that when Q1 turned “on”
initially, the core was at point C on its hysteresis loop. With a voltage
Vdc across Np1, the rate of change of flux density in the core is given
by Faraday’s law as

dB
dt

= Vdc × 10+8

Np1 Ae
(6.20)

The core moves up the hysteresis loop from negative saturation −Bs
to positive saturation +Bs along the path CDE. The time required for
this is given by Eq. 6.20 as

T1 = T
2

= dBN p1 Ae × 10−8

Vdc

= 2Bs Np1 Ae × 10−8

Vdc
(6.21)
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FIGURE 6.22 (a ) Basic Royer oscillator. (b) Square hysteresis loop of T1 core.
(c) Characteristic high current spikes at end of “on” time. These spikes are a
major drawback in Royer oscillators. As long as the core is on the vertical
part of its hysteresis loop, the positive feedback from Np to Nb windings
keeps a transistor “on” and in saturation. When the core has moved to either
the top or the bottom of its hysteresis loop, coupling between the collector
and base windings immediately drops to zero as the core permeability in
such a square loop material is unity. The “on” transistor’s base voltage and
current drop to zero, and its collector voltage starts to rise. Some small
residual air coupling couples this rising collector voltage into the opposite
base, and by positive feedback, the opposite transistor turns “on.” In one half
period, the core moves along the path CDEF, then in the next half period
along the path FEGHBA.
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When the core has reached point E , it is saturated, its permeability
is close to unity, and coupling between the Q1 collector and base
windings suddenly drops to zero. The Q1 base current quickly drops
to zero and Q1 collector voltage starts rising.

A small residual air coupling from the dot end of Np1 to the dot end
of Nb2 starts turning Q2 “on.” As it commences turning “on,” positive
feedback from the Np2 to the Nb2 winding speeds up the turn “on”
process until Q2 is fully “on.” When Q1 was “on,” the no-dot end of
Np1 was positive and the core moved up the hysteresis loop. With Q2
“on,” the dot end of Np2 is positive and the core is driven back down
the hysteresis loop along the path EGHBA.

It requires the same T/2 given by Eq. 6.21 to move back down the
hysteresis loop. The preceding cycles repeat and the circuit oscillates
at a frequency given by

F = 1
T

= Vdc × 10+8

4Bs Np Ae
(6.22)

In Figure 6.22a , the function of resistor R3 is to start the circuit
oscillating. When Vdc is first applied, neither Q1 nor Q2 is “on” and
the above cycles cannot commence. Current from Vdc flows down
through R3 to the base windings center tap, the half base windings,
the base resistor, and then the bases, and the cycle can now start.

In general, the transistor with the highest gain will be the one to turn
“on” first. Once the circuit is oscillating, base current flows from the
base winding, through its base resistor, its base, out of the transistor
emitter, through D1, and back into the base winding center tap.

The circuit of Figure 6.22a shows only one of many possible base
drive configurations. The base resistors shown serve to limit base cur-
rent that may be excessive at high temperature and cause long tran-
sistor storage delay. Collector current may be limited with emitter
resistors. Baker clamps (to be discussed in a later chapter on bipolar
base drives) may be used to make the circuit less sensitive to load
changes, production spread in transistor gain, and temperature.

6.6.4.1 Royer Oscillator Drawbacks17

The basic Royer oscillator has two major drawbacks, but these can be
corrected by quite simple means. The effect of the first drawback can
be seen in Figure 6.22c as an ultra-high-current spike at the end of a
transistor “on” time. This spike may last only 1 to 2 μs but may be
three to five times the current prior to the spike.

The spike occurs at a collector voltage about equal to the supply
voltage and thus adds significantly to the transistor dissipation. Since
it comes at simultaneously high current and voltage, it may exceed the
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safe operating area (SOA) boundary and cause failure by “secondary
breakdown” even if the average dissipation is low.

The spike is inherent to the very nature of the Royer oscillator, and it
can be explained as follows. During the time—say—Q1 is “on,” Q2 has
a reverse bias and is held “off” (observe the dots at the base windings).
When the core has moved up—say, to the top of its hysteresis loop—it
saturates, the windings can no longer support voltage, and the Q1
collector voltage rises.

However, its base voltage does not immediately go negative to
turn “off” collector current. It goes negative only after the stored base
charges drain away and Q2 has turned “on” sufficiently to produce
a solidly negative voltage at the no-dot end of Np2 and hence at the
no-dot end of Nb1. During this delay between core saturation at the
end of one “on” time and the flopover to the opposite transistor turn
“on,” the “off”-turning transistor operates with high collector voltage
and a high-current spike and may fail.

The second drawback is really a partial cause of the first. It is the
long delay between core saturation on one side and turn “on” of the
opposite transistor. During this delay, voltage at the base of the “off”-
turning transistor hangs on at about 0.5 V, and drifts slowly negative
before being pulled down abruptly by the opposite transistor turning
solidly “on.”

While the “off”-turning base is drifting slowly down from the 0.5-V
level, the transistor is still partially “on” at a high collector-to-emitter
voltage. While the base hangs on thus, the partially “on” transistor will
often oscillate at a very high frequency. This can easily be corrected
with small capacitors—empirically chosen between 100 and 500 pF—
cross-coupled from the collectors to the opposite bases.

There is a further drawback in that the oscillator square-wave fre-
quency is directly proportional to supply voltage (Eq. 6.22). There
are many systems-related objections to a variable-frequency switch-
ing power supply. They all relate to the fact that any RFI generated
will cover a wider and more continuous frequency spectrum with a
variable frequency, as opposed to a fixed-frequency switching power
supply.

Figure 6.23 shows the schematic and critical waveforms for a typical
Royer oscillator DC/DC converter for 2.4-W output operating from
38 V DC—the minimum specified input for a telephone industry
power supply.

The Royer oscillator is clearly low in parts count, but the waveform
on the bottom-right of Figure 6.23 shows the aforementioned spikes
at the end of turn “on” and also in this case at the start of turn “on.”
Collector voltages are shown in the waveform on the left. The low
efficiency of only 50.6% is a consequence of the dissipation due to the
current spikes at turn “on” and turn “off.”
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FIGURE 6.23 A typical Royer oscillator using a square hysteresis loop core,
frequently used as a low-power “housekeeping supply” to power a PWM
chip on output common, with its own power derived from the power source
on input common. The high-current spikes at the end of “on” time and often
at start of turn “on” make it unreliable and undesirable despite its low parts
count.
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6.6.4.2 Current-Fed Royer Oscillator19

By simply adding an inductor in series with Royer transformer center
tap, the aforementioned current spikes at turn “off” and turn “on” are
eliminated and efficiency is greatly increased.

The addition of the series inductor makes the circuit constant-
current-fed as opposed to voltage-fed, and achieves all the advantages
of current-fed topologies discussed in Section 5.6. The series inductor
helps in the following way. When the core has saturated on one side,
the associated transistor commences having a large current spike with
a large di/dt. Since the current in an inductor cannot change instan-
taneously, the voltage at the transformer center tap drops down to
common and the collector current is limited to the value it had just
prior to core saturation.

The start current from R3 turns “on” the opposite transistor and
both transistors are “on” simultaneously for at least the duration of
the storage time in the “off”-turning transistor. This transistor turns
“off” at zero collector-to-emitter voltage—the condition for minimum
transient turn “off” dissipation (Section 2.2.12.1). The “on”-turning
transistor turns “on” at zero collector-to-emitter voltage, which also
minimizes transient turn “on” losses.

The benefits of this current-fed Royer can be seen in Figure 6.24.
There the Royer circuit of Figure 6.23 was fed from an adjustable
voltage power supply through a series 630-μH inductor (50 turns on
a 1408-3C8 ferrite core with a total 2-mil air gap).

The transistor currents shown in Figure 6.24 show no sign of an end
of “on”-time spike. The numerical data of Figure 6.24 are summarized
in Table 6.2.

It is seen from Table 6.2 that efficiency averages about 71% with a
constant load over the 38- to 60-V range of telephone industry speci-
fications for power supplies. This compares favorably with the 50.6%
efficiency for the same Royer and 49.8-� load resistor, but without the
series input inductor (Figure 6.23).

The voltage drop down to zero at the transformer center tap due to
the input inductor is clearly seen in Figures 6.24 and 6.25.

If output voltage variations of 11 to 18 V for input changes of 38
to 60 V were acceptable, the unregulated, current-fed Royer DC/DC
converter would be a good choice because of its very low parts count.

6.6.4.3 Buck Preregulated Current-Fed Royer Converter
In many applications, regulated output voltage is required. Output
voltage regulation can be achieved with very little more complexity
and cost by preceding the Royer with a buck regulator as in Figures
6.26 and 6.27. Since buck regulators can quite easily be built with effi-
ciencies of 90%, total efficiency does not suffer too much even though
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FIGURE 6.24 Waveform in a current-fed Royer oscillator. By adding an
inductor in series between Vcc and the transformer center tap, the
high-current spikes at the start and end of the transistor “on” time
(Figure 6.22c) are eliminated and efficiency improves greatly. This occurs
because the center tap voltage drops to zero when both transistors are
simultaneously “on” for a brief instant at each transition. Waveforms are for
the circuit of Figure 6.22a with an inductor of 630 μH in series with Vcc at 38,
50, and 60 V.
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Efficiency,
Vdc(in), V Idc(in), mA Pin, W Vout, V Ro, Ω Pout, W %

38.0 96 3.65 11.24 49.8 2.54 69.6

50.0 127 6.37 15.05 49.8 4.55 71.4

60.0 151 9.03 18.08 49.8 6.56 72.7

TABLE 6.2

the power is handled twice—in the buck and in the Royer. Figure
6.27 shows the composite efficiency ranges from 57.9 to 69.5% over an
input voltage range of 38 to 60 V and an output power range of 2.3 to
5.7 W.

In Figure 6.27, the buck regulator loop senses the output of the buck
itself, keeping it constant and running the Royer open loop. This is
often good enough, since the Royer output voltage is constant for
constant input voltage and has quite good open-loop load regulation.

FIGURE 6.25 (a ) Voltage across the emitter resistors in Figure 6.22 with a
1630 μH inductor in series with T1 center tap. (b) Circuit as in Figure 6.24,
showing T1 center tap voltage dropping to zero at each transmission.
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FIGURE 6.26 A buck regulator driving a current-fed Royer DC/DC
converter for constant Vo load. Feedback can be taken from the buck
output, with the Royer DC/DC-converter operated open loop. This yields
regulation of better than 0.5% with an input change from 38 to 60 V, but
load regulation of only ±5%. For better load regulation, feedback is taken
from the bootstrapped slave output, which is referenced to input common
as shown.

In Figure 6.27 it is seen that output voltage change over the above-
mentioned line and load changes was only from 9.79 to 10.74 V—
adequate for a housekeeping power supply.

If better load regulation is desired, the error amplifier in the buck can
sense a bootstrapped slave secondary off the main power transformer
as described in Section 6.6.3.3 and Figure 6.21.

The circuit details for the data of Figure 6.27 are shown in Figure
6.26.

6.6.4.4 Square Hysteresis Loop Materials for Royer Oscillators
The transformer core for a Royer oscillator must have a square hys-
teresis loop. If the loop is not square, turn “on” flipover from one
transistor to the other will be sluggish, and in the worst case may not
occur.

The “on” transistor may push the core to the top of the hysteresis
loop and hang up there, delivering sufficient base drive to keep itself
“on,” yet not turning the opposite transistor “on.” If this occurs, the
partially “on” transistor will fail in a few tens of microseconds.

Most ferrite core materials do not have a sufficiently square hys-
teresis loop, but there are various other materials that do. The earliest
material was an alloy of 79% nickel, 17% iron, and 4% molybdenum
available from a number of manufacturers under various trade names.
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FIGURE 6.27 Waveforms and data on the current-fed Royer of Figure 6.26
driven from a buck regulator. Feedback is from the buck output.
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Magnetics Inc. has probably the largest selection of standard core sizes
made from its material called Square Permalloy 80. Other manufac-
turers’ trade names for roughly the same material are 4-79 Permalloy,
Square Mu 79, and Square Permalloy. The material has a saturation
flux density ranging between 6600 and 8200 G.

The material is produced in a thin tape, wound into a toroidal core,
and then encased in aluminum or a nonmetallic case. The tape is
available in 1- or 1/2-mil thickness. Core losses increase rapidly with
frequency, and just as with power transformers, in which higher fre-
quencies require thinner laminations to minimize losses, the 1/2-mil
tape cores should be used beyond 50 kHz. Beyond 100 kHz, losses in
even the 1/2-mil cores become prohibitive.

In the 1980s, “amorphous” magnetic material with low losses at
high frequencies for flux swings between +Bs and −Bs became avail-
able. It permits building Royer oscillators of up to 200 kHz with ac-
ceptably low losses and core temperature rise.

After Pressman Be careful when designing single transformer Royer
self-oscillating circuits using the very square loop “amorphous” magnetic
material. Oscillation requires flyback action from the core and some of these
materials have a flux remnants value (Br) very near the saturation value, so
the core will latch in the saturated state and will not oscillate. ∼K.B.

Amorphous cores are manufactured in the United States under the
trade name Metglas by Allied Corporation and Magnetics Inc., and by
Toshiba under the trade name Amorphous-MB. These core materials
have saturation flux densities ranging between 5700 and 6200 G.

Since they are made of thin tapes, all of these square-loop cores
have relatively low iron area compared to ferrite cores. Thus at the
same frequency, they require more turns than would a ferrite core, if
a square-loop ferrite core were available.

However, the number of turns for a Royer is no problem with the
small-area tape-wound cores, as can be seen from Eq. 6.22, which
shows that the required number of turns is inversely proportional to
saturation flux density, frequency, and iron area. Although the iron
area of the tape-wound cores is small, their saturation flux density
is close to twice that of any available square hysteresis loop ferrite.
Since Royers with tape-wound cores can be built at 50 to 200 kHz
where fewer turns are necessary, there is no problem with excessive
turns.

Nevertheless, if a ferrite core is desired because of its larger iron
area, there are a few sources of a square hysteresis loop ferrite core.
One such is material Type 83 from the Fair-rite Corporation (Wallkill,
New York). It has a saturation flux density of 4000 G, but its losses
operating at±4000 G are sufficiently high that the maximum operating
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Saturation flux Core losses* W/cm3

Core material density, G 50 kHz 100 kHz

Toshiba MB 6000 0.49 1.54

Metglas 2714A 6000 0.62 1.72

Square Permalloy 80 (1/2 mil) 7800 0.98 2.26

Square Permalloy 80 (1 mil) 7800 4.2 9.6

Fair-rite Type 83 4000 4.0† 30.0

∗For flux excursions between positive and negative saturation
†1 W/cm3 at 25 kHz

TABLE 6.3

frequency is 50 kHz. Available square hysteresis core materials are
listed in Table 6.3.

It should be noted that most of these tape-wound cores have rela-
tively small radiating surface area and hence high thermal resistance
(in the range of 40 to 100◦C/W). Unless bound to a heat sink, total
losses should be kept under 1 W.

Hysteresis loops for the above materials are shown in Figure 6.28.

6.6.4.5 Future Potential for Current-Fed Royer
and Buck Preregulated Current-Fed Royer

It may seem surprising in a text on modern power supply design
to devote much space to the Royer circuit, which was cast aside 30
years ago, but the Royer, operated in the current-fed mode, with small
collector-to-opposite-base flipover capacitors, and with the new low-
loss amorphous cores, is very attractive in many applications.

If line regulation is not required, it is extremely low in parts count
(Figures 6.23 and 6.24). Its major fields of application are where
prime input is low-voltage DC—e.g., 48 V for telephone industry
supplies, 28 V for aircraft supplies, and 12 or 24 V for automotive
supplies.

With the new available cores, they can generate up to 200 or possibly
300 W. Since they require no output inductors, they can easily generate
high voltage—with a multi-turn secondary or an output voltage mul-
tiplier. If regulated output voltage is required, they can be preceded
by a high efficiency buck regulator (Figures 6.26 and 6.27).

It appears at this writing that in the coming years, there will
be widespread renewed interest in the current-fed Royer oscillator
DC/DC converter.
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FIGURE 6.28 A low-power flyback housekeeping power supply with
isolated output Vo .

6.6.5 Minimum-Parts-Count Flyback
as a Housekeeping Supply

The low-power flyback scheme of Figure 6.21 as a housekeeping sup-
ply is detailed in Figure 6.28.

The circuit was designed as discontinuous-mode flyback from the
design relations presented in Chapter 4. It was designed for 6 W of out-
put power at a switching frequency of 50 kHz from a supply voltage
of 38 to 60 V—the usual range for a telephone industry power supply.
The circuit as is can easily deliver twice the output power without
overstressing any components. Beyond 6 W at less than 38 V input, it
will enter the continuous mode and oscillate unless the feedback loop
is changed (Section 4.3).

In Figure 6.28, the regulated output is a master secondary Vom re-
ferred to input common. The housekeeping output Vo is a slave re-
turned to output common where it can drive the PWM chip for the
main power supply. As discussed in Section 4.2, because flybacks have
no output inductors, slaves track the master very closely. Thus regu-
lating Vom on input common keeps Vo on output common sufficiently
constant for a housekeeping supply.

In Figure 6.28, Q1 supplies voltage to the PWM chip during startup.
After the supply is up and delivering its output voltages, Vom takes
over and supplies the chip via diode D4. The voltage at the D4 cathode
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is about 11 V. Since the base of Q1 is kept at 9.1 V by Z1, it is biased
“off” as soon as its emitter rises to about 9 V via D4.

Significant waveforms and performance data for the circuit are
shown in Figure 6.29a , 6.29b, and 6.29c for input voltages of 38, 50, and
60 V, respectively. Efficiencies are about 70%. This is not spectacular,
and no effort has been made to optimize circuit efficiency.

It was intended here only to show the significant classic waveforms
of an actual operating, discontinuous-mode flyback. Figure 6.29a , for

FIGURE 6.29 Significant waveforms for low-power flyback of Figure 6.28.
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a DC input voltage of 38 V, shows the circuit to be just at the threshold
of discontinuous mode (Section 4.4.1 and Figure 4.8). Primary current
starts ramping up with no dead time the instant after the previous
secondary current has ramped down to zero. Figure 6.29b and 6.29c
show the same waveforms at 50 and 60 V, respectively, in which there
is now a dead time between the instant secondary current has ramped
down to zero and the start of the next turn “on.”

The flyback has fewer components than the buck-current-fed Royer
of Figure 6.26, but it is seen in Figure 6.29 that at 6 W of output power,
peak secondary current for the flyback is 3 A. This compares unfa-
vorably to 0.36 A for the buck-current-fed Royer (Figure 6.25a ). The
higher flyback secondary current can produce a greater RFI problem
that requires a larger output filter, and possibly a small LC filter after
the main filter capacitor to eliminate the output spike at the instant of
turn “off,” due to ESR in the main capacitor.

6.6.6 Buck Regulator with DC-Isolated
Output as a Housekeeping Supply

Figure 1.9 shows another possible inexpensive, low-parts-count
scheme for generating a DC-isolated power supply. It is described in
Section 1.3.8. Care must be taken in this scheme that the current drawn
from the secondary is not sufficient to cause the primary current to go
into the discontinuous mode, or regulation will suffer.
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C H A P T E R 7
Transformers and
Magnetic Design

7.1 Introduction
In Part 1, we considered the characteristics of most of the more fre-
quently used topologies in sufficient depth to allow us to make a
suitable choice of topologies that best meets the power supply speci-
fications. Frequently, the topology is selected to minimize the power
transistor’s off-voltage stress at high line and the peak current stress
at maximum output power. Other considerations would be to mini-
mize parts count, cost, and required volume of the complete supply.
Minimizing potential RFI problems is also a frequent factor in choice
of topology and working frequency.

After a topology is selected, the next major decisions are to select
an operating frequency and minimum transformer core size which
yields the specified maximum output power. To make the frequency
and transformer core selection, it is necessary to know the numerical
relations between desired output power and transformer parameters
such as transformer size, area of core, core window or bobbin winding
area, peak flux density, operating frequency, and coil current density.
In the following sections, equations giving these relations will be de-
rived for the most frequently used topologies.

The above relations will be used in equation form to select a trans-
former core and operating frequency. One method is to estimate the
required core size and frequency. We can then calculate the approx-
imate power available from the selected core, frequency, and the re-
maining parameters. This initial estimate can then be easily corrected
if the desired power is not available. Since all the parameters are in-
terrelated, such interactive calculations may have to be done several
dozen times before a satisfactory combination of the parameters is
found, a somewhat cumbersome procedure.
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TIP Reference 17 provides a selection nomogram on page 3.68 allowing the
optimum core size to be selected directly from the required power and selected
operating frequency. ∼K.B.

A better method is obtained by putting the equations into a chart.
The following charts show frequency increasing (in multiples of 8 kHz
to the right) in vertical columns and specific core sizes from various
manufacturers in horizontal rows with available output power (cal-
culated from the equations) at the column-row intersections.

The cores are arranged in horizontal rows of increasing output
power. Thus, at a glance one can choose an operating frequency and
move vertically through the rows until the first core of sufficient power
is found. Alternatively, if a specific core whose dimensions fit the avail-
able space is chosen, one can move horizontally through columns of
increasing frequency to find the desired output power.

The charts shown below are for various core geometries from four
major core manufacturers.

Core losses versus frequency and peak flux density are shown for
widely used core materials from various core manufacturers. The
available ferrite core geometries and their usage are discussed. Core
and copper loss calculations are presented. A significant contributor
to copper losses—proximity effect—is described. Transformer tem-
perature rise calculation from the sum of core and copper losses is
demonstrated.

7.2 Transformer Core Materials and
Geometries, and Peak Flux Density
Selection
7.2.1 Ferrite Core Losses versus Frequency

and Flux Density for Widely Used Core
Materials17–20

Most switching power supply transformers are made with ferrite
cores. Ferrites are ceramic ferromagnetic materials having a crystalline
structure consisting of mixtures of iron oxide with either manganese
or zinc oxide. Their eddy current losses are negligible, as their electri-
cal resistivities are very high. Core losses comprise mainly hysteresis
losses which are low enough to permit use of some materials up to a
frequency of 1 MHz. Ferrite cores are available from many manufac-
turers (such as Ferroxcube-Philips, Magnetics Inc., Ceramic Magnet-
ics Inc., Ferrite International, and Fair-rite, among others) and some
overseas manufacturers (TDK, Siemens, Thomson-CSF, Tokin).
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Each manufacturer has a number of different mixes of the vari-
ous oxides, processed in various ways to achieve different advan-
tages. Some materials are tailored to yield the minimum core loss
point at higher frequency (>100 kHz), to shift the minimum core
loss temperature point to a higher value (90◦C), or to achieve min-
imum core losses at the most usual combination of high frequency
and peak flux density. However, the DC hysteresis loops of most
vendors’ ferrites that are intended for switching power transformer
applications are quite similar. At 100◦C, they are within 10% of com-
plete saturation in the region of 3000 to 3200 G, have a coercive
force of 0.10 to 0.15 Oe, and have a residual flux density of 900 to
1200 G.

The major factors affecting material selection are summarized in
curves of core loss (usually expressed in milliwatts per cubic centime-
ter) versus frequency and peak flux density. A typical curve of these
data, plus the DC hysteresis loop for the Ferroxcube-Philips high-
frequency material 3F3, is shown in Figure 7.1. Core losses for some
widely used materials are given in Table 7.1.

Losses in Table 7.1, taken from core manufacturer data sheets and,
although it is seldom pointed out, are for bipolar magnetic circuits in
which the flux excursion extends into the first and third quadrants
of the hysteresis loop (push-pulls, half and full bridges). Forward
converters and flybacks operate in the first quadrant only.

Since ferrite core losses are hysteresis losses only and these losses are
proportional to the area of the hysteresis loop, it might be thought that
unipolar magnetic circuits, which traverse only half of the hysteresis
loop, would have half the core losses of bipolar circuits at the same
peak flux density.

There is considerable difference of opinion among manufacturers
on this. Some say unipolar circuit losses are one-fourth the quoted
and measured values for bipolar circuits at the same peak flux den-
sity. They reason that if a unipolar circuit swings from 0 to Bmax gauss,
it is equivalent to a bipolar circuit swinging around a mean value of
Bmax/2, with a peak excursion of Bmax/2. Further, since core losses
are roughly proportional to the square of the peak flux excursion in
a bipolar circuit, halving the peak flux excursion reduces losses by a
factor of 4.

TDK offers a curve showing that unipolar circuit losses for a zero
to Bmax excursion are a factor Kfc times as great as losses in a bipolar
circuit swinging from −Bmax to +Bmax. The factor Kfc is shown as
being frequency-dependent. It is 0.39 at 20 kHz, 0.35 at 60 kHz, and
0.34 at 100 kHz.

A conservative approach is to accept the argument that losing half
the area of a hysteresis loop (for unipolar circuits) should reduce losses
measured for a bipolar circuit by a factor of 2, so it will be assumed
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FIGURE 7.1 Significant characteristics of 3F3—a high-frequency, low-loss
core material (Courtesy of Ferroxcube-Philips Corp.)
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FIGURE 7.1 Continued.

herein that unipolar circuits at the same peak flux density as listed in
Table 7.1 will have losses half those shown in the table.

7.2.2 Ferrite Core Geometries
Ferrite cores are manufactured in a relatively small number of geo-
metric shapes and varying dimensions within the shapes. The shapes
and dimensions of four core manufacturers’ products are described
in their catalogs.1–4

Many of the core shapes and dimensions in these catalogs are inter-
national standards and are available from various manufacturers in
their proprietary core materials. Cores which are international stan-
dards are listed in publications from the Magnetic Material Producers
Association (MMPA),5,6 and in IEC publications from the American
National Standards Institute.7

The core geometries shown in Figure 7.2 are pot or cup cores, RM
cores, EE cores, PQ cores, UU or UI cores. The pot core is shown in
Figure 7.2e . It is used mostly at power levels up to 125 W, and usually in
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Core loss, mW/cm3 for various
peak flux densities, G

Frequency,
kHz Material 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600

20 Ferroxcube 3C8 85 60 40 25 15

Ferroxcube 3C85 82 25 18 13 10

Ferroxcube 3F3 28 20 12 9 5

Magnetics Inc.-R 20 12 7 5 3

Magnetics Inc.-P 40 18 13 8 5

TDK-H7C1 60 40 30 20 10

TDK-H7C4 45 29 18 10

Siemens N27 50 24

50 Ferroxcube 3C8 270 190 130 80 47 22

Ferroxcube 3C85 80 65 40 30 18 9

Ferroxcube 3F3 70 50 30 22 12 5

Magnetics Inc.-R 75 55 28 20 11 5

Magnetics Inc.-P 147 85 57 40 20 9

TDK-H7C1 160 90 60 45 25 20

TDK-H7C4 100 65 40 28 20

Seimens N27 144 96

100 Ferroxcube 3C8 850 600 400 250 140 65

Ferroxcube 3C85 260 160 100 80 48 30

Ferroxcube 3F3 180 120 70 55 30 14

Magnetics Inc.-R 250 150 85 70 35 16

Magnetics Inc.-P 340 181 136 96 57 23

TDK-H7C1 500 300 200 140 75 35

TDK-H7C4 300 180 100 70 50

Seimens-N27 480 200

Siemens-N47 190

TABLE 7.1 Core Losses at 100◦C for Some Materials at Various
Frequencies and Peak Flux Densities
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Core loss, mW/cm3 for various
peak flux densities, G

Frequency,
kHz Material 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600

200 Ferroxcube 3C8 700 400 190

Ferroxcube 3C85 700 500 350 300 180 75

Ferroxcube 3F3 600 360 250 180 85 40

Magnetics Inc.-R 650 450 280 200 100 45

Magnetics Inc.-P 850 567 340 227 136 68

TDK-H7C1 1400 900 500 400 200 100

TDK-H7C4 800 500 300 200 100 45

Seimens-N27 960 480

Siemens-N47 480

500 Ferroxcube 3C85 1800 950 500

Ferroxcube 3F3 1800 1200 900 500 280

Magnetics Inc.-R 2200 1300 1100 700 400

Magnetics Inc.-P 4500 3200 1800 1100 570

TDK-H7F 100

TDK-H7C4 2800 1800 1200 980 320

1000 Ferroxcube 3C85 2000

Ferroxcube 3F3 3500 2500 1200

Magnetics Inc.-R 5000 3000 1500

Magnetics Inc.-P 6200

Note: Data are for bipolar magnetic circuits (first- and third-quadrant operation).
For unipolar circuits (forward converter, flyback), divide flux density by 2.

TABLE 7.1 Core Losses at 100◦C for Some Materials at Various Frequencies
and Peak Flux Densities (Continued)

DC/DC converters. Its major advantage is that the coil on the bobbin
around the center post is almost entirely enclosed by ferrite material.
This decreases its radiating magnetic field and hence is used when
EMI or RFI problems must be minimized.

The major disadvantage of the pot core is the narrow slot in the
ferrite through which the coil leads exit. This makes it difficult to use
at high input or output currents requiring large wire diameter, or in
multi-output supplies with many wires exiting.
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FIGURE 7.2 Various core geometries for power transformers: (a ) EE cores;
(b) EC and ETD cores; (c) PQ cores; (d) RM cores; (e) pot cores; ( f ) LP cores
(Courtesy of TDK Corp.)

It is also not a good choice for a high-voltage supply, even at low
power. Leads carrying a high voltage may arc because of the close
spacing in the narrow exit notch in the ferrite.

Many pot cores are available with gaps of various sizes in the cen-
ter leg so that they may carry a DC bias current without saturat-
ing. This permits their use as output inductors in buck regulators
(Section 1.3.6), forward converters (Sections 2.3.9.2, 2.3.9.3), push-
pulls (Section 2.2.8.1), and flybacks (Section 4.3.1).

Most often, when a core is available with a gapped center leg,
the manufacturer gives its Al value (inductance in millihenries per
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1000 turns) and the cliff point in ampere turns at which it falls over its
saturation cliff.

If a gapped core is required, it is more cost effective—and from
a performance viewpoint, preferable—to use a core with a gapped
center leg rather than using ungapped core halves separated with
the proper thickness of plastic shims. Shimming core halves will not
yield reproducible Al values over time, temperature, and production
spread. Also, gapping the outer leg will increase EMI.

The most widely used are EE cores (Figure 7.2a ) because there is
ample room for coil leads entering and leaving the bobbin. Since the
coil is not fully surrounded by ferrite, it does produce a larger EMI-RFI
field. However, airflow around the windings is unimpeded, which
therefore run cooler. EE cores are available with either a square or
round center leg. Round-center-leg cores (EC or ETD types; Figure
7.2b) have a small advantage in that the mean length of a turn is about
11% shorter than for a square-legged core of equal center-leg area.
Coil resistance is thus about 11% less for equal numbers of turns, and
copper loss and temperature rise are somewhat lower.

There is a large range of EE core sizes, and depending on frequency
and peak flux density, they can deliver output powers from under 5 W
up to 5 or possibly 10 kW. By using two square-center-leg EE cores side
by side, the core area is doubled, requiring half the number of turns
for the same voltages, peak flux density, and frequency (Faraday’s
law; Eq. 2.7). This doubles the power available from a single core, and
may result in a smaller transformer than using a single core of the next
larger size.

The RM or “square” core, a compromise between a pot and an
EE core, is shown in Figure 7.2d. It is effectively a pot core with a
much wider notch cut out of the ferrite. It is thus easier to bring larger
diameter or many wires in and out of the coil, so this core is usable for
much higher output power levels and for multi-output transformers.
The larger ferrite notch also provides easier access for convection air
currents than in a pot core, which results in smaller temperature rise.

Because the coil is not as fully surrounded by ferrite as in a pot
core, it causes more EMI-RFI radiation. Yet, because there is more
ferrite surrounding the coil than in an EE core, its EMI radiation is
less than that for an EE of equal output power.

RM cores are available with or without a center-leg hole. The center-
leg hole is used for mounting with a bolt or in frequency-sensitive
applications. By inserting an adjustable ferrite “tuning rod” into the
center hole, the Al value may be adjusted by as much as 30%. Although
this tuning feature is not usable in power transformers because of
increased energy losses, it is usable for frequency-sensitive filters.

The geometry of the PQ core (Figure 7.2c; Magnetics Inc. and TDK) is
such that it provides an optimum ratio of volume to radiating surface
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and coil winding area. Since core losses are proportional to core vol-
ume, and heat radiation capability is proportional to radiating surface
area, these cores have a minimized temperature rise for a given output
power. Further, since the PQ core volume-to-coil-winding-area ratio
is optimized, the volume is minimized for a given output power.

LP cores (Figure 7.2 f ; TDK) are specifically designed for low-profile
transformers. They have long center legs, which minimize leakage
inductance.

UU or UI cores (not shown in Figure 7.2) are used mainly for
high-voltage or ultra-high-power applications. They are rarely used
at power levels under 1 kW. Their large window area compared to
an EE core of equal core area permits much larger wire sizes or many
more turns. But their much larger magnetic path length does not yield
as close primary-secondary coupling as in an EE core, and results in
larger leakage reactances.

7.2.3 Peak Flux Density Selection
As discussed in Section 2.2.9.3, the number of transformer primary
turns will be calculated from Faraday’s law (Eq. 1.17, 2.7) for a pre-
selected peak flux density Bmax. It is seen in Eq. 1.17, that the larger
the flux excursion (larger value of Bmax), the fewer the primary turns
so the larger the permissible wire size, and therefore the greater the
available output power.

There are two limitations to peak flux density in ferrite cores. The
first is core losses and the resulting core temperature rise. Core losses
in most ferrite materials are proportional to the 2.7th power of the
peak flux density, so high peak flux densities cannot be permitted, es-
pecially at higher frequencies. Most ferrites—even the lossiest ones—
have such low losses at 25 kHz and below, that core losses are not a
limiting factor at those frequencies (see Table 7.1). At these low fre-
quencies, peak flux excursion may possibly extend far up into the
curved area of the BH hysteresis loop. However, care must be taken
that the core does not move so far into saturation that the primary
current increases uncontrollably, or the power transistor will be de-
stroyed. Ferrite core losses also increase roughly as the 1.7th power of
the switching frequency. Thus at higher frequencies, for the more lossy
materials (Table 7.1), attempting a high peak flux density to minimize
the number of turns results in such high losses that temperature rise
will be excessive. Core losses are equal to the loss factor in milliwatts
per cubic centimeter, times the core volume in cubic centimeters.

Hence at 50 kHz and above, less lossy (somewhat more expensive)
core material must be used, or peak flux density must be reduced.
Reducing the peak flux density requires increasing the number of pri-
mary turns (Eq. 2.7) and hence requires smaller wire size for the same
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core-bobbin winding area. With smaller wire sizes, primary and sec-
ondary currents are smaller and available output power is decreased.
Thus at high frequencies (> ∼ 50 kHz) the least lossy core material
must be used, and peak flux density must be chosen sufficiently low
that total core and copper losses result in an acceptably low temper-
ature rise. Temperature rise calculation for the sum of core plus coil
losses will be demonstrated in Section 7.4.

Even at low frequencies, however, where core losses are not a limit-
ing factor, peak flux density cannot be permitted to move excessively
high up on the BH loop to minimize the number of primary turns. It is
seen in Figure 2.3 that the BH loop is still roughly linear up to 2000 G
(this is near the end of the linear portion for most ferrite materials).
Exceeding this flux density will increase the magnetizing current near
the end of the transistor “on” time and will unnecessarily increase
coil and transistor losses. But designing (choosing Np in Eq. 2.7) for a
maximum of 2000 G for most ferrites can be risky. For fast transient
line or load steps, if the feedback error amplifier is not fast enough
for a few switching cycles, peak flux density may move up to hard
saturation (> 3200 G at 100◦C) and destroy the power transistor. This
is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.9.4.

Thus, even below 50 kHz where ferrite core loss is not a limiting
factor, peak flux density will be chosen at 1600 G in all designs herein.
At higher frequencies, where even the least lossy material at 1600 G
results in excessive power losses, peak flux density will be reduced.
The “available output power tables” to be developed below will show
how output power may be calculated easily for these reduced peak
flux densities.

7.3 Maximum Core Output Power, Peak Flux
Density, Core and Bobbin Areas, and
Coil Currency Density
7.3.1 Derivation of Output Power Relations

for Converter Topology
Refer to Figure 7.3 for the forward converter topology. The following
output power relation will be based on the following assumptions:

1. Efficiency of the power train—the ratio of input power to the sum
of all output powers, neglecting control circuit dissipation—is
80%.

2. The space factor SF, the fraction of total bobbin winding area occu-
pied by current-conducting metal, is 0.4. The area is occupied by
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the primary and secondary wires covered with insulation, layer
insulations, any RFI or Faraday shields, and empty space. SF is
typically in the range 0.4 to 0.6 in transformer design because
of the many factors contributing to waste (area not used to con-
duct current) of the total bobbin winding area. One significant
factor is that turns within a coil layer often are widely spaced
to make all bobbin layers of equal width, to improve magnetic
coupling between layers and reduce leakage inductances. Also,
adherence to European safety specifications (VDE) at this time
requires leaving a 4-mm gap between each end of a layer and
the ends of the bobbin. There is also the thickness of the insu-
lation layers. VDE specifications generally required three layers
of 1-mil-thick insulating material between layers; if secondaries
are to be sandwiched between halves of the primary (often done
to reduce proximity-effect copper losses), that sacrifices 6 mils
of bobbin height. Finally, there is the practical problem that it
is difficult to safely assemble the core and bobbin if the bobbin
height is fully utilized.

3. Primary current waveshape is as shown in Figure 7.3. At min-
imum Vdc input, “on” time is a maximum at 0.8T/2 (Sections
2.3.2, 2.3.5). Primary current has the ramp-on-a-step waveshape
because of inductors at each secondary output. The ramp swings
±10% about the center value Ipft. The primary current wave-
shape can be accurately approximated by a rectangular pulse of
peak amplitude Ipft of duty cycle 0.8T/2T or 0.4 (Section 2.3.5).
Then for minimum Vdc = Vdc(min)

Po = 2.8Pin = 0.8Vdc(min)
[

Iav at Vdc(min)
]

= 0.8Vdc(min)( Ipft)
0.8T
2T

= 0.32Vdc(min) Ipft (7.1)

But the RMS of a rectangular waveform of amplitude Ipft, duty cycle
of 0.4, is Irms = Ipft

√
0.4 or Ipft = 1.58Irms. Then

Po = 0.32Vdc(min)(1.58Irms)

= 0.506Vdc(min) Irms (7.2)

From Faraday’s law

Vp = Np Ae
�B
�T

× 10−8
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FIGURE 7.3 Forwarded converter topology and primary current waveshape
Ip . Equivalent flat-topped current waveshape Ipft is used to calculate output
power relation to Bmax, frequency, Ae, Ab , and Dcma. Turns ratio Ns/Np is
chosen to yield ton = g0.8T/2 at minimum Vdc for specified Vo .

where Vp = primary volts (≈ Vdc)
Np = number of primary turns
Ae = core area, cm2

�B = flux density change, G (0 to Bmax)
�T = time, s for this flux change = 0.4T
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At Vdc(min),�B/�T = Bmax/0.4T . Then for f = 1/T from Eq. 7.2

Po = 0.506Irms Np Ae Bmax f
0.4

× 10−8

= 1.265 Np Bmax Ae f × 10−8 ( Irms) (7.3)

Assume that primary and all secondaries operate at the same current
density Dcma in circular mils per RMS ampere. Bobbin area occupied
by the reset winding is negligible as it carries only magnetizing cur-
rent, and it is usually smaller than No. 30 AWG.

Let Ab = bobbin winding area, in2

Ap = primary winding area, in2

As = secondary winding area (total of all secondaries), in2

Ati = area of one turn of primary power winding, in2

Then for a space factor SF of 0.4 and Ap = As

Ap = 0.20Ab = Np Ati

or

Ati = 0.2Ab

Np
(7.4)

Current density Dcma in circular mils per RMS ampere is

Dcms = Atcm

Irms

in which Atcm is primary wire area in circular mils. Then

Irms = Atcm

Dcma
(7.5)

Area in square inches equals area in circular mils times (π/4) 10−6,
so

Atcm = 4Ati × 10+6

π
= 4(0.20Ab)10+9

π Np

From Eq. 7.5

Irms = 0.8Ab × 10+6

π Np Dcma
(7.6)

and putting Eq. 7.6 into Eq. 7.3

Po = (
1.265Np Bmax Ae f × 10−8)0.8Ab × 10+6

π Np Dcma

= 0.00322 Bmax f Ae Ab

Dcma
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Ab is in square inches. If it is to be expressed in square centimeters,
divide by 6.45. Then

Po = 0.00050 Bmax f Ae Ab

Dcma
(7.7)

where Po is in watts for Bmax in gauss, Ae and Ab are in square cen-
timeters, f is in hertz, and Dcma in circular mils per RMS ampere.

7.3.2 Derivation of Output Power Relations
for Push-Pull Topology

For the same assumptions as in Section 7.3.1, Po = 0.8Pin = 0.8Vdc(min)
[Iav at Vdc(min)]. In a push-pull, at Vdc(min), each transistor is “on” a max-
imum of 0.8T/2 within its half period. For two such pulses per period,
the total duty cycle of current drawn from Vdc(min) is 0.8, and during
its “on” time, each transistor and half primary carries an equivalent
flat-topped current pulse of amplitude Ipft. Output power is

Po = 0.8Vdc(min) (0.8Ipft)

= 0.64Vdc(min) Ipft (7.8)

But each half primary carries current at a duty cycle of only 0.4, so RMS
current in each half primary is Irms = Ipft

√
0.4 or Ipft = 1.58Irms. So

Po = 0.64Vdc(min) (1.58Irms)

= 1.01Vdc(min) Irms (7.9)

Again for SF = 0.4, with half the total coil area devoted to the primary
and half to the secondary, and each winding operating at a current
density of Dcma circular mils per RMS ampere, we obtain

Ap = 0.20Vb = 2Np A

or

Ati = 0.1Ab

Np
(7.10)

in which Np = number of primary turns
Ap = core area, cm2

Ati = area of a single turn of primary wire, in2

Dcma = Atcm

Irms
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Atcm = wire area in circular mils and Irms = RMS current per half
primary

Irms = Atcm

Dcma
(7.11)

Ati = Atcm (π/4)10−6. Putting this into Eq. 7.10, we obtain

Atcm = 0.1273
Ab

Np
10+6

and putting this into Eq. 7.11

Irms = 0.1273
Ab

Np Dcma
10+6

and putting this into Eq. 7.9

Po = 1.01Vdc(min)
0.1273Ab

Np Dcma
10+6

= 0.129
Vdc(min) Ab

Np Dcma
10+6 (7.12)

and finally from Faraday’s law

Vprimary min ≈ Vprimary min =
(

Np Ae�B
�T

)
10−8

In a push-pull, flux swing is 2Bmax in a time 0.4T at Vdc(min). Put this
into Eq. 7.12:

Po = 0.129(Np Ae )
2Bmax

0.4T
Ab

Np Dcma
10−2

= 0.00645Bmax f Ae Ab

Dcma

Again Ab is in square inches. If it is expressed in square centimeters,
divide this last relation by 6.45.

Po = 0.0010Bmax f Ae Ab

Dcma
(7.13)

where Po is in watts for Bmax in gauss, Ae and Ab are in square cen-
timeters, f is in hertz, and Dcma is in circular mils per RMS ampere.
This result—specifically, that the power available from a given core
in a push-pull topology is twice that for the same core in a forward
converter topology—might have been foreseen.

In the push-pull, each transformer half must sustain the same volt-
age as a forward converter fed from the same supply voltage. But
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in the push-pull, the available flux change is 2Bmax as compared to
Bmax in the forward converter. Thus from Faraday’s law, the number
of turns on a half primary of the push-pull is half that in the forward
converter for the same Bmax. But since there are two half secondaries
in the push-pull, the total number of turns in the push-pull is equal to
the number of turns in the forward converter for equal Vdc and Bmax in
both circuits (neglecting the insignificant space occupied by the reset
winding in the forward converter).

In the push-pull, however, half the total output power is delivered
through each half secondary. Thus, for equal output powers in a push-
pull and a forward converter, the peak and RMS currents in each push-
pull transformer half is half that in the forward converter (compare
Eqs. 2.11 to 2.28 and 2.9 to 2.41). Thus the required circular-mil wire
area and hence the required bobbin winding space for each half push-
pull are half that for a forward converter of equal output power. So
for equal bobbin winding space, the push-pull can deliver twice the
power of a forward converter from the same core, as indicated by
Eqs. 7.17 and 7.13.

7.3.2.1 Core and Copper Losses in Push-Pull,
Forward Converter Topologies

Comparing Eqs. 7.7 and 7.13, it is seen that the push-pull topology
can yield twice the output power of a forward converter using the
same-sized (same Ae Ab product) core.

There is a slight penalty paid in the push-pull transformer: at twice
the forward converter output power, it will run warmer than in the for-
ward converter. Doubling forward converter output power by going
to a push-pull does double the core losses, but copper losses remain
unchanged. This can be seen as follows: In the push-pull (Figure 7.3a3),
each half primary must sustain the same voltage as the primary of the
forward converter fed from the same supply voltage. In the forward
converter, the flux density changes from zero to some preselected
value Bmax in a time 0.8T1 (Figure 7.3a2). In the push-pull, the flux
density change is from –Bmax to Bmax or 2Bmax in the same time 0.8T1.

In Faraday’s law, the number of primary turns is directly propor-
tional to the applied voltage and inversely proportional to the flux
density change. Thus, the number of turns in each half primary of the
push-pull is half that of the forward converter primary for equal peak
flux densities.

For the push-pull to have twice the output power of the original
forward converter, the peak current in each half period must be equal
to that of the forward converter. Since the duty cycle of current in each
half primary of the push-pull is equal to that of the forward converter
of half the output power, RMS current in each push-pull half primary
is equal to that of the forward converter primary.
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Thus, the forward converter primary and each push-pull half pri-
mary will use equal wire sizes (equal numbers of circular mils) since
the wire size will be selected on the basis of 500 circular mils per RMS
ampere, and since the number of half primary turns is half that of the
full primary in the forward converter of half the output power, the
two half primaries of the push-pull occupy a volume equal to that of
the forward converter.

The push-pull half primary has half the turns of, and RMS current
equal to, the forward converter primary, and hence has half the I 2 R
copper loss of the full-forward converter primary. Thus, total copper
loss for the two half-primaries of the push-pull equals that of the
forward converter of half the output power.

However, core losses for the push-pull will be twice that for the
forward converter. In the push-pull, the flux density change is from
−Bmax to Bmax, but in the forward converter only from zero to Bmax.
Core losses are proportional to the area of the hysteresis loop trans-
versed and the frequency.

The push-pull, operating over the first and third quadrant of the
hysteresis loop, will thus have twice the losses of the forward con-
verter operating over only the first quadrant of the hysteresis loop
(see Section 7.2.1). With the newer low-loss core material, the increased
core losses will not become the limiting factor in transformer temper-
ature rise at frequencies below about 30 kHz.

7.3.2.2 Doubling Output Power from a Given Core
Without Resorting to a Push-Pull Topology

In the previous section, it was pointed out that for the same core, a
push-pull topology at the lower frequencies can yield twice the output
power of a forward converter. The only penalty paid is a doubling of
the core losses; copper losses remain unchanged.

A push-pull with its two transistors, however, has added cost and
space drawbacks. Also, the push-pull transformer is harder to wind,
and hence more expensive, as three wires must be taken out of each
winding as compared to two for a forward converter. Also, there is
the everpresent possibility of flux imbalance (Section 2.2.5) if current
mode is not used.

If it is desired to double the output power of a given forward con-
verter without increasing its core size, the following is an alternative
to a push-pull (see Figure 7.3a ).

Below about 30kHz the push-pull yields twice the output of a for-
ward converter from a given core because there are two current pulses
per period rather than one for the forward converter. Thus, an alter-
native to the push-pull is to retain the forward converter topology,
and have it give one current pulse, whose amplitude is twice that of
the push-pull, per half period of the push-pull. This can be seen in
Figure 7.3a4.
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This is another way of saying that the forward converter frequency
is doubled (forward converter frequency is defined as the inverse of
the time required for a complete traversal of the hysteresis loop back
to its starting point). Equation 7.7 states the available output power
from a core is directly proportional to frequency.

Thus, going to twice the original forward converter frequency
would unquestionably yield twice the output power from the core,
but it would result in somewhat more than twice (close to three times)
the core losses. Core losses are roughly proportional to the 1.7th power
of the frequency (Table 7.1 and Section 7.2.3).

After Pressman Doubling the pulse repetition rate in the forward con-
verter will not necessarily increase core loss compared with the equivalent
push-pull example, providing the peak flux density remains the same. Re-
member the peak-to-peak flux change in the push-pull is twice the change
found in the forward converter, so a single excursion of the push-pull has the
same loss as two pulses of the forward converter. If you prefer, the area of the
B/H loop for a single pulse of the forward converter is half that of a single
pulse of the push-pull converter.

Copper losses in a forward converter at twice the frequency and
peak primary current, and hence twice the output power, would re-
main unchanged. This will be discussed below.

If doubling the frequency and peak primary-current amplitude of a
forward converter doubles its output power and costs only a threefold
increase in core loses, this may be a viable alternative to a push-pull
at the original frequency. The push-pull at the original frequency also
achieves double output power, but at a cost of only doubling the core
losses.

Doubling the forward converter frequency and its peak current am-
plitude is practical only at original frequencies below 50 to 80 kHz. At
higher original frequencies, the increased AC switching and snubber
losses (see Chapter 11) at the doubled frequency would result in poor
efficiency.

In Figure 7.3a4, the original forward converter frequency and peak
primary current were doubled to achieve a doubling of output power.
But, this has its own drawbacks. First, the higher peak current will
cause more severe RFI problems, and it may force the selection of a
higher current, more expensive transistor.

If the doubled peak primary current is unattractive, an alt-
ernative might be to increase the maximum transistor “on” time. In
Figure 7.3a4, it was chosen as 0.8T1/2 so as to ensure that the trans-
former core can be fully reset with an equal reset time and a guaranteed
“dead” time before the start of the next turn “on” (Section 2.3.2). This
is achieved by setting the ratio Nr/Np (transformer reset winding to
power winding turns ratio) equal to 1.0. (See Figure 7.3.)
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In Section 2.3.8, it was shown that making Nr/Np less than 1.0 per-
mits a larger “on” time at a cost of a larger reset voltage and higher
transistor off-voltage stress. In Figure 7.3a5, an Nr/Np ratio of 0.5 was
thus chosen. This yielded a larger maximum “on” time of 0.53T1 and a
peak current of 1.51Ip as compared to 0.4T1 and a peak current of 2Ip
when Nr/Np is 1.0. The penalty is that the peak transistor off-voltage
stress is 3Vdc rather than 2Vdc for the case of Nr/Np = 1.0.

As discussed in Section 2.3.8, setting the Nr/Np ratio less than 1.0
decreases transistor peak current stress, but increases its peak voltage
stress. Ratios of Nr/Np less than 0.5 generally lead to unacceptably
high off-voltage stress.

As stated above, going to twice the forward converter frequency
and peak transistor current doubles the output power but does not
increase copper losses. This can be seen below as follows:

“On”
Figure duty Wire Wire
No. Frequency Ip cycle Irms N area resistance (Irms)2R P0

7.3a2 F1 Ip 0.4 0.632 Ip N A1 R1 (Irms)2 R P0
7.3a4 2F1 2Ip 0.4 1.264Ip 0.5N 2A1 0.25R1 (Irms)2 R 2P0

Since the double-frequency forward converter has twice the RMS
current, it will have twice the wire area of the original converter of
half the output power. Since it has half the number of primary turns,
its resistance is one-fourth the resistance of the original forward con-
verter. With twice the RMS current, its I 2 R losses are equal to that of
the original forward converter of half the output power.

7.3.3 Derivation of Output Power Relations
for Half Bridge Topology

The half bridge is shown in Figure 3.1. Again assume that minimum
DC input voltage is Vdc(min). Maximum “on” time per transistor is
0.8T/2 and occurs at Vdc(min). Thus

Efficiency = 80%
Ae ,Ab = core, bobbin area, cm2

Abi = bobbin area, in2

Ap = primary area, in2

SF = 0.4, primary and total secondary areas equal
Dcma = current density, circular mils/RMS A (all windings

operate at same current density)
Ati = wire area, in2

Atcm = wire area, circular mils
Np = number of primary turns
Ipft = equivalent flat-topped primary current pulse
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As Ipft comes at a duty cycle of 0.8, its RMS value is

Irms = Ipft
√

0.8 = 0.894Ipft or Ipft = 1.12Irms

Then

Po = 0.8Pin = 0.8
Vdc(min)

2

[
I average at Vdc(min)

]
= 0.4Vdc(min)0.8Ipft

= 0.32Vdc(min) Ipft

= 0.358Vdc(min) Irms (7.14)

and

Ap = 0.2Abi = Np Ati

Ati = 0.2Abi

Np

Ati = Atcm(π/4)10−6

So

Atcm = 0.255
(

Abi

Np

)
10+6 (7.15)

Irms = Atcm

Dcma

= 0.255
Abi

Np Dcma
10+6 (7.16)

Putting Eq. 7.16 into Eq. 7.14 we obtain

Po = 0.0913
Vdc(min) Abi

Np Dcma
10+6 (7.17)

From Faraday’s law, since Vdc(min)/2 is applied to the primary

Vp(min) = Vdc(min)

2
= Np Ae

�B
�T

10−8

where �B is 2Bmax and �T is 0.4T . Then

Vdc(min) = 10Np fAe Bmax10−8

Putting this into Eq. 7.17, we have

Po = 0.00913Bmax f Ae Abi

Dcma
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and dividing by 6.45 for the bobbin area in square centimeters:

Po = 0.0014Bmax f Ae Ab

Dcma
(7.18)

in which Po is in watts, Bmax is in gauss, f is in hertz, and Ae and Ab
are in square centimeters.

7.3.4 Output Power Relations in
Full Bridge Topology

A given core used in a full bridge topology can yield no more output
power than the same core used in a half bridge. The full bridge can
deliver twice the output power of the half bridge, but it requires a
larger core to do so. This comes about as follows. A full bridge primary
must sustain twice the supply voltage of the half bridge and hence
must have twice the number of primary turns (Faraday’s law and
Section 3.3.2.1).

If the same fraction of the total bobbin area as in the half bridge is
to be utilized for the primary, the wire area must be halved. If the wire
area is halved, operating the same current density (circular mils per
RMS ampere), the permissible RMS current must be halved. The full
bridge transformer core, operating at twice the primary voltage and
half the current of a half bridge, delivers the same output power as
the half bridge with the same core.

A full bridge primary, operating at twice the voltage and half the
current as a half bridge, delivers the same power, but at the same
primary current as a half bridge, it delivers twice the output power.
However, the full bridge requires a larger core winding area and hence
a larger core to contain twice the number of turns at the same current
density as a half bridge.

7.3.5 Conversion of Output Power Equations
into Charts Permitting Core
and Operating Frequency Selection
at a Glance

Equations 7.7, 7.13, and 7.18 are valuable in selecting a core and oper-
ating frequency for a desired output power. As discussed in Section
7.1, using them requires a number of time-consuming iterative calcu-
lations.

The charts of Table 7.2a and 7.2b avoid such calculations by showing
the available output power as calculated from these equations for a
peak flux density Bmax of 1600 G and a coil current density Dcma of
500 circular mils per RMS.
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The reason for the selection of 1600 G is discussed in Sections 7.2.3
and 2.2.9.4. At frequencies above about 50 kHz, excessive core losses
for some of the more lossy materials may dictate a lower value Bmax,l
for the peak flux density. The charts make a rapid calculation of the
available power simple. If the lowered available power shown in the
charts at the lowered peak flux density is multiplied by (Bmax,l/1600),
it yields the power at the actual Bmax.

The selection of Dcma = 500 circular mils per RMS ampere is a
common compromise in transformer design. A higher density (lower
value of Dcma) would result in more copper losses, and a lower density
would unnecessarily increase the coil size. Current densities down to
300 circular mils per RMS ampere are acceptable, but densities below
this should definitely be avoided.

Actually, the choice of Dcma specifies only the DC wire resistance.
In subsequent sections skin and proximity effects will be discussed.
These effects produce eddy currents in the wires, cause the currents
to flow in only a fraction of the wire area, and hence may make the
effective wire resistance considerably higher than the values shown
in wire tables for wires of a specified circular-mil area. Nevertheless,
choosing a current density of 500 circular mils per RMS ampere is a
good starting point.

The charts of Table 7.2 are used as follows. First, choose a topology
which yields the best combination of power transistor off-voltage and
peak-current stress. Another topology selection criterion is to mini-
mize the cost of components.

Note that the cores are arranged vertically in order of increasing
Ae Ab product and hence increasing output power capability. If fa-
miliarity or experience dictates or suggests a particular operating
frequency, that vertical frequency column is entered. Now move ver-
tically downward and choose the first core whose output power is at
least the specified maximum power.

If a specific core is chosen first because it fits the available space, go
to that core and move horizontally to the right to the first frequency
which yields at least the specified maximum output power.

If a desired core does not yield the required output power at a
selected frequency in—say—a forward converter topology, a push-
pull might be considered. The push-pull (voltage- or current-mode)
topology with the same core offers twice the output power at the same
frequency. If voltage-mode push-pull is selected, all the precautions
relating to flux imbalance (Section 2.2.8) should be kept in mind.

Thus, by moving upward to smaller cores and to the right to
higher frequencies, an optimum core-frequency combination can be
found. For a given output power, at higher frequencies, the core gets
smaller but core losses and transformer temperature rise, and transis-
tor switching losses increase.
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7.3.5.1 Peak Flux Density Selection at Higher Frequencies
Care should be taken in the use of Tables 7.2a and 7.2b. The powers
shown are available only if operation at a peak flux density of 1600 G
at the selected frequency does not cause excessive temperature rise.
At frequencies in the range of 20 to 50 kHz, core losses are so low that
temperature rise at a peak flux density of 1600 G is negligibly small,
even for the most lossy materials of Table 7.1.

However, core losses increase roughly as the 1.6th power of the fre-
quency and the 2.7th power of the peak flux density. Thus at frequen-
cies above about 50 kHz, peak flux density may have to be reduced
below 1600 G by increasing the number of primary turns to keep the
transformer temperature rise acceptably low.

In general, smaller cores can more easily tolerate a higher peak flux
density at high frequencies than larger cores. This is so because core
losses are proportional to volume, but core cooling is proportional to
radiating surface area. Thus, as a core gets larger, its volume increases
faster than its surface area, and the internal heat generated increases
more rapidly than the surface area which cools it.

A specific example can easily demonstrate this. Consider the
Ferroxcube-Philips E55 core in Table 7.2b, which shows that if op-
eration at 200 kHz and 1600 G were possible, it would be capable of
8856 W of output power in a half bridge topology. From Table 7.1 for
3C85 material, its losses are 700 mW/cm3 at 1600 G and 200 kHz. For
its volume of 43.5 cm3, its dissipation is 0.7(43.5) = 30.5 W. Coil losses
(considered in the following section) probably equal this.

Consider a smaller core, the 813E343. From Table 7.2b, its output
power capability at 1600 G, 200 kHz is 133 W in a half bridge. For
a volume of 1.64 cm3 and the same 700 mW/cm3, its core losses are
only 1.15 W. Thus, neglecting coil losses, the 813E343 with a volume of
1.64 cm3 and core losses of 1.15 W would run at a far lower temperature
than the E55 core with a volume of 43.5 cm3 and 30.5 W of core losses.

Calculation of actual transformer temperature rise due to core plus
coil losses will be demonstrated in the following section.

For the larger cores, the powers shown in Table 7.2a and 7.2b might
not be obtainable at frequencies above 50 kHz as operation at 1600 G
may result in excessive temperature rise. Peak flux density Bmax would
then have to be reduced to somewhere in the range 1400 to 800 G.
Actual output powers are then those shown in Table 7.2a and 7.2b
multiplied by Bmax/1600.

Table 7.2a and 7.2b show output powers for the two major Amer-
ican core manufacturers. Many of their cores are interchangeable
in their geometries and Ae values, but they are made from pro-
prietary core materials that have different core losses in milliwatts
per cubic centimeter. Core interchangeability (with regard to geom-
etry and Ae only) and corresponding type numbers are shown in
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Table 7.3 for Ferroxcube-Philips, Magnetics Inc., and TDK. Manufac-
turers’ catalogs1−4 also show a variety of core accessories—bobbins,
and assembly and mounting hardware.

Each manufacturer produces these cores in their own proprietary
core materials that have unique core loss characteristics in milliwatts
per cubic centimeter.

7.4 Transformer Temperature Rise
Calculations8

Transformer temperature rise above the ambient-air environment de-
pends on total core plus coil (copper) losses, and radiating surface
area. Forced air flowing past the transformer can lower tempera-
ture rise considerably, depending on the airflow rate in cubic feet per
minute.

There is no way of calculating transformer temperature rise analyt-
ically with great accuracy. It can be estimated within about 10◦C with
some empirical curves based on the concept of thermal resistance of a
radiating surface area. Recall that the definition of thermal resistance
Rt of a heat sink is the temperature rise (usually in degrees Celsius) per
watt of dissipation. Then temperature rise dT for a power dissipation
P is simply dT = PRt.

TIP Reasonably accurate temperature rise predictions are now possible us-
ing the calculated total transformer loss (the sum of copper and core losses)
and information related to effective wound component area and cooling meth-
ods. See Reference 18. ∼K.B.

Some core manufacturers list Rt for their various cores, implying
that Rt multiplied by the total core plus copper losses yields the tem-
perature rise of the outer surface of the core. An educated guess of
typically 10 to 15◦C is often assumed for the temperature rise of the
internal hot spot (usually the core center leg) above the core’s outer
surface.

Temperature rise is dependent not only on the radiating surface
area but also on the total dissipation. The greater the power dissipa-
tion from a radiating surface, the greater the temperature differential
between the surface and the ambient air, and the more easily the sur-
face area loses its heat or the lower the thermal resistance.

Transformer temperature rise will be estimated herein8 as if the
transformer’s total outer surface area (2 × width × height 2 × width ×
thickness 2×height×thickness) were the radiating area of an equivalent
heat sink. The thermal resistance of this equivalent heat sink will be
modified by the total dissipation (total of core plus copper losses).
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Ferroxcube-Philips Magnetics Inc. TDK

EE Cores

814E250 41205

813E187 41808 EE19

813E343

812E250

782E272

E375 43515

E21 44317

783E608 EE4/42/15

783E776

E625 44721

E55 EE55/55/21

E75 45724

EC Cores

EC35 43517 EC35

EC41 44119 EC41

EC52 45224 EC52

EC70 47035 EC70

ETD Cores

ETD29

ETD34 43434 ETD34

ETD39 43939 ETD39

ETD44 44444 ETD44

ETD49 44949 ETD49

Pot Cores

704 40704 P7/4

905 40905 P9/5

1107 41107 P11/17

1408 41408 P14/8

TABLE 7.3 Core Type Numbers for Geometrically
Interchangeable Cores
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Ferroxcube-Philips Magnetics Inc. TDK

Pot Cores (Continued)

1811 41811 P14/8

2213 42213 P22/13

2616 42616 P26/16

3019 43019 P30/19

3622 43622 P36/22

4229 44229 P42/29

RM Cores

RM4 41110 RM4

RM5 41510 RM5

RM6 41812 RM6

RM7 RM7

RM8 42316 RM8

RM10 42819 RM10

RM12 43723 RM12

RM14 RM14

PQ Cores

42016 PQ20/16

42020 PQ20/20

42620 PQ2620

42625 PQ26/25

43220 PQ32/20

43230 PQ32/30

43535 PQ32/30

44040 PQ40/40

PQ50/50

TABLE 7.3 Core Type Numbers for Geometrically
Interchangeable Cores (Continued)

An empirical curve of heat-sink thermal resistance versus total sur-
face area is shown in Figure 7.4a . It is the average of a large number of
heat sinks of different sizes and shapes from different heat-sink man-
ufacturers. The curve is the thermal resistance at a 1-W power level,
and is a straight line on a log-log graph.
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FIGURE 7.4 Calculating transformer temperature rise from its equivalent
heat-sink area (total core area of both faces plus edge area). (a ) Thermal
resistance versus total heat-sink area. Total area means area of both sides of a
flat plate, or both sides of all fins plus the back of a finned heat sink. Curve is
at a power dissipation of 1 W. Use multiplying factor of Figure 7.4b for other
power levels. (b) Normalized thermal resistance versus power dissipation in
a heat sink. (c) Heat-sink temperature rise versus power dissipation for
various heat-sink areas. From 7.19: T = 80A−0.70 P0.85. Figure 7.4b is
represented analytically by K1 = P−0.15. Combining Figure 7.4a (= 80A−0.70)
and 7.4b gives the temperature rise for any transformer power dissipation
and radiating surface areas as T = 80A−0.70 P0.85.

Although the thermal resistance of a finned heat sink depends some-
what on fin shape and spacing, and if the surface is blackened or
aluminized, these are second-order effects. To a close approximation,
the thermal resistance of a heat sink depends almost entirely on its
radiating surface area only.
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FIGURE 7.4 (Continued)

Also from various heat-sink manufacturers’ catalogs, an average
empirical curve is shown in Figure 7.4b, which gives the variation of
thermal resistance with power dissipation.

From Figure 7.4a and 7.4b, the more directly useful curves of
Figure 7.4c are derived. Figure 7.4c gives the temperature rise above
ambient for various heat-sink areas (diagonal lines) and power dissi-
pation. A transformer’s outer surface temperature rise will hereafter
be read from Figure 7.4c for the sum of its core plus copper losses
and total radiating surface area as defined above. It is interesting to
read from Figure 7.4c the temperature rise of the two cores discussed
in Section 7.3.5.1. There it was calculated that an E55 of 43.5 cm3 vol-
ume, operated at 1600 G and 200 kHz, dissipated 30.5 W. Its radiating
surface area as defined above is 16.5 in2. From Figure 7.4c, neglecting
copper losses entirely, at 30.5 W of core losses its temperature rise is
185◦C.

The smaller 813E343 core of 1.64-cm3 volume, also operated at
1600 G and 200 kHz, has 1.15 W of core losses. Its radiating surface
area, calculated as above, is 1.90 in2. From Figure 7.4c, neglecting
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Thermal resistance, ◦C/W

Radiating surface Measured by Calculated from
Core area, in2 manufacturer Figure 7.4a

EC35 5.68 18.5 23.7

EC41 7.80 16.5 19.0

EC52 10.8 11.0 12.6

EC70 22.0 7.5 9.2

TABLE 7.4 Core Thermal Resistance

copper losses, its temperature rise is only 57◦C. It is thus verified that
it is easier for smaller cores to deliver the powers shown in Figure 7.2a
and 7.2b at 1600 G and high frequency.

It is of interest to compare the thermal resistance of some cores as
measured by the manufacturer and as calculated (Rt = 80A−0.70) from
Figure 7.4a (see Table 7.4).

7.5 Transformer Copper Losses
7.5.1 Introduction
In Section 7.3 it was stated that wire size for all windings would be
chosen to yield a current density of 500 circular mils per RMS am-
pere. It was assumed there that copper losses would be calculated as
(Irms)2 Rdc, where Rdr is the winding’s DC resistance as calculated from
its length and resistance in ohms per foot as read from the wire tables
for the selected wire size. It was also assumed that Irms is the RMS
current as calculated from its waveshape (Sections 2.2.10.2, 2.3.10.4).

There are two effects—skin and proximity effects—which can cause
the winding losses to be significantly greater than (Irms)2 Rdr.

Both skin and proximity effects arise from eddy currents, which are
induced by the varying magnetic fields in the coil. Skin effect is caused
by eddy currents induced in a wire by the magnetic field of the current
carried by the wire itself. Proximity effect is caused by eddy currents
induced in wires by magnetic fields of currents in adjacent wires or
adjacent layers of the coil.

Skin effect causes current in a wire to flow only in a layer on the
surface of the wire. The depth of this skin or annular conducting area
is inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency. Thus, as
frequency increases, a progressively larger part of solid wire area is
lost, increasing the AC resistance and hence copper losses.
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One might not expect skin effect to increase wire resistance signif-
icantly at low frequencies, since the skin depth is 17.9 mils at 25 kHz
for example.

However, currents in conventional switching supplies have rectan-
gular waveshapes, whose high-frequency Fourier components com-
prise a considerable proportion of the total energy. Thus high AC
resistance at these high-frequency harmonics is a concern even in a
25-kHz rectangular current waveform.

Skin effect will be discussed quantitatively in the following sections.
Proximity effect, caused by eddy currents induced by varying mag-

netic fields from adjacent conductors or adjacent coil layers, can cause
considerably more copper loss than skin effect.

Proximity-effect losses can be especially high in multi-layer coils.
This is so partly because the induced eddy currents crowd the net
current into a small fraction of the copper wire area, increasing its
resistance. What makes proximity effect more serious is that these
induced eddy currents can be many times greater than the net current
flowing in the individual wire or wire layers. This will be discussed
quantitatively in the following sections.

7.5.2 Skin Effect
Skin effect9−17 had been known, and equations had been derived for
skin depth versus frequency, as far back as 1915.9 The means by which
induced eddy currents cause current to crowd into the thin outer skin
of a conductor can be seen in Figure 7.5, which shows a section of a
round conductor sliced through a diameter. It carries its main current
in the direction of OA. If not for skin effect, the current would be
uniformly distributed throughout the wire volume.

All current flowing in the direction OA is encircled by magnetic flux
lines normal to OA. Consider a thin filament of current flowing along
the axis OA. By Fleming’s right-hand rule, its magnetic flux lines are
in the direction shown by the arrow in the figure—from 1 to 2 to 3 and
around back to 1.

Consider two flat loops (X and Y) within the wire. They are on a
wire diameter and extend the full length of the wire. These loops are
symmetrically displaced to either side of the wire axis. The magnetic
flux lines flow up through loop X (shown by the dots in the center of
the loop), and back down through loop Y (shown by the crosses in the
center of loop Y).

By Faraday’s law, when a varying magnetic field flows through an
area, a current is induced in a line encircling that area. By Lenz’s law,
the polarity of the magnetic field induced by the eddy current flow
opposes that which caused the eddy current.

Thus eddy currents will be induced in loops X and Y that flow in the
directions shown. By the right-hand rule, the current in loop X flows
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FIGURE 7.5 Eddy currents in a round wire cause skin effect—current
canceling in the center of the wire, and its crowing into the outer skin. The
magnetic field of the current in the wire induces voltages in loops such as
abcd and efgh. The polarity of these voltages causes eddy currents to flow
around the boundaries of the loops. The direction of the eddy currents is
opposite to the main current flow on the inside of the loops (d to c and e to
f ), and in the same direction as the main current flow on the outside of the
loops (b to a and g to h). The consequence is the canceling of current flow on
the inside of the wire and its concentration in a skin on its outside.

clockwise in the direction d to c to a to d. That direction of current flow
causes a magnetic field to go down through the center of the loop in
opposition to the field from the main filament of current along OA.
Similarly, in loop Y, the eddy current flows counterclockwise (efgh
and back to e) so as to cause a magnetic field to come up through
the center of the loop in opposition to the magnetic field of the main
current filament along OA.

Note that the eddy currents along arms dc and ef are in a direction
opposite to that of the main current filament OA, and tend to cancel
it. Further, eddy currents along arms ab and gh (along the outer skin
of the wire) are in the same direction as the main current, and tend to
reinforce it.

Thus the net current—the sum of the eddy currents and the main
current which caused them—is canceled at the center of the wire
and crowded into the outer skin. Thus at high frequency, the total
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current-carrying area is less than the full wire area and the AC resis-
tance is greater than the DC resistance by an amount determined by
the skin thickness.

7.5.3 Skin Effect—Quantitative Relations
Skin depth is defined as the distance below the surface where the
current density has fallen to 1/e , or 37%, of its value at the surface.
The relation between skin depth and frequency has been derived by
many sources9 and for copper wire at 70◦C is

S = 2837√
f

(7.19)

where S is the skin depth in mils and f is frequency in hertz.
Table 7.5 shows skin depth for copper wire at 70◦C at various fre-

quencies as calculated from Eq. 7.19.
Consider conductors of circular cross section. The relationship

among a DC resistance Rdc, an AC resistance due to skin effect Rac,

Frequency, kHz Skin depth, mils*

25 17.9

50 12.7

75 10.4

100 8.97

125 8.02

150 7.32

175 6.78

200 6.34

225 5.98

250 5.67

300 5.18

400 4.49

500 4.01

∗ From Eq. 7.19. Skin depth S = 2837/
√

f ;S in mils for f in hertz.

TABLE 7.5 Skin Depth in Copper Wire at 70◦C
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and a resistance change �R due to skin effect is

Rac = Rdc + �R = Rdc

(
1 + �R

Rdc

)
= Rdc (1 + f )

or
Rac

Rdc
= 1 + f (7.20)

From the skin depth relation of Eq. 7.19, the ratio Rac/Rdc can be
calculated for any wire size at any frequency. Since the resistances are
inversely proportional to wire conducting area, and the conducting
area of the wire is the annular ring whose inner radius is (r – S), for
any skin depth S, wire radius r , and diameter d

Rac

Rdc
= πr2

πr2 − π (r − S)2

= (r/S)2

(r/S)2 − (r − S)2 /S2

= (r/S)2

(r/S)2 − (r/S − 1)2

= (d/2S)2

(d/2S)2 − (d/2S − 1)2 (7.21)

Eq. 7.21 indicates that the wire’s AC-to-DC resistance Rac/Rdc = (1/ f )
is dependent only on the ratio of wire diameter to skin depth. Figure
7.6 plots Rac/Rdc against the ratio d/S from Eq. 7.21.

7.5.4 AC/DC Resistance Ratio for Various
Wire Sizes at Various Frequencies

Because of skin effect, the AC-to-DC resistance ratio of round wire is
dependent on the ratio of the wire diameter to skin depth (Eq. 7.21).
Further, since skin depth is inversely proportional to the square root
of frequency, different-sized wires have different AC-to-DC resistance
ratios, and these ratios increase with frequency.

Table 7.6 shows this for all even-numbered wire sizes at 25, 50, 100,
and 200 kHz. In this table, d/S (wire diameter/skin depth ratio) is
calculated from the maximum bare wire diameter as given in the wire
tables and skin depth is calculated from Eq. 7.19 (Table 7.5). From these
d/S ratios, Rac/Rdc is calculated from Eq. 7.21 or read from Figure 7.6.

It is apparent from Table 7.6 that large-diameter wires have a large
AC/DC resistance ratio, which increases greatly with frequency. Thus
No. 14 wire has a diameter 64.7 mils and a skin depth of 17.9 mils at
25 kHz (Table 7.5). This yields a d/S ratio of 3.6, and from Figure 7.6,
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FIGURE 7.6 AC-to-DC resistance ratio for round wires versus ratio of wire
diameter to skin depth (d/S). (From Eq. 7.21.)

its AC/DC resistance ratio is already 1.25. But the same wire at 200 kHz
has a skin depth of 6.34 mils and a d/S ratio of 10.2—and from
Figure 7.6, its AC/DC resistance ratio is 3.3!

However, Table 7.6 should not be misinterpreted. Although
Figure 7.6 shows that Rac/Rdc increases as wire diameter increases
(d/S increases), Rac actually decreases as wire diameter increases, and
larger wire sizes will yield lower copper losses. This is because Rdc
is inversely proportional to d2, and decreases more rapidly than Rac
decreases as a result of increasing d . This is because Rac is inversely
proportional to the area of the annular skin, whose depth is S. Thus
as d increases, Rac decreases.

Large-diameter wire is much too lossy to use at high frequencies.
Rather than using a single large-diameter wire, a number of parallel
smaller-diameter wires with the same total circular-mil area can be
used. This increases the total area of conducting annular skin zones,
and can be seen as follows. If, say, two parallel wires are to have a
total circular mil area of a single larger wire, the diameter of the two
smaller wires must be D/

√
2, in which D is the diameter of the single

original wire.
For skin depth S, the annular skin of the single original wire has

total area πDS. Because skin depth is not related to wire diameter,
only to frequency (Eq. 7.20), the total area of the skins of the two
smaller wires is 2

[
π(D/

√
2)S

] = π
√

2DS; and the conducting area of
the two skins with two smaller wires is larger by a factor of

√
2, or an

additional 41% over that of a single wire with the same skin depth
and equal circular-mil area.
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This fact gave rise to the invention of Litz wire,16 which consists
of a number of individual, fine, insulated wires or strands woven
together in a bundle. In this way, on average moving over the length
of the bundle, each strand spends equal times at all positions in the
bundle, near the center and at its periphery. This minimizes both skin
and proximity effects.12

Litz wire is about 5% more expensive than solid wire, but this is not
as much of a drawback as the difficulty of handling it in a production
environment. Care must be taken that all the fine strands (usually from
28 to 50 AWG) are soldered together at each end. It is reported that
if some of the strands are broken or for some reason not connected
at both ends, losses increase significantly. Also, other effects such as
audible noise or vibration can occur.

General practice is to avoid Litz wire at switching frequencies up
to 50 kHz. It is occasionally used at 100 kHz, and its use should be
weighed against the use of up to four parallel small diameter wires.

Some appreciation of the tradeoff is obtained from Table 7.6, where
it is seen that AC resistance of No. 18 wire is only 5% greater than its DC
resistance at 25 kHz because of skin effect. This is not too significant.
At 50 kHz, Rac is 15% higher and at 100 and 200 kHz, it is 40 and 85%
higher, respectively.

These numbers do not take into account that in most switching sup-
ply topologies, currents have rectangular waveshapes in which much
of the energy is in the harmonics. When the losses in the harmonics of
the current square wave are considered, the AC/DC resistance ratios
of Table 7.6 will be seen to increase more rapidly with frequency. This
will be taken up in the following section.

For high currents (usually above 15 to 20 A in secondaries), thin
copper foil is often used, rather than Litz wire or multiple strands of
solid wire. The foil is cut to the bobbin width (or less if VDE safety
specifications must be observed). Foil thickness is typically chosen
about 37% greater than the skin depth at the fundamental switching
frequency. The foil can be covered with a 1-mil layer of plastic (Mylar)
and wrapped as a ribbon around the bobbin for the required number
of turns.

7.5.5 Skin Effect with Rectangular Current
Waveshapes14

The ratio of AC-to-DC resistance is strongly dependent on the wire
diameter/skin depth ratio (Figure 7.6), but skin depth is dependent
on frequency (Eq. 7.19). In most switching power supply topologies,
current waveshapes are rectangular with much of the energy residing
in the harmonics. The question thus arises at what frequency to cal-
culate skin depth. Venkatramen has rigorously analyzed this issue.14
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A simplifying approximation has been made herein to permit esti-
mation of the ratio of AC to DC resistance, and hence calculation of
copper losses.

It is assumed that the majority of the energy in the square current
waveshape resides in the first three harmonics. Skin depth S is then
calculated from Eq. 7.19 for each of the three harmonics of the most
usual switching frequencies: 25, 50, 100, and 200 kHz.

The average skin depth Sav is found for those switching frequencies.
From this average skin depth, the average ratio d/Sav is calculated for a
range of even-numbered wire sizes. This d/Sav is then used in reading
Rac/Rdc from Figure 7.6. The results are shown in Table 7.7.

Depending on how much of the square-wave energy is contained in
harmonics above the third, Table 7.6 might give an optimistic estimate
of skin effect losses for square current waveforms. Table 7.8 presents a
comparison of Rac/Rdc for No. 18 wire as read from Tables 7.6 and 7.7.

7.5.6 Proximity Effect
Proximity effect11−15 is caused by alternating magnetic fields arising
from currents in adjacent wires, adjacent turns of the same wire, and
more seriously, adjacent winding layers in a multi-layer coil.

It is more serious than skin effect because the latter increases copper
losses only by restricting the conducting area of the wire to a thin skin
on its surface, but it does not change the magnitude of the currents
flowing—only the current density at the wire surfaces. In contrast, in
proximity effect, eddy currents caused by magnetic fields of currents in
adjacent coil layers increase exponentially in amplitude as the number
of coil layers increases.

7.5.6.1 Mechanism of Proximity Effect
Figure 7.7 shows how proximity effect comes about. There, currents
are shown flowing in opposite directions (AA′ and BB′) in two parallel
conductors. For simplicity, the conductors are shown as having a thin
rectangular cross section and are closely spaced. The conductors could
just as well be round wires or flat layers of closely spaced round wires
such as adjacent layers in a transformer coil.

By Faraday’s law, this varying magnetic field flowing through the
area of loop 5678 induces a voltage in series with any line bounding the
area of the loop. By Lenz’s Law, the direction of this induced voltage
produces a current flow in the area boundary such that its magnetic
field is in the direction opposite to that of the magnetic field which
induced the current flow.

Thus the current flow is counterclockwise in loop 5678. It is seen that
on the bottom of the loop, the current flow is in the same direction
(7 to 8) as the main current in the upper conductor (B to B ′), and
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Rac/Rdc (Table 7.6) Rac/Rdc (Table 7.7)
Frequency, kHz sine-wave currents square-wave currents

25 1.05 1.13

50 1.15 1.35

100 1.40 1.75

200 1.85 2.36

TABLE 7.8 AC-to-DC Resistance for No. 18 Wire

reinforces that current. On the top edge of the loop, current flow is
opposite (5 to 6) to the main current and tends to cancel it. This occurs
in all loops parallel to 5678 throughout the conductor width.

The result is an eddy current flowing along the full length of the
bottom surface of the upper conductor in the direction 7 to 8, and
returning along the upper surface of the upper conductor where it is
canceled by the main current.

A similar analysis shows an eddy current flows along the full length
of the upper surface of the bottom conductor in the direction to rein-
force the main current. In the bottom surface of the lower conductor,
it is in the direction opposite to the main current flow and tends to
cancel it.

Thus currents in the two conductors are confined to a thin skin on
the conductor surfaces that face one another. The depth of the skin is
related to frequency, as in skin effect.

7.5.6.2 Proximity Effect Between Adjacent Layers
in a Transformer Coil

Current in the individual wires in a layer of a transformer coil flow
parallel to one another, and in the same direction. The current in a layer
can then be considered to flow in a thin rectangular sheet whose height
is the wire diameter and whose width is that of the coil. Thus there
will be induced eddy currents that flow the full length of the winding.
They will flow in thin skins on the interfaces between adjacent coil
layers, just as described in the previous section for proximity effect in
two adjacent flat conductors.

However, it is very significant that the amplitude of these eddy cur-
rents increases exponentially with the number of layers. It is this that
makes proximity current effect much more serious than skin effect.

A widely referenced, classic paper by Dowell13 analyzes proximity
effect in transformers and derives curves showing the ratio of AC- to-
DC resistance Rac/Rdc as a function of the number of winding layers,
and the ratio of wire diameter to skin depth. A detailed summary of
Dowell’s results is beyond the scope of this text, but it is well covered
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FIGURE 7.7 Magnetic field of currents in the lower conductor induces
voltage in adjacent upper conductor. The resultant eddy current shown in
this diagram flows along the full length of the wires on their top and bottom
surfaces. On the top surface of the bottom conductor, the eddy current is in
the same direction and reinforces the main current flow (AA′). On the bottom
surface of the bottom conductor, the eddy current is in the direction opposite
to that of the main current flow and cancels it. On the bottom surface of the
upper conductor, the eddy current is in the same direction as that of the main
current and reinforces it. On the top surface of the top conductor, the
direction of the eddy current is opposite to that of the main current and
cancels it. The consequence is that current in each conductor is confined to
thin skins in the surfaces facing each other. The bottom conductor is
surrounded by a magnetic field, which is shown coming out of its edge 1234,
passing into the edge of the upper conductor, out of the opposite edge, and
returning back into the far edge of the lower conductor. By Fleming’s
right-hand rule, the direction of the magnetic field is into edge 5678 of the
upper conductor.

by Snelling.12 A good discussion of Dowell’s curves, showing physi-
cally why Rac/Rdc increases exponentially with the number of layers,
is given by Dixon.11

Herein, Dowell’s curves will be presented, and a discussion will be
given of their use and significance on the basis of Dixon’s treatment.

Figure 7.8a shows an EE core with three primary layers. Each layer
can be considered as a single sheet carrying a current I = NIt , in which
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FIGURE 7.8 (a ) Exponential buildup of surface eddy currents in a
multi-layer coil. (b) Current in the first layer is confined to a thin skin on its
surface facing away from the ferrite material as dictated by Ampere’s law.

N is the number of turns in the layer and It is the current per turn.
Now recall Ampere’s law which states that rH dl = 0.4π I , or the line
integral of H dl around any closed loop, is equal to 0.4π I , where I is
the total current enclosed by the loop. This is the magnetic equivalent
of Ohm’s law, which states that the applied voltage to a closed loop
is equal to the sum of all the voltage drops around that loop.

If the line integral is taken around the loop abcd in Figure 7.8b, the
magnetic reluctance (magnetic analog of resistance) along the path
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bcda is low, since the path is in ferrite material which has high per-
meability. Thus most of the magnetic field intensity appears along the
path ab which lies between sheets 1 and 2 and almost none of it lies
along the leftmost surface of sheet 1. Since it is the magnetic field in-
tensity along the surfaces which cause the skin currents to flow, all
the current I that is carried by sheet 2 flows on its rightmost surface
in, say, the plus direction (indicated by the dots) and no current flows
on its leftmost surface.

Now consider the currents in sheet 2 (Figure 7.8a ), and let us assume
for this discussion that all winding currents are 1 A. Proximity effect
as described for Figure 7.7 will cause eddy currents to flow on its left-
and rightmost surfaces to a depth equal to the skin depth for that
frequency. The magnetic field intensity cannot penetrate more than
a skin depth below the right-hand surface of sheet 1 or the left-hand
surface of sheet 2.

If the integral rH dl is taken around the loop efgh (through the centers
of sheets 1 and 2), since there is zero field intensity along that path,
the net current enclosed by that path must be zero by Ampere’s law.
Further, since the current on the rightmost surface of sheet 1 is 1 A in
the plus direction, the current in the left-hand skin of sheet 2 must be
1 A, but in the minus direction (indicated by crosses).

However, the net current in each of the three sheets is 1 A. Hence,
with a –1 current in the left skin of sheet 2, the current in its right-hand
skin must be 2 A.

In a similar argument, the current in the left-hand skin of sheet 3 is
–2 A, forcing the current in its high-hand skin to be 3 A.

It can be seen from this intuitive reasoning that proximity effect
causes eddy currents in the skins of a multi-layer coil to increase ex-
ponentially with the number of layers. The Dowell13 analysis covered
in the next section verifies this quantitatively.

7.5.6.3 Proximity Effect AC/DC Resistance Ratios
from Dowell Curves

Dowell’s analysis13 yields the widely referenced curves of Figure 7.9.
They show the ratio of AC/DC resistance (FR = Rac/Rdc) versus a
factor

h
√

Fl

�

in which h = effective round wire height = 0.866 (wire diameter
d) = 0.866d

� = skin depth (from Table 7.5)
Fl = copper layer factor =Nld/w (where Nl = number of

turns per layer, w = layer width, d = wire diameter;
note Fl = 1 for foil)
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FIGURE 7.9 Ratio of AC to DC resistance due to proximity effect. The ratio
is given for a number of different values of a variable p, which is the number
of coil layers per portion. A “portion” is defined as a region where the
low-frequency magnetomotive force (rH dl = 0.4πNI) ranges from zero to a
peak, and back to zero. This “portion”—often misinterpreted—is clarified
thus. Consider that the primary and secondary are both multi-layer
windings, stacked on the bobbin with the primary layers innermost,
followed by the secondary layers on top as in Figure 7.10a . Moving outward
from the center leg of the core, the magnetomotive force (rH dl = 0.4πNI)
increases linearly as shown in Figure 7.10a . (From Dowell, Ref. 1.)
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FIGURE 7.10 (a ) Low-frequency magnetomotive force buildup in two-layer
primary, secondary when primary and secondary layers are not interleaved.
A “portion” is defined as the region between zero and a peak in mag-
netomotive force. Here there are two layers per portion. See Figure 7.9 for
significance of “layers per portion.” (b) By interleaving primary and
secondary layers, the number of layers per portion has decreased to 1 and
the AC/DC resistance ratio has decreased significantly (Figure 7.9).

As the line integral is taken over an increasing distance out from
the innermost primary layer, it encloses more ampere turns. Then at
the secondary-primary interface, rH dl has reached a peak and starts
falling linearly. In a conventional transformer (unlike a flyback), the
secondary ampere turns are always simultaneously in the direction
opposite to that of the primary ampere turns. Stated differently, when
current in a primary flows into a “dot” end, secondary current flows
out of the dot end.

When the line integral is taken over the last secondary layer, rH
dl has fallen back to zero. This is just another way of stating “the
total secondary ampere turns bucks out the primary ampere turns”—
except for the small primary magnetizing current.

Thus a “portion” is a region between zero and a peak magnetizing
force, and for two secondary and two primary layers, sequenced as
in Figure 7.10a , the number of layers per portion p is 2. In Figure 7.9,
for—say—a

(
h
√

Fl
)
/�ratio of 4, Rac/Rdc is about 13!
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The number of ampere turns in each half secondary in Figure 7.10a
is equal to half the total ampere turns of the primary. If the two pri-
mary and secondary layers are interleaved as in Figure7.10b, the low-
frequency magnetomotive forces are as shown. Now the number of
layers between zero and a peak of magnetomotive force is only 1. For
the same

(
h
√

Fl
)
/�ratio of 4 (from Figure 7.9), the ratio Rac/Rdc per

portion is now only 4 instead of 13! Thus the total AC resistance of
either the primary or secondary is only 4 instead of 13 times its DC
resistance.

Note in Figure 7.9 that the number of layers per portion is shown
going down to 1/2. The significance of 1/2 layer per portion can be seen
in Figure 7.11. There it is seen that if the secondary consists of only
one layer, the point at which the low-frequency magnetomotive force
comes back to zero is halfway through the thickness of the secondary
layer. Figure 7.9 shows that for the same

(
h
√

Fl
)
/� ratio of 4, Rac/Rdc

is 2 instead of 4 for the case of Figure 7.10b.
Figure 7.9 is very valuable in selecting a primary wire size or a

secondary foil thickness at a rate other than the previously quoted
“500 circular mils per RMS ampere.” That choice usually leads to
large values of h/� at high frequencies and, as seen in Figure 7.9, to
very large values of Rac/Rdc.

It is often preferable to choose a smaller wire diameter or foil thick-
ness, yielding a

(
h
√

Fl
)
/� in the region of, say, 1.5. Of course, this

would increase Rdc, but the smaller ratio of Rac/Rdc may yield a lower
Rac and lower copper losses.

When interleaving windings in a push-pull circuit with two pri-
mary layers and two secondary layers, the simultaneously conduct-
ing half primary and secondary should be adjacent to each other as
in Figure 7.12a . Placing the nonconducting secondary adjacent to the
conducting primary (Figure 7.12b) would induce eddy currents in
it even when it is nonconducting. Placing the nonconducting sec-
ondary outside the conducting one places it in a region where the
half primary and half secondary ampere turns cancel during con-
duction time during each half cycle. Then, the line integral rH dl in
that region is zero, magnetomotive force is zero, and hence no eddy
currents flow in it during the conduction time of the opposite half
secondary.

Note that in a flyback circuit, primary and secondary currents are
not simultaneous. Thus, interleaving primary and secondary wind-
ings does not reduce proximity effect in flybacks. That can be done
only by keeping the number of layers to a minimum and using finer
wire than obtained from the rule of “500 circular mils per RMS am-
pere.” Although that increases DC resistance, it decreases Rac/Rdc,
from Figure 7.9.
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FIGURE 7.11 Half layers per portion (see Figure 7.9). With a single-layer
secondary sandwiched in between two half primaries, the ampere terms of a
half primary are bucked out by half the current in the secondary. In the
definition of “layers per portion” of Figure 7.9, each half of the secondary
operates at one-half layer per portion.

FIGURE 7.12 Correct (a ) and incorrect (b) layer sequencing in a push-pull
transformer. The sequencing of Figure 2.12b will produce significantly more
eddy current losses than that of Figure 7.12a because of proximity effect.
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7.6 Introduction: Inductor and Magnetics
Design Using the Area Product Method
In previous sections, the late Mr. Pressman refers to any wound com-
ponent with the property of inductance as “inductors.” At this point,
we will break from this convention to introduce a different term:
“choke.” I will use this traditional and somewhat neglected term for
wound components that carry significant DC bias currents with rel-
atively small AC ripple currents and voltages. A good example of a
choke application would be seen in the low pass output filter of a
typical switching supply.

The term “inductor” in this chapter will be limited to wound com-
ponents which carry alternating currents and voltages, but are not
required to support any significant DC bias current, while the term
“choke” will be used for “inductors” that carry a significant DC bias
current.

The reason for using the two discrete terms will become clear as we
proceed. It will be shown that the design process for inductors is quite
different from that used for chokes. Further, the materials used for the
two components can also be quite different. Chokes tend to be much
more tedious to design, due to the large number of interactive and
divergent variables that need to be reconciled by the designer. As a
result, the choke design process is intrinsically iterative. Although the
various charts shown here, and provided by the core manufacturer,
help to reduce the amount of iteration required for optimum design,
they do not completely eliminate it.

The design approach used in the following chapters will depend
on the application. Due to the many divergent variables, the final de-
sign tends to be a compromise, with emphasis being placed on the
parameters that the designer decides are most important in a par-
ticular application. This could be any of the following: minimum
cost, minimum size, minimum loss, maximum current, and maxi-
mum inductance. Since the optimum conditions for these basic re-
quirements are different, a tradeoff is forced on the designer, and the
design challenge is to obtain the best compromise for the intended
application.

In this chapter, I use figures, charts, nomograms, and tables to es-
tablish the values of the unknown variables. Although this may not
appear to be as precise as the formulae used in previous sections, it
is realistic, because manufacturing spreads are such that approximate
results are the realistic norm in the design of inductors and chokes.
The charts show general trends for a few typical examples, rather
than absolute values. Manufacturers are constantly improving their
materials, so for best results the designer should refer to latest data
provided by the manufacturer for actual design applications.
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Nomograms, charts, and tables yield fast solutions, and the trend
in a variable is more easily seen. Engineers that have less experience
in this design area will find that the visual approach to the subject
used here quickly provides a good understanding of the essential de-
sign parameters. I also make extensive use of the formulae and charts
developed by Colonel Wm. T McLyman.18,19 He did a great service
to the industry with his many years of measurement and research on
magnetic materials for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Finally, the de-
signer will find that the “Area Product” figure of merit favored by the
“Colonel” (this is his name, not his rank—smart parents!) is a very
useful design tool. A brief explanation follows.

7.6.1 The Area Product Figure of Merit
In the following sections we will look at inductor and choke design
examples and will make extensive use of a figure of merit developed
by Colonel Wm. T. McLyman, called the area product (AP). This is a
very powerful design tool, and can be used to indicate many properties
of the core. It greatly simplifies the design process.

The area product of a core is simply the product of the center pole
area multiplied by the area of the available winding window, that is,
the area available for the copper wire and insulation. When both areas
are measured in square centimeters, the product is in centimeters to
the fourth power, and it is simply a figure of merit.

It has been shown17,18,19 that the area product is a good indicator
of the power rating of the core for transformer applications, but it can
also be used to select an optimum core size in a choke design. It is a
versatile parameter because it can also predict other key parameters,
such as surface area, temperature rise, turns, and inductance.

The AP is now quoted by many core manufacturers. However, when
not shown, it may be calculated quite easily from the core dimensions
as follows:

In general

AP = Ae Aw

in which

AP = area product (cm4)
Aw = core winding window area (cm2) (Use one window of an E core)
Ae = effective area of the center pole (cm2)

The area product figure of merit will be used extensively in the fol-
lowing choke design sections; you will find it is a pivotal design
parameter.

Those who prefer a more in-depth derivation of the various mag-
netic equations, charts, and nomograms used in the following sections
will find them shown more fully in the references at the end of this
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chapter. Engineers who fully master all the theoretical and practical
requirements for optimum design of the various wound components
used in switchmode supplies will find that they have developed rare
and valuable design skills.

7.6.2 Inductor Design
We will start by looking at some typical switchmode power supply
inductors. Inductors are a little easier to understand and design, so
it is a good place to start. This approach leads us towards the more
complex iterative design process required for the design of chokes in
Sections 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10.

In switchmode applications, inductors (wound components that
do not support any DC bias current) will normally be limited to the
following types:

• Low power signal-level inductors with no DC current compo-
nent

• Common-mode line filter inductors (these are special dual-
wound inductors that carry large but balanced line frequency
currents)

• Series-mode line filter inductors (these are inductors that carry
large unbalanced line frequency currents)

• Rod core inductors (small inductors wound on ferrite or iron
powder rods)

7.6.3 Low Power Signal-Level Inductors
Here we consider inductors that are normally used in signal applica-
tions. They are not required to support any DC current, or even very
much AC current or voltage stress. They are used in signal-level tun-
ing and filter applications. The design of such inductors is relatively
straightforward. For high frequency applications, the core material
will normally be ferrite. The inductance and required turns is ob-
tained directly from the Al value provided by the manufacturer for
the selected core. In signal applications the power is small and the
copper loss is not a problem, so large numbers of turns can be used if
large inductances are required.

The Al value, provided by the core manufacturer, should provide
the inductance of a single turn on the core, and includes the core
properties and the effect of any air gap that the manufacturer may
have provided. Remember that with any wound component, the in-
ductance increases as N2, so the inductance of the finished winding
will be

Ln = N2 Al1
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TIP Take care, because the manufacturer may provide Al values for a single
turn (Al1) or for many turns (Aln), where n is typically 100 turns or even
1000 turns. To avoid errors, I prefer to normalize the Al value down to a
single turn Al1 where

Al1 = Aln/N2

∼K.B.

In power supply applications, signal-level inductors have limited
use, so their design will not be covered in any more detail here; simply
calculate the inductance from the above equation.

7.6.4 Line Filter Inductors
Line filter inductors are found in low-pass RFI filters used at the input
of a switching power supply. Here, their function is to minimize the
conduction of high-frequency RFI electrical noise back into the sup-
ply lines. The RFI typically comes from electrical noise generated by
switching devices in the power supply.

Figure 7.13a shows a basic schematic of a typical line filter, of-
ten used to satisfy FCC conducted-mode RFI noise rejection limits
in direct-off-line switchmode supplies. The filter circuit has a bal-
anced common-mode inductor L1, with two identical windings and
common-mode decoupling capacitors C1 and C2. This is followed by
a series-mode inductor L2 with series-mode decoupling capacitors C4
and C3.

7.6.4.1 Common-Mode Line Filter Inductors
For the common-mode inductor L1 (a , b), we require the maximum
inductance consistent with reasonable size and cost, so we choose
the highest permeability core materials (typically >5,000 μ), because
high permeability provides more inductance per turn. Low core loss
would normally be considered an advantage in any design, but it is
not essential in this application as the high frequency AC stress is
normally very low so that in this type of inductor, core loss should not
be a problem.

Common-mode inductors are a special case because although they
may support DC currents and low frequency AC currents, the DC and
low frequency magnetizing stress is bucked out by the contra winding
arrangement.

7.6.4.2 Toroidal Core Common-Mode Line Filter Inductors
Figure 7.13b shows a typical common-mode inductor design, with
two separate windings on a high permeability toroidal ferrite core.
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FIGURE 7.13 (a ) A typical RFI line filter circuit, showing common-mode
and series-mode filter elements. Such circuits are often used to reduce the
conduction of RFI interference currents from the switching elements in the
SMPS into the input supply lines. (b) An example of a common-mode line
filter inductor, wound on a high permeability toroidal core. (c) An example
of a common-mode line filter inductor wound on a two section bobbin E
core. (d) An example of a series-mode line filter inductor, wound on a high
loss iron powder toroidal core.
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These two windings form inductors Lla and Llb, being wound on a
single core to form a tightly coupled dual-wound common-mode line-
filter inductor. Insulating material is located between the windings,
and from the windings to core, to meet safety agency insulation and
creepage spacing requirements.

Notice that this inductor has two isolated windings, with exactly
the same number of turns on each winding. The windings are tightly
coupled and connected into the circuit in such a way that the two
windings are in series anti-phase for the low-frequency series-mode
60-Hz line currents. (Notice that when the normal 60-Hz line current
flows into the start of the top winding, it flows out of the start of
the lower winding, and vice versa.) Hence, the magnetic field that
results from the 60-Hz series-mode AC line current (or the DC supply
currents, in DC converters) will cancel to zero in the core. With the
two windings connected in this way, the only inductance presented to
the 60-Hz supply current is the leakage inductance between the two
windings, and on a toroidal core this will be very small, so we can see
that the inductor is effectively transparent to the normal series-mode
supply currents.

With this anti-phase connection, the low-frequency AC (or DC)
series-mode supply current will not contribute to core saturation.
Hence, a very high permeability core material may be used with-
out concern for saturation, and without the need for a core air gap.
Toroidal cores do not have any core gap and often have the highest per-
meability, so a large inductance can be obtained with only a few turns.

For the common-mode noise, however (high-frequency noise cur-
rents or voltages which appear on both supply lines at the same time
with respect to the ground plane, terminal E), the two windings are
in parallel and are in phase, and a very high inductance is presented
between the power supply noise source and line input terminals L
and N. As a result, the majority of any common-mode noise currents
from the switching devices in the power supply are bypassed to the
ground plane by capacitors Cl and C2. This arrangement effectively
prevents any significant common-mode RFI currents from being con-
ducted back into the input supply lines.

The design approach for the common-mode inductor is very
straightforward. Select a high permeability toroidal core of convenient
size, and wind it with two single layer windings as shown in Figure
7.13b, using a wire gauge selected for the maximum RMS supply cur-
rent. The current density can be quite high (700 to 1000 amps/cm2)
because the core loss is negligible and the open single layer wind-
ing will cool very effectively. Although multiple layers can be used,
this is not recommended as the increased inter-winding capacitance
will decrease the self-resonant frequency, reducing the effective high-
frequency noise rejection ratio.
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The effective inductance can be calculated from the turns and the Al
value for the chosen core. Realize the two windings are effectively in
parallel for common-mode noise rejection conditions, and the effective
turns are those of only one winding. Hence

Ln = N2 Al1

TIP At the prototype stage, the actual inductance typically required from
the common-mode inductor is not known, as the magnitude of the RFI prob-
lem depends on many factors which have probably not been determined at
this stage. The final design is best determined by measurement of the actual
conducted RFI currents using a spectrum analyzer, after everything has been
built to its final standard. The test should include any chassis or box, and all
heat sinks and switching devices with the intended mounting hardware. If
more attenuation is required at this stage, then capacitors C1 and C2 can be
adjusted within limits.

If more inductance is required, then a larger core must be used. Supplies de-
signed for patient-connected medical applications have very stringent limits
on ground return currents, which confine the maximum value of the decou-
pling capacitors C1 and C2. The designer should expect to use much larger
common-mode RFI chokes in such applications. ∼K.B.

7.6.4.3 E Core Common-Mode Line Filter Inductors
E cores can also be used for common-mode line filter inductors. Figure
7.13c shows a typical example. Generally, E cores are easier to wind
and have lower manufacturing costs. The main disadvantages of E
cores are more variable inductance, lower core permeability, and larger
inter-winding capacitance.

TIP For the following reasons, the inductance of an E core is generally much
more variable than that of a toroidal core. All E cores are made in two parts.
The mating of these two parts is never perfect, so a small air gap is inevitable.
With high permeability core material, this gap (although very small) has a
significant effect on the total assembled permeability. Further, any contami-
nation in the gap will result in large variations. The permeability of a 5000
perm material may be reduced by as much as 60% in an E core form, so the in-
ductance will be lower in the same ratio. However, cost is a powerful incentive,
and E cores are very often used for this application, in spite of the above lim-
itations. Some manufacturers supply cores with the mating surfaces ground
optically flat, and such cores will retain much higher permeability providing
they are assembled in clean conditions. Typically, such cores are supplied in
matched pairs, which must be kept together for the best results. ∼K.B.
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7.6.5 Design Example: Common-Mode 60 Hz
Line Filter

In the following design example, a very simple and expedient ap-
proach will be taken. An E core is selected to fit a convenient size
and cost requirement. For prototypes this is not an unreasonable ap-
proach, because the filtering needs are not fully established at this
stage. Hence, it will be assumed that we simply want to obtain the
maximum common-mode inductance possible from the selected high-
permeability ferrite E core, while at the same time limiting the tem-
perature rise to 30◦C.

In common-mode line filters, the high frequency noise voltages are
quite small and the core loss will be negligible, so we consider only
copper loss in our temperature rise calculations. Typically, a two sec-
tion bobbin is used to provide good isolation between the two wind-
ings. The bobbin sections are completely filled with wire, allowing for
insulation, using two identical but separate windings.

In this example, we must choose a wire gauge such that the copper
loss at full load current will result in a temperature rise of 30◦C or
less. This design approach provides the maximum number of turns
and hence the maximum inductance that can be obtained from the
chosen core and temperature rise. The resulting pile wound bobbin
will have good low frequency noise rejection, but the inter-winding
capacitance may be quite large, and we will see that the high frequency
attenuation may be compromised to some extent.

TIP A large inter-winding capacitance will result in a low self-resonant
frequency, and the high-frequency noise components may effectively bypass
the inductor. However, it will be shown later that the higher-frequency com-
ponents can be more effectively blocked by the series-mode inductor shown
as L2 in Figure 7.13b. We will see that L2 normally has a very high self-
resonant frequency. ∼K.B.

7.6.5.1 Step 1: Select Core Size and Establish Area Product
In general, select an E core that meets the cost and mechanical size
requirements, and obtain its area product (AP) value from the manu-
facturer’s data. See Table 7.9, or you can calculate the AP as follows:

TIP The area product is the product of the core area (Ae ) and the usable
winding window area (Awb), both in cm2. (Include only the area of one
window of the E core.) If a bobbin is to be used, for conservative design, take
the internal winding area of the bobbin rather than the core, as shown in
Figure 7.16. Include both sections of the bobbin. ∼K.B.
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AWG Winding Data (Copper, Wire, Heavy Insulation)

Diameter, Area, Diameter, Area, A for
copper, copper, insulation, insulation, fl/cm fl/cm 450

AWG cm cm2 cm cm2 20◦C 100◦C A/cm2

10 .259 .052620 .273 .058572 .000033 .000044 23.679

11 .231 .041729 .244 .046738 .000041 .000055 18.778

12 .205 .033092 .218 .037309 .000052 .000070 14.892

13 .183 .026243 .195 .029793 .000066 .000088 11.809

14 .163 .020811 .174 .023800 .000083 .000111 9.365

15 .145 .016504 .156 .019021 .000104 .000140 7.427

16 .129 .013088 .139 .015207 .000132 .000176 5.890

17 .115 .010379 .124 .012164 .000166 .000222 4.671

18 .102 .008231 .111 .009735 .000209 .000280 3.704

19 .091 .006527 .100 .007794 .000264 .000353 2.937

20 .081 .005176 .089 .006244 .000333 .000445 2.329

21 .072 .004105 .080 .005004 .000420 .000561 1.847

22 .064 .003255 .071 .004013 .000530 .000708 1.465

23 .057 .002582 .064 .003221 .000668 .000892 1.162

24 .051 .002047 .057 .002586 .000842 .001125 .921

25 .045 .001624 .051 .002078 .001062 .001419 .731

26 .040 .001287 .046 .001671 .001339 .001789 .579

27 .036 .001021 .041 .001344 .001689 .002256 .459

28 .032 .000810 .037 .001083 .002129 .002845 .364

29 .029 .000642 .033 .000872 .002685 .003587 .289

30 .025 .000509 .030 .000704 .003386 .004523 .229

31 .023 .000404 .027 .000568 .004269 .005704 .182

32 .020 .000320 .024 .000459 .005384 .007192 .144

33 .018 .000254 .022 .000371 .006789 .009070 .114

TABLE 7.9 Magnet Wire Table for AWG 10 Through 41, Showing Current
Ratings for Choke and Transformer Designs at a Typical Current Density
of 450 amps/cm2 (Notice, increasing or decreasing the AWG value by
three steps changes the area of the copper by a factor of two. For example,
two wires of 18 AWG have the same area as one wire of 15 AWG.)
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AWG Winding Data (Copper, Wire, Heavy Insulation)

Diameter, Area, Diameter, Area, A for
copper, copper, insulation, insulation, fl/cm fl/cm 450

AWG cm cm2 cm cm2 20◦C 100◦C A/cm2

34 .016 .000201 .020 .000300 .008560 .011437 .091

35 .014 .000160 .018 .000243 .010795 .014422 .072

36 .013 .000127 .016 .000197 .013612 .018186 .057

37 .011 .000100 .014 .000160 .017165 .022932 .045

38 .010 .000080 .013 .000130 .021644 .028917 .036

39 .009 .000063 .012 .000106 .027293 .036464 .028

40 .008 .000050 .010 .000086 .034417 .045981 .023

41 .007 .000040 .009 .000070 .043399 .057982 .018

TABLE 7.9 Magnet Wire Table for AWG 10 Through 41, Showing Current
Ratings for Choke and Transformer Designs at a Typical Current Density
of 450 amps/cm2 (Notice, increasing or decreasing the AWG value by
three steps changes the area of the copper by a factor of two. For example,
two wires of 18 AWG have the same area as one wire of 15 AWG.)
(Continued)

The area product (AP) is defined as

AP = Ae Awb(cm4)

in which
Ae is the area of the core (cm2)
Awb is the winding area of the bobbin (cm2)

7.6.5.2 Step 2: Establish Thermal Resistance
and Internal Dissipation Limit

In general, with the value of AP established above, enter Figure 7.14
at the lower edge and project up to the required temperature rise
line. At the intercept with the temperature rise line, project left to
get the predicted thermal resistance (Rth) for the fully wound finished
inductor on the left scale. Rth is given in ◦C/watt, assuming an ambient
temperature of 25◦C.

With Rth, we can calculate the permitted winding dissipation (Wcu)
that just gives the specified 30◦C temperature rise (�T) as follows:

Wcu = �T/Rth(watts)
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FIGURE 7.14 Link between the area product and thermal resistance for fully
wound standard E cores, with temperature rise above an ambient of 25◦C in
free air, as a parameter.

For this example, we assume an EC35 E core has been chosen, with
an effective area product of 1.3 cm4. A bobbin will be used, and this
reduces the effective area product to 1.1 cm4. Entering the lower scale
of Figure 7.14 with AP = 1.1 cm4 and projecting up to the 30◦C line,
a thermal resistance (Rth) of 20◦C/watt is predicted on the left scale.
In this nomogram, the Rth intercept is for a temperature rise (�T) of
30◦C above an ambient of 25◦C. Hence, assuming zero core loss, the
maximum permitted copper loss in the winding (Wcu) will be

Wcu = �T/Rth = 30/20 = 1.5 watts

7.6.5.3 Step 3: Establish Winding Resistance
We can now calculate the maximum permitted winding resistance Rw
at the working 60-Hz AC current of 5 A RMS, that will generate a
copper loss of 1.5 watts as follows:

We have Wcu copper loss of 1.5 watts, and with current of 5 A RMS;
hence,

Rwp = Wcu/ l2 = 1.5/25 = 60 milliohms (or 0.16 ohms)
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Having established the resistance of a fully wound bobbin, we can
establish the wire gauge and the number of turns to just fill the bobbin.
(In this example the winding is split into two windings of 30 milliohms
each.) From the effective turns and Al value we can then establish the
inductance.

7.6.5.4 Step 4: Establish Turns and Wire Gauge from
the Nomogram Shown in Figure 7.15

Many manufacturers provide data giving the resistance of a fully
wound bobbin using various wire gauges. However, in this example,
we will get the wire gauge and turns from Figure 7.15 as follows:

With the resistance (0.06 �), enter the top horizontal scale of resis-
tance and project down to the upper (positively sloping) “resistance
and turns” line for the EC35 E core, as shown in the example. The
intersection with the EC35 line is projected left to give the number of
turns—56 turns in this example. From the same point, project right to
the intersection with the (negatively sloping) “wire gauge and turns”
line for the EC35 core. This intersection is then projected down to the
lower scale as shown to give the wire gauge—approximately 17 AWG
in this example.

TIP For ease of winding, more strands of a smaller wire may be preferred.
Table 7.9 provides the resistance for a range of magnet wire from 10 to
41 AWG. Notice that adding 3 to the AWG number will give a wire of
half the cross sectional area, so two strands of 20 AWG will have the same
copper area as one of 17 AWG. This relationship is maintained throughout
the AWG table. ∼K.B.

For resistance values of less than 50 milliohms, enter the nomogram
from the bottom scale of resistance and project up to the lower group of
“resistance and turns” lines. In a common-mode inductor, the winding
is split into two equal parts. Hence the bobbin would be wound with
two windings of 28 turns of 17 AWG, or two strands of 20 AWG, per
winding.

7.6.5.5 Step 5: Calculating Turns and Wire Gauge
If preferred, the wire gauge and the number of turns can be calculated
from first principles as follows.

For this example, we will consider only one winding occupying half
of the twin section bobbin, as shown in Figure 7.16. Allowing space
at the top of the bobbin for insulation material, the usable window
area Aw for one side is 30 mm2. When round magnet wire is used,
the packing factor is typically 60%, allowing for the insulation of the
wire and the fact that the round wire does not completely fill the cross
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FIGURE 7.15 Nomogram used for minimum copper loss inductor and
choke designs. This nomogram can be used to quickly establish the number
of turns and optimum wire size for a fully wound E core bobbin.

sectional area with solid copper. Hence the effective usable area Acu
for solid copper is

Acu = 0.6Aw = 0.6(30) = 18 mm2(0.18 cm2)

The mean diameter of the bobbin is 1.6 cm, so the mean length per
turn (MLT) is 5.02 cm.
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FIGURE 7.16 Awb, the effective area of the winding window for a two-flange
bobbin, decreases as a result of the space taken up by the bobbin material
and insulation, which reduces the effective area product. The mean length
per turn (MLT) is used to establish the length of wire and hence the
resistance of a fully wound bobbin.

We can now calculate the theoretical resistance Rx of a single turn of
solid copper that will fully occupy the available window area of one
side of the bobbin Rcu using the nominal bulk resistivity of copper as
follows:

The bulk resistivity of solid copper at 70◦C is ρ = 1.9 μ� cm.
Hence

Rx = ρMLT
Aw

= 1.9 × 10−6� cm(5.02 cm)
0.18 cm2 = 53 μ�

We have shown above that to limit the temperature rise to 30◦C, the
total resistance of the winding Rw for a full bobbin is limited to 60 m�,
or 30 m� for each half.
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The resistance of a single turn of solid copper in the half section
is 53 μ� and the required resistance of the complete half winding is
30 m�. We can now calculate the number of turns required to produce
a winding of 30 m� for one side of the bobbin as follows:

N = (Rw/Rx)1/2 = (30 m�/53 μ�)1/2 = 24 turns

TIP The squared term comes from the fact that bobbin area must remain
fully wound, so each time you double the turns you must half the area of
copper and this will double the resistance per turn, so the resistance increases
as N2. ∼K.B.

Having established the number of turns, we can now establish the
area of copper available for the wire that will just fit in the available
space using that number of turns as follows:

Acuw = Acu/N = 0.18/24 = 0.0075 cm2

From Table 7.9, we see that a wire between 18 and 19 AWG has this
area.

We can check the result. Choosing the larger 18 AWG wire, we can
calculate the resistance of the half winding Rcu from the total length
of the winding, and the �/cm for 18 AWG shown in the table:

Rcu = N (MLT)
(

�

cm
o f 18 AWG

)

= 24 (5.02 cm)
(

0.00024
�

cm

)
= 29 m�

The final result (29 m�) for each half winding (58 m� total) is near
the value obtained from the nomogram used previously.

7.6.6 Series-Mode Line Filter Inductors
In Figure 7.13a , L2 is in series with the 60-Hz line input supply. Its
function is to offer as much impedance as possible to series-mode
RFI currents. These noise currents flow from the supply to say the L
terminal of the input through the SMPS load, and return via the N
terminal to the supply, or the converse.

We have shown that due to the phasing of the common-mode induc-
tor L1 it does not provide any inductance to the series-mode current.
Hence a separate inductor L2 is normally required for the series-mode
currents. Even though L2 may not carry a DC current in this position,
it does carry a large peak line frequency (60 Hz) current, and a high
forcing voltage exists across the inductor. Also the duration of the
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current pulse at the peak of the AC waveform is very long compared
with the SMPS switching frequency. Hence, the inductor can be con-
sidered to be driven from a constant-current, line frequency source.
The peak line current has a saturating effect similar to that of DC, and
in fact in a DC/DC converter it is DC. The inductance is too small to
have any significant effect on the 60 Hz current or any DC current.

TIP With capacitive input rectifier circuits, it may be difficult to calculate
the peak current in L2. Consider a typical off-line capacitive input recti-
fier circuit. The input capacitor is normally quite large and a large current
pulse flows on the peak of the applied AC voltage waveform while the input
rectifier diodes conduct. In this application it would be essential to ensure
that L2 does not saturate during this current pulse. As a result, L2 must
be designed to carry at least the peak line current without saturating. The
peak current depends upon a number of ill-defined variables. These include
the line source impedance, circuit resistance, input capacitor ESR, and to-
tal loop inductance. Therefore, it is often better to simply measure the cur-
rent and calculate the peak flux density in the core. A 30% safety margin
should be provided to allow for component and line impedance variations.
Power factor corrected systems have a much lower and well-defined current.
∼K.B.

To prevent L2 saturating, it may be necessary to use a gapped fer-
rite core or a low-permeability iron powder core. If the peak current
is known, the design of the series-mode inductor may proceed in the
same way as in the choke designs shown later. In such designs, use the
peak forced AC current in place of the DC current shown in the calcu-
lations. In DC/DC converters use the maximum DC current. Hence, in
general, the design of the series-mode input inductor L2 should follow
the same approach as that used for choke design. (See Section 7.7.)

If the inductance of L2 is to be less than 50 μH (in many cases this
will be sufficient), the simple rod core inductor described below can
be used, which has the advantages that it is simple, low cost, and will
not saturate.

7.6.6.1 Ferrite and Iron Powder Rod Core Inductors
For small low-inductance applications in the range from 5 to 50 μH,
the designer should consider using simple open-ended ferrite or iron
powder rod cores, bobbin cores and spools, or axial lead ferrite beads.

By careful attention to minimizing the inter-winding capacitance
(for example, by using spaced windings and insulating the wire from
the rod former), the self-resonant frequency of RFI inductors wound
on open-ended rods can be made very high. We now consider the
design of a rod core inductor for L2.
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FIGURE 7.17 (a ) An example of a rod core inductor/choke. (b) An
impedance and phase plot, showing how the impedance and phase shift
change with respect to frequency, for a rod core inductor/choke with a tight
winding. Notice the maximum impedance is at 4 MHz. (c) The impedance
and phase shift of the same rod core inductor/choke with a low capacitance,
spaced winding. Notice the maximum impedance is now at 6 MHz,
improving the high frequency attenuation.

An example of a ferrite rod inductor is shown in Figure 7.17a . These
simple inductors, when used in RFI filters together with low-ESR ca-
pacitors, can be very effective in reducing high-frequency noise spikes.
In many cases, the high frequency AC current is much smaller than
the mean 60 Hz or DC current, so the high-frequency magnetic radi-
ation from open-ended rods, spools, or bobbins (normally the most
objectionable parameter for this type of inductor) is acceptably small
and should not present an EMI problem.
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FIGURE 7.17 Continued.

Normal ferrite materials may be used for rod inductors, since the
long external air path prevents saturation of the core, even with high
permeability materials. The next section shows how a rod core induc-
tor design can be optimized to have the maximum impedance at a
high frequency.

7.6.6.2 High-Frequency Performance of Rod Core Inductors
Notice that with any wound component, the self inductance of the
winding is effectively in parallel with the inter-winding capacitance,
and forms a parallel L-C circuit. Hence, a small inter-winding capaci-
tance will result in a high self-resonant frequency.

Above the resonant frequency, the inductor starts to look more
like a capacitor and the impedance is lower, so noise components
of sufficiently high frequency bypass the inductor. To get the best
high-frequency attenuation, the inter-winding capacitance should be
minimized.

Figure 7.17a shows a one inch long, 5/16′′ diameter ferrite rod in-
ductor, wound with 15 turns of closely packed 17 AWG wire. Figure
7.17b shows a plot of the phase shift and impedance as a function of
frequency for this design. Notice that the phase shift is zero and the
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impedance is maximum at the self-resonant frequency of 4 MHz. At
higher or lower frequencies, the impedance is lower, as you would
expect from a parallel resonant circuit.

The second impedance plot in Figure 7.17c shows the improvement
obtained by reducing the inter-winding capacitance. This plot was
obtained from the same inductor sample, after spacing the windings
and insulating them from the rod with 10-mil Mylar tape. In the second
sample, 15 turns of 20-gauge wire was used with a space between each
turn. The plot shows that the reduction in inter-winding capacitance
has increased the impedance and shifted the self-resonant frequency
to 6.5 MHz. This will increase the range of the noise spectrum that is
rejected in the final application.

7.6.6.3 Calculating Inductance of Rod Core Inductors
Figure 7.18 shows the effective permeability of rod core inductors
with respect to the initial permeability of the core material, with the
geometric ratio L/d as a parameter. Notice the inductance depends
more on the geometry of the winding than on the permeability of the
core material.

For most practical applications, in which the length-to-diameter
ratio is in the order of 3:1 or greater, the initial permeability of the
core material does not significantly affect the effective permeability
of the finished product. Hence, the inductance is not very dependent
on the core permeability in most practical applications. The chart is
for iron powder, but it can also be applied to high-permeability ferrite
rod chokes with little error.

With the effective permeability established, the equations shown
in Figure 7.18 allow the inductance to be calculated according to the
construction and geometric ratio. The external, intrinsically large air
gap in rod core inductors prevents the saturation of high-permeability
ferrite rods, even when the DC current is very large, so these inductors
satisfy the DC bias current requirements for chokes, and are sometimes
referred to as RF chokes.

The wire gauge should be chosen for acceptable dissipation and
temperature rise at the working current; a current density of 600 to
1000 A/cm2 is acceptable. Iron powder rods are also suitable for this
application. The lower permeability of these materials is not much of
a disadvantage, as the large air gap swamps the initial permeability
of the core material. The core loss is normally very low as the high-
frequency flux swing is quite small. The increased core loss of the iron
powder material improves the attenuation.

This completes the section on “inductors,” and we will now look at
the design of “chokes.” We will find that the design of chokes is quite
different, as they present many more variables.
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FIGURE 7.18 This chart shows how the effective permeability of rod core
chokes changes as a function of the material initial permeability, with the
ratio of length to diameter as a parameter. (Courtesy of Micrometals Inc.)
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FIGURE 7.19 Examples of inductors and chokes used in switch-mode buck,
boost, and low-pass filter applications and in flyback “transformer” designs.

7.7 Magnetics: Introduction to
Chokes—Inductors with Large
DC Bias Current
Chokes (inductors that carry a large component of DC current) are
used extensively in switchmode supplies. Chokes range from small
ferrite beads, used to profile the drive currents of switching transistors
or diodes, up to the large high-current chokes used in power output
filters. Some typical examples of switchmode chokes are shown in
Figure 7.19.

A good working knowledge of the design procedure for chokes
is essential for the best results. The power supply engineer needs to
develop considerable skill in the choice of core type, material, design,
and size, and winding design if the most cost-effective chokes are to
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be designed. The subject is very diverse; there are no ideal design
methods, because there are no ideal magnetic materials. It is a matter
of matching the selection to the application, which improves with the
acquisition of design experience.

In this chapter we will limit our discussion to gapped ferrite E cores,
powder E cores, and toroidal powder cores, because they are the types
most often used in conventional high-frequency choke applications.

7.7.1 Equations, Units, and Charts
In previous chapters, the late Mr. Pressman makes extensive use of
equations to explain the design of wound components. In this chapter,
I adopt a more visual approach, using the B/H magnetization loop
and various charts, nomograms, and tables to obtain the required
solutions.

Since most engineers are designing to meet specific applications,
they are most often concerned with real cores, that is, cores of well
defined dimensions, so I prefer to use flux density B as a design pa-
rameter, rather than total magnetic flux �, where

B(tesla ) = �/Ae

Ae is the effective core area in mm2.
In many examples, I have modified the equations dimensionally

and rationalized the units to yield the most convenient solutions. I
also make extensive use of the formulae developed by Colonel Wm. T
McLyman, who did a great service to the industry with many years of
measurement and research on magnetic materials for the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. For those engineers that prefer a more in-depth anal-
ysis, including the derivation of the various magnetic equations and
nomograms used here, and the supporting formulae, this may be
found in references 17, 18, and 19, listed at the end of the chapter.

In previous sections, we found that the design of inductors was
quite straightforward, because there was little or no DC bias current.
To better understand the severe limitations imposed on the design
of chokes, when a large DC bias current is present, we need to ex-
amine the B/H loop once again with particular attention to the satu-
ration properties of some typical core materials, and the effect of an
air gap.

7.7.2 Magnetization Characteristics
(B/H Loop) with DC Bias Current

Figure 7.20 shows the top quadrant of a typical B/H loop, for a low
permeability iron powder core and a ferrite core material, with and
without an air gap. To the first order, the horizontal axis H (oersteds) is
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FIGURE 7.20 An example of the first quadrant of a B/H loop for gapped
and non-gapped ferrite cores, and non-gapped powder cores in single-ended
(not push-pull) applications. The figure shows how the mean flux density
(Bdc) is a function of the magnetization force (H), resulting from the mean
DC bias current in the winding and the permeability or air gap used in the
choke core. It also shows the minor B/H loops responsible for the core loss,
and how the flux density swing (�B) is a function of the AC stress only.

proportional to the DC bias current, while the vertical axis B is the core
flux density in tesla. (1 tesla = 10,000 gauss, or 10 kG, so 1 millitesla =
10 gauss (1 mT = 10 G))

Notice that for an arbitrary value of DC bias current, resulting in
a magnetization value Hdc shown by the vertical dotted line, that the
ungapped ferrite core is completely saturated. Also notice that the
slope of the B/H loop for the ferrite at saturation is zero (horizontal).
This means that the effective permeability of the ungapped ferrite core
at this value of H is zero, so the choke will have near zero inductance.
Clearly, an ungapped ferrite core is not much use as a choke with this
value of DC bias current.

The iron powder core, with a much smaller initial permeability
(lower slope), is not saturated at the same value of Hdc . The mean
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slope of the B/H loop around Hdc is still significant and the choke
will have significant inductance. Notice that the same ferrite core, but
now with an air gap, is no longer saturated at Hdc either, and so the
gapped ferrite core retains some inductance.

For the same magnetizing force (Hdc), the value of Bdc (the mean
induced flux density due to the DC bias current) is higher in the iron
core example. This means the iron powder core can support a larger
range of �B (flux density swing) without saturating, so the powder
core has an ability to support more applied AC volt seconds. It stores
more energy and can accommodate a larger range of ripple voltage
and ripple current.

The area of the B/H loop for the iron powder core is much larger
than the gapped ferrite core, so the iron powder core has a propensity
for more core loss. However, higher core loss is not necessarily in-
evitable, because in the final design, the actual working loss depends
on the flux excursion �B (flux density swing) and the working fre-
quency. Hence, where possible, iron powder cores can and should be
used, as they generally cost less.

We will now look at the parameters controlling the core magneti-
zation force Hdc.

7.7.3 Magnetizing Force Hdc

To better understand the magnetizing force H we turn to the B/H
loop again. The horizontal scale is the magnetizing force H.17,18,19

The general equation for H in SI units is

H = 0.4π NI
�

where H = magnetizing force in oersteds
N = turns
� = the length of the magnetic path around the core (cm)
I = the DC bias current in the winding (amps)

In the finished choke, N and � are defined, so that H ∝ I ; that is, the
magnetizing force Hdc is proportional to the bias current Idc.

So here we see the first unavoidable compromise. With a particular
core material, defined size, and turns, the larger the DC bias current,
the lower the slope the B/H loop must have to prevent saturation.
To do this we must select a core material with a lower permeability,
or increase the length of the core air gap, which will also lower the
effective permeability. With a lower permeability, the inductance per
turn will be lower. Hence, there is an inevitable tradeoff between the
ability to support DC bias current and the magnitude of the inductance
that can be achieved—increasing one reduces the other.
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7.7.4 Methods of Increasing Choke
Inductance or Bias Current Rating

What must we do to increase the inductance and/or bias current in a
particular design? Increasing the turns may help, providing we are not
near saturation, because inductance increases as N2 while H increases
in proportion to N. If we are near saturation, however, increasing
the turns will not do it, because H will increase in the same way as
increasing the current. This will force the core deeper into saturation,
so that an even lower permeability material must be used, and we are
on a path of diminishing returns.

Consider the inductance formula17,18,19 as follows:

L = NAe�B
�I

where L = inductance (henrys)
N = turns

Ae = area of the center pole (mm2)
�I = a small change in bias current (amps)
�B = the corresponding change in flux density (teslas)

The slope of the B/H loop at the working point (the working perme-
ability of the chosen core) is proportional to �B/�I and this is defined
in any particular design, hence the remaining variables are N and Ae .
So

L ∝ NAg

N cannot be increased very much without causing DC saturation, so
the only way to increase the inductance is to increase Ae (the area of
the center pole). So with a particular core material, the only way to
get more inductance, or accommodate a larger DC bias current, is to
use a larger core. We will see later that the size of the core is defined
by the energy storage number W where

W = 1/2 L I 2 ( joules)

In a similar way, we can show that increasing the slope of the ratio
�B/�I or the working permeability will also provide more induc-
tance, but we see from Figure 7.20 that this requires a core material
with a larger saturating flux density. Even if a suitable material exists,
it normally has more core loss and this loss may become the limiting
factor.
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FIGURE 7.21 (a ) A buck regulator power section example, showing the
choke L1 and the essential power elements Q1, D2, and C1, together with
the output current loops. (b) A typical current waveform for continuous-
mode operation.

7.7.5 Flux Density Swing �B
To complete the picture we should now look at the vertical axis of the
B/H loop (the flux density B). However, before we do this, we will
consider a choke application to see how B is related to the working
AC stress conditions.

Figure 7.21a shows a schematic of the power section of a typical
buck regulator with a choke shown at L1. The expected choke current
waveform for continuous-mode operation is shown at 7.21b. Notice
there is a triangular ripple current centered on a mean DC bias current,
which is the mean DC load current.

Under steady state conditions, this current waveform is established
by the switching action of Q1, the action of the choke L1, the diode
D1, capacitor C1, and the load as follows.
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Under steady state conditions, when Q1 turns “on,” the supply
voltage is impressed on the left side of the choke L1 while the right
side has the constant DC output voltage on C1, which is lower than
the supply voltage. There is a forward voltage of VL1 = Vin – Vout
across L1, and the current in L1 will increase linearly as defined by
di/dt = VL1/L1.

When Q1 turns “off,” the left side of L1 clamps to near zero via D2
by flyback action, and L1 has a reverse voltage of Vout plus a diode
drop, and the current decreases linearly.

We characterize this action in this example as continuous operation
because the current in the choke never goes to zero. The mean inductor
current is the load current. We will refer to the mean load current as
the DC bias current for the design of the choke.

From the B/H loop (Figure 7.20), we can see that the mean value of
the flux density Bdc is defined by the magnetizing force Hdc and the
slope and shape of the B/H loop. We will now consider the AC condi-
tions, that is, the action of the applied ripple voltage as the transistor
switches “on-off.”

For the AC conditions, it is more convenient to enter the B/H loop
from the left on the B scale, starting at the value of Bdc that has been
defined by the mean DC bias current. Centered on this value of Bdc,
the flux density in the core must increase during the “on” time such
that the rate of change of flux density (the flux linkages within the
winding) offsets the applied AC voltage as follows:

�B = VL1t
NAe

(teslas)

Where �B = the flux density change (teslas)
VL1 = the forward voltage across choke L1 (volts)

t = the period the voltage is applied (Q1 “on” time
in μ sec)

N = turns
Ae = area of the center pole of the choke core (mm2)

In a similar way, during the “off” period of Q1, with VL1 being
negative, the flux density change will have a negative slope, returning
the current and the core flux to the same values each time Q1 just turns
“on” again.

TIP Notice in the above equation, since N and Ae are constant in a partic-
ular design, the flux density swing �B is defined by the applied volt seconds
(Vt). Hence, the change or “swing” in flux �B is defined and remains con-
stant. It is not a function of the core material, core gap, or permeability. In
other words, the core has nothing to do with the required change in flux �B;
this change must take place to offset the applied volt seconds.
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Hence, for the AC voltage stress, we enter the B/H loop from the left on
the vertical axis B at Bdc , and impose on this an additional change in flux
�B, defined by the applied volt seconds and centered on Bdc . The slope of
the B/H loop (the permeability) defines the corresponding change in H, and
hence, the ripple current associated with the applied ripple voltage. If the core
is near saturation, the flux density cannot increase any further, there will be
no “back emf” to offset the applied volt seconds, and the choke will look like a
short circuit at that point. The current will increase rapidly, limited only by
the resistance of the winding. Hence, the choke design must have a sufficient
saturation margin to accommodate both the flux density Bdc developed by the
applied DC bias current, and the additional imposed increase �B/2 required
by the AC voltage. ∼K.B.

We can now study the complete action of the buck regulator and its
interaction with the B/H loop, and see the tradeoff between the ferrite
and powder materials. A clear understanding of the next three para-
graphs will allow the designer to know immediately the implication
of core material selection on the choke design, simply by looking at
the B/H loops for the materials.

Look again at the B/H loop in Figure 7.20. Start by entering the
H axis with Hdc, project up (dotted line) to the upper iron powder
B/H loop, and then left to the mean working point Bdc. This is the
mean working flux density for the powder core, caused by the DC
bias current in the winding. Notice for the lower permeability gapped
ferrite core, the working point Bdc is lower for the same mean current.

We now impose on this Bdc working point the AC component �B
(the change or swing in flux density caused by the applied square wave
switching voltage as Q1 turns “on” and “off”). The core now sweeps
out the minor B/H loop shown. As the flux swings, the value of H
changes by �H(AC) as shown. This translates to a change in current,
producing the triangular ripple current shown in Figure 7.21b. If the
B/H loop is curved, the ripple current will show the same curvature. If
the core approaches saturation, the B/H loop slope rapidly decreases,
resulting in a rapid increase in H, which translates to a rapid increase
in current. Hence, impending saturation is clearly seen as a sudden
increase (spike) of current near the positive peak of the current ripple
waveform.

Notice that the same flux density swing imposed on the lower Bdc
working point of the gapped ferrite core results in a much larger swing
in �H because the slope of the B/H loop is lower. This results in a
larger ripple current for the same applied ripple voltage (this wave-
form is not shown). In other words, the inductance of the gapped
ferrite core is lower than the inductance of the powder core at the
same working point, and as a result the ripple current is greater. Al-
though the width of the minor B/H loop is greater for the ferrite core,
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the area of the loop is in fact much lower, as is the core loss. So just
by looking at the B/H loop we can predict the performance of the
choke material, and decide if it has the characteristics we want in our
design.

Let us now look at a second tradeoff. We can choose a lower loss,
gapped ferrite core material, but the lower saturation flux density
results in less inductance and more ripple current. Hence with the
same size core, at the same DC bias current, we get less inductance
from the gapped ferrite core. We will see later that the energy storage
number for the core (1/2LI2) links the core size to the inductance and
DC bias current rating.

7.7.6 Air Gap Function
At this point, I ask the reader’s indulgence for the following very
basic and detailed explanation of the function of the air gap. I include
this here because this function is often poorly understood and causes
much confusion. If you are well versed in the subject, you may prefer
to go directly to Section 7.7.7.

We can see from the B/H loop (Figure 7.20) and the following equa-
tion that for the DC current component, the mean value of Bdc is a
function of Hdc, which is linked to the DC bias current as follows:

H = 0.4πN1
�

oersteds17,18,19

So Hdc ∝ Idc and this is applied to the horizontal scale. The DC in-
duced flux density (Bdc) is the dependent variable, defined by the
magnetization characteristic. Hence, the DC induced flux density Bdc
will change for any change in core permeability (B/H loop slope), air
gap, or DC bias current.

However, for the AC conditions, the change in B (�B) is quite inde-
pendent of the above factors being defined by the following formula:

�B = �Vt
NAe

(tesla )

For AC conditions, with N and Ae being constant, we can see that
the AC induced flux change (�B) is only a function of the externally
applied volt seconds (Vt), and is not influenced by the core material.
Hence, the AC induced change (�B) is applied to the vertical axis
B, and is proportional to the applied AC conditions. Essentially, �B
rides on top of the working point Hdc set up by the DC bias current.
The AC flux swing �B is defined by the need to offset the externally
applied volt seconds. Permeability does not figure in the above AC
equation, so changing the mean DC current, permeability, or air gap
does not change the required peak-to-peak flux density swing �B.
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However, changing the permeability will change the slope of the
B/H loop, so it changes the link between �B and �H. This translates
to a change in ripple current. In other words, changing the core per-
meability changes the inductance of the choke and hence the ripple
current.

Changing the permeability of the material or the air gap does not
change the AC fluxing �B, and it does not change the AC saturation
flux density. However, by reducing the B/H loop slope, reducing per-
meability, and reducing inductance, the flux developed by the DC bias
current decreases, and this can prevent saturation otherwise caused by
the sum of the DC and AC fluxing components. This is clearly shown
in Figure 7.20, for the ungapped and gapped ferrite core B/H loops.

In summary, an air gap or permeability change changes the flux
density caused by the DC component of current, but does not change
the flux density swing required by the AC component.

7.7.7 Temperature Rise
The final, and perhaps most important, limiting factor in choke design
is temperature rise. In general, the copper loss in chokes is greater than
in inductors because the larger DC bias current contributes to the I 2 R
loss. As a result, in most applications the core loss is less than the
copper loss, and in fact it can be quite small in some cases. However,
the temperature rise is a function of the total loss, and when core loss
is significant it must be included.

Temperature rise is a function of many variables, including choke
location, air flow, and the effects of any surrounding components that
may contribute to the temperature rise. The various charts and nomo-
grams used here assume free air conditions, so the surface area and
radiation properties control the temperature rise. The charts assume
45% convection cooling, and 55% radiation at 0.95 emissivity. In any
event, the temperature of a choke should always be checked finally in
the working prototype, where the layout and general thermal design
introduce additional “difficult to determine” thermal effects. We will
now look at some material properties.

7.8 Magnetics Design: Materials
for Chokes—Introduction
In this chapter, we look at the more important properties of various
materials available for use in the design of chokes.

Normally, the core material is chosen to best satisfy the parameters
that the designer considers to be most important in a particular design.
These include operating frequency, the ratio of DC bias current to
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AC ripple current, required inductance, temperature rise, saturation
margin, cost considerations, and any special mechanical requirements.
Because these requirements are divergent, the choice will normally be
the best compromise, since no single magnetic material will be found,
irrespective of price, to satisfy all these needs at the same time.

The saturating effect of the DC bias current makes the design of
chokes more difficult, and severely limits our ability to obtain large
inductance values. Hence, choke design is always a compromise that
balances core material, core size, core loss, copper loss, current rat-
ing, inductance, and temperature rise. All these interdependent and
divergent variables must be reconciled in the final design.

There are simply no ideal core material selections; it depends on the
application and the many variables, including the skill and preferences
of the designer. The bottom line is that a core that provides millihenrys
of inductance as a pure inductor may provide only microhenrys of
inductance when configured as a choke.

7.8.1 Choke Materials for Low AC Stress
Applications

In some cases, the choice of core material is relatively straightforward.
When the AC ripple current or frequency is quite low (for example,
in series-mode 60 Hz line input filters), the core loss is unlikely to be a
major factor. In such applications, a low cost, high permeability, high
saturation flux density material will be chosen. This might be iron
powder, or even gapped silicon iron transformer laminations. Such
materials have the advantage of high saturation flux density, high
permeability, and low cost. As a result of the higher permeability,
fewer turns are required to obtain the required inductance, and the
core will remain out of saturation with a larger DC bias current. The
reduced turns will result in lower copper losses. Core loss would not
normally be a problem in such applications.

7.8.2 Choke Materials for High AC Stress
Applications

At the other end of the range, where the operating frequencies and
AC ripple currents are much larger, core losses will need to be con-
sidered, and lower loss materials will be required. These include the
various lower permeability, lower loss materials, such as powdered
iron, Molypermalloy MPP, Kool Mμ®, and gapped ferrite. All these
materials have low permeability, and more turns are required to ob-
tain the required inductance, so both the copper and core losses will be
greater.
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FIGURE 7.22 A general picture showing typical core saturation charac-
teristics for iron powder, Kool Mμ, MPP, and gapped ferrite materials.

7.8.3 Choke Materials for Mid-Range
Applications

Between these two extremes, the best choice of core geometry and
material is not so obvious. There is a tradeoff between core loss and
copper loss. It would help at this stage to look at the basic properties of
some of the materials available to us, and compare some of the essen-
tial characteristics; we will start by looking at saturation properties.

7.8.4 Core Material Saturation
Characteristics

Figure 7.22 shows the saturation characteristics of some typical core
materials. The horizontal scale H (oersteds) is proportional to the DC
bias current and the turns, and the vertical scale shows, in very general
terms, the median flux density that may be expected against Hdc for
each type of material. In the ferrite example, an air gap has been intro-
duced to give a permeability of about 60. The important parameter to
notice in this chart is the magnitude of the flux density at which a par-
ticular material saturates. This tends to be material specific and does
not change greatly with the range of permeabilities offered for each
type of material. Contrary to popular belief, a gap does not change
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FIGURE 7.23 A general picture showing typical core loss characteristics for
iron powder, Kool Mμ, MPP, and gapped ferrite materials.

saturation flux density. The materials arranged in ascending order of
saturation flux density follow:

1) All ferrite materials saturate near 0.35 tesla.

2) MPP materials saturate in the range 0.65 to 0.8 tesla.

3) Kool Mμ saturates near 1.0 tesla.

4) Iron powder saturates above 1.2 tesla.

To convert tesla to gauss, multiply by 104: 1 T = 104 G.
Figure 7.22 shows the first parameter that would be of interest to

the designer in the core selection process. Clearly, we would choose
the highest saturation material if there were no other limitations, but
we must now consider core loss.

7.8.5 Core Material Loss Characteristics
For the same materials considered above, Figure 7.23 shows core loss
due to the AC fluxing component �B. In this example, we assume
a peak AC fluxing of 100 milliteslas, or 200 mT peak-peak, at a fre-
quency of 50 kHz. Note that the chart is drawn on a log/log scale, so
differences are much greater at the top of the chart than at the bottom.

Core loss is a function of AC conditions, that is, the flux density
swing and frequency. Notice for the AC conditions shown in the chart,
the material losses in ascending order are as follows:

1) For the gapped ferrite, it is near 30 mW/cm3.

2) For the MPP, it is typically three times greater, at about
100 mW/cm3.
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3) Kool Mμ losses are nearly six times greater, at 200 mW/cm3.

4) Iron powder losses are sixty-five times greater, above 2000
mW/cm3.

We see an enormous spread in core loss, ranging from 30 mW/cm3

up to 2000 mW/cm3, a spread in loss of 65 to 1. These results are very
generalized and are intended for guidance only, but the trend is very
clear.

TIP The core loss examples in Figure 7.24 are taken at an AC fluxing (Bac)
of 100 milliteslas peak. The manufacturers usually assume push-pull opera-
tion in their core loss specifications, so the loss nomogram shown assumes a
peak-peak AC swing (�B) of 200 mT. The contribution from the DC fluxing
(Bdc) is not included because, in the first order, the DC fluxing does not
contribute to the core loss. ∼K.B.

The natural preference for a material with high saturation flux den-
sity is very much at odds with the corresponding core loss. These are
just two of the many divergent variables that must be reconciled by
the designer of chokes. The temptation to choose the highest satura-
tion material is clearly in conflict with the need to reduce the core loss.
Hence, with the limitations of existing magnetic materials, the final
selection will always be a compromise.

7.8.6 Material Saturation Characteristics
A core must be able to support the maximum DC bias current, plus any
over-current condition, plus the AC fluxing, without saturating. So the
shape of the saturation characteristic (the curvature of the B/H loop)
is an important selection factor. This parameter indicates the ability
of the chosen core to support the total magnetizing force without
premature saturation.

Figure 7.24 shows the saturation characteristics of gapped ferrite
compared with various powder materials. The gapped ferrite mate-
rial maintains a relatively constant permeability as the magnetizing
force increases. This means that the inductance changes little with in-
creasing load current, but it then saturates quite suddenly. When you
design chokes using gapped ferrite material, make sure that satura-
tion will not occur during maximum current operation. A good safety
margin must be provided by selecting an adequate air gap.

7.8.7 Material Permeability Parameters
Having selected the most suitable material for the application, we
should now look at the variations in the performance of the selected
family of materials under various DC and AC working conditions.
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FIGURE 7.24 A general picture showing typical core saturation
characteristics, as a function of DC magnetizing force for iron powder,
Kool Mμ, MPP, and gapped ferrite materials.

In general, we will find that each material family provides a wide
range of permeabilities. However, with ferrite cores, the working per-
meability is controlled by the thickness of the air gap. In choke appli-
cations the air gap is normally quite large, so the initial permeability
of the ferrite material plays only a small part in the effective perme-
ability of the gapped core. Neglecting fringing effects, ferrite core loss
does not change significantly with air gap.

Powder materials are available in a large range of permeabilities
that are controlled by the manufacturer during the mixing of the var-
ious powders and nonmagnetic binders. Hence the effective air gap
is distributed throughout the bulk of the material and, in general, the
higher permeability materials have higher core losses.

Figure 7.25 shows typical magnetizing characteristics for Kool Mμ
materials, used in toroids, ranging in permeability from 26 μ to 125 μ.
The higher permeability materials approach saturation at a lower
magnetizing force. For example, at 100 oersteds, the 90 μ material
shows only 25% of its initial permeability, whereas the lower perme-
ability 26 μ material still shows over 80%. The difference is caused by
the shape of the magnetizing B/H loop, rather than a change in the
intrinsic saturation value. The flux density for saturation tends to be
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FIGURE 7.25 A chart showing the magnetization characteristics for Kool
Mμ powder materials used in toroids, indicating how the core permeability
decreases as the magnetization force (DC bias current) increases. There is a
separate chart for E cores. (Courtesy of Magnetics Inc.)

close for all permeabilities of Kool Mμ materials. Iron powder shows
similar properties.

In the above example, the difference between the 90 μ and the
26 μ materials is not as large as it might seem, because 80% of 25 μ
is an effective 20 μ, whereas 25% of 90 μ is an effective 22.5 μ. So
at a magnetizing force 100 oersteds, for the same number of turns,
the working inductance will be nearly the same with either core
material.

A parameter to notice is the curvature of the characteristic. This
shows how much the permeability changes or “swings” with the value
of magnetizing force. We can see that the working permeability of the
90 μ material (and hence the effective inductance) changes at a much
lower DC bias current than that of the 26 μ material. Other pow-
der materials show similar characteristics. This change, or “swing,”
in permeability can be used to advantage in the design of swinging
chokes.

7.8.8 Material Cost
Cost is always a major selection criterion. Since this is a variable, we
will only compare relative costs. The historically highest cost materials
have been MPP and ferrite, because raw material and manufacturing
costs are high. These are followed by the various Kool Mμ materials
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where price tends to be more variable. Iron powder is normally the
lowest cost material.

Iron powder material has been known to age more rapidly than
other materials at high temperature, and you should check the prop-
erties of the latest materials for this limitation and be sure that your
design is well within the temperature limits. (There are variations
among the different manufacturers.)

7.8.9 Establishing Optimum Core Size
and Shape

In any design, the first step is the initial choice of core size and con-
figuration. This can be quite confusing, because a bewildering range
of core topologies and core sizes exist, and it can be difficult to decide
on the optimum size and shape for a particular application.

The selection of the type of core is a little more straightforward. Here
I have limited our selection to E cores or toroidal cores, although any
shape may be used if a suitable core can be found. All of the previous
materials are available in toroidal form. Iron powder cores and Kool
Mμ cores are also available as E cores and building blocks. At this time,
MPP cores are only available in toroidal form, because the material is
difficult to work. Ferrite cores are available in many shapes.

The shape and type of the core is often a matter of the designer’s
preference, and any special mechanical requirements of the design.
Toroidal cores can be more difficult to wind, and in any event are
not suitable for gapped ferrite designs, since toroids cannot easily be
gapped. E cores and blocks are more suitable for high current appli-
cations, where copper strip windings are often used.

7.8.10 Conclusions on Core Material
Selection

We can conclude from the above that, in some cases, the selection of
core material is quite straightforward. If the DC bias current is much
larger than the AC stress, or the working frequency is low, then a
natural selection would be the higher saturating flux density materials
such as iron powder, to get less turns. In such examples, the core loss
is less important, because the copper loss is likely to exceed the core
loss by a large margin.

At the other end of the scale, the applied AC voltage stress is high,
the working frequency is high, or the inductance is high and the DC
bias current is small. The core loss is going to be the limiting factor, and
clearly a lower loss powder material or gapped ferrite would be cho-
sen. Between these two extremes, many other factors will control the
choice, and similar results can be obtained from several quite different
selections.
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7.9 Magnetics: Choke Design Examples
7.9.1 Choke Design Example: Gapped Ferrite

E Core
In the design example shown below, we consider the design approach
for a choke using a gapped ferrite E core. We start by choosing a core
size. This is where the area product17,18,19 concept comes to our aid;
the area product (AP) of a core provides a figure of merit for selecting
core size and many other parameters. Although various methods can
be used to establish the optimum core size, in the following examples
we will use the AP approach.

We start by designing the choke L1 for the buck regulator shown
in Figure 7.21, using a gapped ferrite E core. We will use a nomogram
developed for gapped ferrite E cores to establish the AP of the core
and hence the core size. This method provides a fast, simple, and
effective solution to the general design requirement. It yields a typical
“middle of the road” design that can be adjusted easily to meet specific
requirements.

The nomogram17 in Figure 7.26 has been developed for gapped
ferrite E cores. It shows the area product, and hence the core size, as a
function of load current, with the required inductance as a parameter.
Further, the AP links the inductance to the copper loss, and thus the
temperature rise.

The nomogram assumes an ambient of 20◦C, and a 30◦C tempera-
ture rise above ambient, a maximum flux density (Bm) of 250 mT, and
a copper packing factor of 0.6, meaning that only 60% of the available
winding window is occupied by copper. These are all typical values
for this type of design.

In this nomogram, the AP is based on the product of core pole
area and useful bobbin window area (rather than core window area).
Where bobbins are to be used, this is a more conservative approach,
since the AP can be reduced considerably by the window space used
for the bobbin and insulating material. (Alternatively, you can adjust
the packing factor to allow for the bobbin.) The following design exam-
ple shows how this nomogram is used. We will assume the following
electrical specification for the buck regulator.

Buck regulator specification:

Input voltage = 25 V

Output voltage = 5 V

Maximum output current = 10 A

Frequency = 25 kHz

Maximum ripple current = 20% max (2 A peak-peak)

Maximum temperature rise = 30◦C above ambient
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FIGURE 7.26 This nomogram can be used for gapped ferrite E core choke
design. It links the area product (and hence core size) to the mean choke
current, with inductance as a parameter.17

7.9.2 Step 1: Establish Inductance for
20% Ripple Current

The choke inductance has not yet been specified. We will now establish
the inductance required for 20% ripple current, as follows.

Consider the current waveform shown in Figure 7.21b. This is the
waveform for full load and maximum input voltage. The 20% ripple
current waveform is centered on the mean DC current of 10 amps. We
can establish the required inductance from the slope of the current
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waveform as follows (if less ripple current is required then simply
draw the lower value, but remember the inductance must then be
larger):

Frequency f = 25 kHz. Hence total cycle period T = 1/ f = 40 μs
Output voltage = 5 V
Input voltage = 25 V
We can calculate “on” time of Q1 (ton):
For a buck regulator, the duty ratio D is ton/T , and in steady state

conditions, this is the same as the voltage ratio Vout/Vin:

ton = TVout

Vin
= 40(5)

25
= 8 μs

and

toff = T − ton = 40 − 8 = 32 μs

By inspection of Figure 7.21a , we can see under steady state conditions
that during the “off” period of Q1, the current shown in loop B is
established by flyback action. The diode D1, being forward-biased
during this period, takes the left side of Ll negative by about 0.6 volts
while the right side remains at +5 volts, being maintained near this
value by the energy stored in the large capacitor C1. Since in a closed
loop control system, the output voltage is maintained constant and
the choke voltage is therefore constant during the “off” period of Q1,
we will use this period to establish the inductance.

The voltage across the choke L1 during this flyback action is the
output voltage plus a diode drop. That is, 5 + 0.6 = 5.6 volts, and we
can now calculate the inductance as follows:

During the “off” period the current decays linearly at a rate defined
by

VL1 = L�I
�t

= 5.6 volts

Hence

L = VL1�t
�I

= 5.6(32 × 10−6)
2

= 87 μH

7.9.3 Step 2: Establish Area Product (AP)
We will use the nomogram shown in Figure 7.26 to find the AP for
the required core and, hence, the core size, using the specified current
and calculated inductance as follows:

Enter the bottom of the nomogram with the required current of
10 A, and project up to meet the nearest required inductance of 90 μH,
this yields (to the left) an AP of approximately 1.5. This value falls
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between the EC35 core (AP = 1.3) and the EC41 core (AP = 2.4). Since
core sizes change in large increments, absolute values of AP and hence
temperature rise are not always possible.

The larger EC4I core is chosen in this example.

7.9.4 Step 3: Calculate Minimum Turns
The minimum number of turns that may be wound on a core to give
the required inductance, without exceeding the flux density of 250 mT,
is given by the following equation:

Nmin = L Imax104

Bmax Ae

where Nmin = minimum turns
L = required inductance (henrys)

Imax = maximum current (amps)
Bmax = maximum flux density (teslas)

Ae = center pole area (mm2)

In this example

Nmin = 90 × 10−6(11)104

250 × 10−3(106 × 10−2)
= 37 turns

7.9.5 Step 4: Calculate Core Gap
In this example, a ferrite E core is to be used, and to prevent the core
saturating for the DC current conditions, an air gap is required. The
initial permeability of the ferrite core material is much greater than
the permeability of the gapped core. Hence, we can assume that most
of the reluctance is in the air gap.

TIP We have a magnetic path around the core consisting mainly of a ferrite
core material with a permeability between 2000 and 6000. This is in series
with an air gap with a permeability of only one. Even though the gap length
is much smaller than the core length, its very low permeability swamps any
effect the core has, and we can neglect the core permeability in our calcula-
tions. This is the normal situation when gapped ferrite is used for chokes.
∼K.B.

The approximate air gap length �g (neglecting fringe effects) is given
by the following equation:

�g = μr μ0 N2 Ae102

L
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where �g = total air gap (mm)
μo = 4π x 10−7

μr = 1 (the relative permeability of air)
N = turns
Ae = the effective area of center pole (cm2)
L = inductance (henrys)

In this example

�g = 4π × 10−1(372)(106 × 10−2)(10−1)
90 × 10−6 = 2 mm (0.078 inches)

This is the total length of the air gap required in the core, and if pos-
sible, this should be confined to the center pole to minimize external
magnetic radiation. With this type of choke, however, the ripple cur-
rent component is normally small, and the gap may extend right across
the core (a butt gap), and the resulting magnetic radiation will not be
excessive. A butt gap is half the total, or 1 mm in this example, because
the gap is split into two parts of 1 mm each—the center pole and the
outer legs, totaling 2 mm.

TIP If preferred, the majority of any remaining external magnetic field may
be effectively reduced by fitting a copper screen right around the finished part
in the area of the air gaps as shown in Figure 7.27. With an EC core, the area
of the center pole is less than the sum of the outer legs, and if the gap extends

FIGURE 7.27 A copper screen may be fitted around the outside of a gapped
ferrite E core choke to reduce EMI radiation and fringing at the air gap.17
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right across the core, then the effective leg gap will be reduced by the ratio
of pole to leg areas. In any event, because of the neglected core permeability
and fringe effects, some adjustment of the air gap may be necessary to obtain
optimum results.

When the AC stress is large, fringing at the air gap will increase the eddy
current and skin effects in the wire near the gap which can cause local hot
spots in the winding. In this case, extending the gap right across the core will
help to reduce the hot spot effects. ∼K.B.

7.9.6 Step 5: Establish Optimum Wire Size
In the design of chokes, the criteria for selecting the wire size differs
from that used for transformers, due to the larger DC current com-
ponent in chokes. This means that the copper loss normally exceeds
the core loss by a large margin. Since the ripple current is often quite
small, skin and proximity effects are not normally as big a problem
as they are in transformer designs. Hence, for minimum copper loss,
the wire size should be maximized. To do this, the available wind-
ing space should be completely filled with the required number of
turns using a wire size that will completely fill the bobbin. (An ex-
ception to this is power factor correction chokes in which the high
frequency ripple current is significant and skin effects should not be
neglected.)

TIP Information on the gauge and number of turns for a fully wound bob-
bin, together with the winding resistance, is often provided by the bobbin or
core manufacturers. ∼K.B.

The nomogram in Figure 7.28 shows the relation between the area
product and the number of turns that you would expect to get on a
fully wound bobbin for wire gauges between 10 AWG and 28 AWG.
It applies to standard E cores.

To use the nomogram shown in Figure 7.28, enter from the left with
the area product for the chosen core (1.6 cm4 in this example) and also
on the lower scale, enter with the turns (37 turns in this example). At
the intercept, we see from the diagonal lines that a wire gauge between
14 AWG and 16 AWG is indicated.

TIP To make it easier to wind, you may prefer to use several strands of a
thinner wire, as this will also improve the packing factor and reduce skin
effects. In general, going down three gauges provides a wire with 50% of the
cross sectional area. Hence, two strands of 18 AWG would have the same cop-
per area as one strand of 15 AWG. This relationship is maintained throughout
the AWG table, so four strands of 21 AWG could be used. ∼K.B.
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FIGURE 7.28 A nomogram used for E core choke designs, showing the link
among area product, turns, and wire size for fully wound bobbins.17

7.9.7 Step 6: Calculating Optimum Wire Size
If preferred, the wire size for a fully wound bobbin can be calculated
from basic principles as follows:

d = [Aw Ku]1/2

N

where d = wire diameter, mm
Aw = total winding window area, mm2

Ku = winding packing factor
N = turns
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In this example,

d = 138 mm2 (EC41)
Ku = 0.6 (for round wire)
N = 37

Hence,

d = [138 × 0.6]1/2

37
= 1.5 mm

indicating a wire size of 15 AWG from Table 7.9.

7.9.8 Step 7: Calculate Winding Resistance
The DC resistance of the wound choke can be obtained from the bobbin
manufacturer’s information, or it may be calculated using the mean
diameter of the wound bobbin, the turns, and the wire size. In any
event, it should be measured after the choke is wound, as winding
stress and packing factors will depend on the winding technique, and
these will affect the final overall resistance. Remember, the resistance
of copper will increase approximately 0.43%/◦C above its value at
20◦C. This makes the effective resistance 34% higher at 100◦C, and the
designer should allow for this when calculating the working resistance
and copper loss.

The length of the winding, and hence the resistance, may be estab-
lished from basic principles using the mean diameter of the bobbin
and the number of turns, as follows:

Mean diameter of EC41 bobbin db = 2 cm
The mean length per turn (MLT) is πdb
Total length of wire:

�w = MLT N = π(2)37 = 233 cm

From Table 7.9, the resistance of 14 AWG wire is between 83 m�/cm
at 20◦C and 110 m�/cm at 100◦C, giving a total wound resistance (Rc)
between 19.3 m� and 25.8 m� in this example.

7.9.9 Step 8: Establish Power Loss
Typically, the ripple current is small so the skin and proximity effects
are negligible. Hence, the mean DC current and DC resistance can be
used with little error in the power loss calculations. To the first order,
the copper power loss is given by I 2 Rc so the power loss in the finished
choke will be

P = I 2 Rc watts
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In this example, the current is 10 A, and Rc is between 19.3 and 25.8
milliohms so I 2 Rc is between 1.9 and 2.6 watts. Hence, the power loss
in the copper (Wcu) will be between 1.9 and 2.6 W, depending on the
working temperature.

7.9.10 Step 9: Predict Temperature
Rise—Area Product Method

The temperature rise depends on the total power loss (core loss plus
copper loss), the surface area, the emissivity of the core, and the air
flow in the final application. In the interest of simplicity, we will as-
sume free air conditions and neglect number of second-order effects, as
they result in only a small error in the final predicted temperature rise.

In any event, the temperature of the choke should always be checked
in the working prototype, where the layout and general thermal de-
sign will introduce additional “difficult to determine” thermal effects.
It has been shown17,18,19 that the “scrapless” E-core geometry allows
the surface area of the final wound core to be related to its area product.

The nomogram in Figure 7.29 has two functions: 1) it shows the sur-
face area of the wound E core as a function of area product (top and left
scales and the dashed diagonal AP line), and 2) it also shows the pre-
dicted temperature rise as a function of dissipation, with surface area
as a parameter (lower scale and solid diagonal temperature rise lines).
This nomogram will be used to predict the temperature rise of the
EC41 core when the total maximum wound component loss is 2.6 W.

The area product of the EC41 core from Table 7.10 is 2.4 cm4. When
a bobbin used the window area is reduced, and the area product is
also reduced to near 1.6, we enter the nomogram at the top with an AP
of 1.6 and project down to the intercept with the AP line (the dashed
diagonal line). This intercept provides the surface area on the left scale
(42 cm2 in this example).

Enter the nomogram again on the bottom scale with the total dis-
sipation (2.6 watts) and project up to intercept the horizontal surface
area line (42 cm2). The nearest diagonal solid lines predict the tem-
perature rise. By interpolating between the lines we get a prediction
of near 40◦C rise above ambient in this example. This is more than
the intended 30◦C, but we would expect a higher temperature rise
because we used a bobbin, reducing the area of the winding window.

Figure 7.14 can also be used to establish the temperature rise as
described in Section 7.6.

7.9.11 Step 10: Check Core Loss
The temperature rise calculations in the preceding area product design
approach assumed that the ferrite core loss would be negligible. You
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FIGURE 7.29 A nomogram used for E-core choke design, showing the
surface area as a function of area product and linking the internal dissipation
with temperature rise.17

will find in general that this is a fair assumption for gapped ferrite
cores. However, we will now examine and verify this. The core loss
may be calculated as follows.

The core loss is made up of eddy-current and hysteresis losses, both
of which increase with frequency and AC flux excursion. The loss
factor depends on the material and is provided in the manufacturers’
material specifications.

TIP The manufacturers supply core loss information related to peak flux
density assuming push-pull operation. Hence, the published graphs assume
a symmetrical flux density excursion of about zero, and the indicated Bmax is
the peak value, which is half the push-pull peak-to-peak flux density swing.
Hence, when calculating the core loss for buck and boost chokes and flyback
applications that use only the first quadrant of the B/H loop, the loss ob-
tained from the manufacturers’ loss diagrams should be divided by 2 when
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Core Core Ae AWB AP MPL MLT Volume
Type Size cm cm2 cm2 cm4 cm cm cm3

E 100 100/27 7.38 9.75 72 27.4 14.8 202

E 80 80/20 3.92 10.2 40 18.4 11.9 72.3

F 11 72/19 3.68 5.44 20 13.7 11.5 50.3

Din 5525 55/25 4.20 3.15 13.2 12.3 8.9 52.0

Din 5521 55/21 3.53 3.15 11.12 12.4 8.5 44.0

E 60 60/16 2.48 3.51 8.7 11.0 9.0 27.2

E 175 56/19 3.37 2.08 7.0 10.7 8.5 36.0

Din 4220 42/20 2.33 2.18 5.0 9.7 8.4 22.7

Din 4215 42/15 1.78 2.18 3.9 9.7 7.5 17.3

E 1625 47/15 2.34 1.64 3.83 8.9 6.5 20.8

E core 42/9 1.07 2.24 2.40 9.8 5.8 10.5

E 121 40/12 1.49 1.33 1.98 7.7 6.1 11.5

E 1375 34/9 0.87 1.31 1.14 6.9 5.2 5.6

E 2627 31/9 0.83 0.85 0.70 6.2 4.6 5.1

Din 307 30/7 0.60 0.99 0.59 6.7 4.0 4.0

E 2425 25/6 0.74 0.60 0.45 7.3 3.8 3.0

EC CORES

EC 35 34/9 0.84 1.55 1.3 7.74 5 6.5

EC 41 40/11 1.21 2.0 2.4 8.93 6 10.8

EC 52 52/13 1.80 3.0 5.4 10.5 7.3 18.8

EC 70 70/16 2.79 6.38 17.8 14.4 9.5 40.1

Ae = Effective area of center pole (cm2); Awb = Effective area of bobbin winding window (cm2);
AP = Area Product (cm4); MPL = Magnetic path length around core (cm); MLT = Mean wire
length per turn (cm2); and Volume = Volume of core (cm3)

TABLE 7.10 A Small Selection of Standard Ferrite E Cores, Showing the
Essential Parameters for Choke Design (See manufacturer’s data for a
comprehensive listing and full data.)

entering the diagrams with the peak flux density Bmax. Alternatively, enter
with Bmax/2. ∼K.B.

In the preceding example, the AC flux density excursion is given
by

�Bac = VL1toff

NAe
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FIGURE 7.30 Core loss for Magnetics® type P ferrite material, as a function
of peak AC flux density, with working frequency as a parameter. See
manufacturers’ data for latest information.
Note: Manufacturers assume push-pull operation, so the peak-peak flux
swing (�B) is twice the peak value. When using these charts for single-
ended, first-quadrant applications, such as buck regulator chokes, enter with
�B and divide the indicated loss by two.

where �Bac = AC flux density swing (teslas)
VL1 = the inductor voltage (volts)
toff = Q1 “off” period (μs)
N = turns
Ae = effective area of core pole (mm2)

For the above example

VL1 = 5.6 V
toff = 32 μs
N = 37
Ae = 71 mm2

Hence

�Bac = 5.6(32)
37(71)

= 68 mT(680 G)

Bpeak(for loss chart) = �Bac/2 = 340 G
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With a typical ferrite material at a flux density of 340 gauss and a
frequency of 20 kHz, the core loss (from Figure 7.30) will be less than
2 mW/cm3. The EC41 has a volume of 10.8 cm3, giving a total core
loss of less than 22 mW, a negligible loss. Hence, ferrite core loss will
normally be insignificant, except for high-frequency and large ripple
current applications, and our above assumption was indeed valid.

Because it is intrinsically higher, it may not be possible to neglect the
core loss of a powdered iron core for the same application in which
a ferrite core yielded negligible core loss. Therefore, you should al-
ways calculate the actual core loss of iron powder materials, and if
significant, add it to the copper loss to establish the temperature rise.
Remember, this is a free air prediction so the proximity of other com-
ponents and the air flow in the final design may affect this value.
Measurements in the finished product may indicate the need to mod-
ify the final design.

7.10 Magnetics: Choke Designs Using
Powder Core Materials—Introduction

In place of gapped ferrite, we can use materials with intrinsically lower
permeabilities that do not require an air gap. Here, we compare the
essential properties of various powder core materials to see how they
may be used in choke designs.

We have seen in the previous gapped ferrite choke design example
that low permeability is essential to prevent the large DC bias current
from saturating the core. With ferrite cores, the low permeability was
obtained by introducing an air gap into the magnetic path. The initial
permeability of ferrite materials may range from 1000 μ to 5000 μ. We
have seen that for choke use, the air gap must significantly reduce this
permeability, and a typical range of permeability between 10 μ to 500
μ should be expected, depending on the application.

As an alternative to gapped ferrite, we can use one of the vari-
ous low permeability powder core materials. Powder cores are con-
structed from finely divided ferromagnetic dust, compressed under
high pressure into cores of various forms and sizes. The magnetic ma-
terial is bonded together by a nonmagnetic carrier in such a way that
each particle is spaced from its neighbors by nonmagnetic, electrically
insulating material to reduce eddy current effects. As a result, the ef-
fective “air” gap is distributed throughout the body of the material.
This distributed gap significantly lowers the intrinsic permeability,
and cores are typically available in a range of initial permeabilities
from 10 μ to 500 μ.
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Because the permeability is defined by the manufacturing process,
rather than an adjustable air gap, the powder cores are available only
in discrete permeability steps. The higher saturation flux density of
powder material over ferrite, together with the lower permeability,
makes the energy storage capability of powder cores higher than
gapped ferrite cores, so that slightly smaller chokes are possible using
these materials, providing core loss is reasonably low.

A further advantage of the distributed gap is the elimination of the
sudden discontinuity in the magnetic path associated with the large
discrete air gaps used in the gapped ferrite choke designs described in
the previous chapters. This gives a more uniform radiated magnetic
field, with the advantage that hot spots associated with fringing at the
gap of gapped ferrite designs are reduced. Although an air gap may
be used to further lower the effective permeability of powder E cores,
this is rarely done because a lower permeability, lower loss powder
material would normally be a better choice.

7.10.1 Factors Controlling Choice of
Powder Core Material

Many types of powder materials are available, but for the switchmode
choke applications that we consider here, we limit the range to the
more popular types, including iron powder, Molypermalloy powder
(MPP), and Kool Mμ. These materials are available in toroidal, E core,
C core, and block forms. We have seen in Section 7.8 that the core ma-
terial is chosen to satisfy several divergent performance parameters.
These include operating frequency, core loss, saturating flux den-
sity, ratio of DC bias current to AC ripple current, required induc-
tance, range of current, temperature rise, and any special mechanical
requirements.

Why are these parameters divergent? Well, with the materials avail-
able at this time, there is an inevitable tradeoff among various param-
eters, and improving one typically depreciates another. For example,
choosing a low permeability material to reduce the core loss inevitably
increases the copper loss. So to make an optimum choice, it is necessary
to evaluate the relative performance of the various materials and select
according to the most important application requirements. To remind
us what these material parameters are, we will review some of the
more important factors covered in Section 7.8.

7.10.2 Powder Core Saturation Properties
Before we proceed to a specific powder core design, we need to look
more closely at the various materials available to us and compare the
essential performance properties. We should look again at Figure 7.22.
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This shows some typical saturation characteristics for gapped ferrite,
iron powder, MPP, and Kool Mμ materials.

The horizontal scale H (oersteds) is proportional to the product of
DC bias current or mean load current and the turns, and the vertical
scale B (milliteslas) shows in general terms the median flux density
that may be expected for Hdc for each type of material.

At this point, the most important parameter to consider in our de-
sign is the flux density at which particular families of materials satu-
rate. Remember that in the ferrite example, an air gap was introduced
to give a permeability near 60 μ. So let us review this.

TIP Contrary to popular belief, the air gap in a ferrite core does not change
the saturation flux density B, it changes only the magnetizing force H re-
quired to cause saturation. ∼K.B.

From Figure 7.22, the typical saturation flux density for each mate-
rial, shown in ascending order, is as follows:

1) Ferrite, 0.35 T

2) MPP, 0.65 to 0.8 T

3) Kool Mμ, nearly 1.0 T

4) Iron powder, above 1.2 T

5) High flux (not shown) , 1.5 T

To convert from tesla to gauss, multiply by 104.
Clearly, with all else being equal, we would prefer the higher sat-

uration material because it would give more inductance and lower
copper loss. However, we must now consider material loss, so we
look again at Figure 7.23.

7.10.3 Powder Core Material Loss Properties
Figure 7.23 shows typical core loss for the materials considered above.
We see the core loss caused by the AC fluxing component �B and
the AC stress applied to the choke, which is a function of the flux
density swing and the frequency. In this example, it is for AC fluxing
of 200 milliteslas peak-peak at 50 kHz. We see that typical loss in
ascending order is as follows:

1) Ferrite is near 30 mW/cm3.

2) MPP is typically three times greater, near 100 mW/cm3.

3) Kool Mμ is nearly six times ferrite, near 200 mW/cm3.

4) Iron powder is sixty-five times ferrite, above 2000 mW/cm3.
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We see that the ideal selection for minimum core loss is completely
reversed to the optimum selection for maximum saturation properties.
The two choices are in direct conflict, and we must make the best
compromise selection.

So how should we proceed from here? Fortunately, some selections
are quite straightforward, so we will now look more closely at both
extremes of the design range. At one end, we have low AC stress
conditions and hence low core loss, resulting in copper loss–limited
designs, and at the other extreme, we have high AC stress conditions
giving core loss–limited designs.

We can get a better picture of the relative performance of the various
materials for a wide range of AC stress conditions by plotting a small
selection of typical materials on the same loss chart.

Figure 7.31 shows material loss as a function of AC fluxing (�B) for
various powder materials and type P ferrite at a working frequency

FIGURE 7.31 Loss as a function of AC fluxing at 50 kHz for iron powder,
MPP, Kool Mμ, and type P ferrite materials. Within the same family, the
higher permeability materials have higher loss. Not all materials follow this
trend, so for specific materials the designer should always refer to the
manufacturers’ data.
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of 50 kHz. The chart provides a direct comparison of the general loss
characteristics of the various materials available to us.

In general, the higher permeability powder materials have consid-
erably greater loss, although there are some exceptions. There are con-
siderable variations even within a given material family, depending
on the working conditions. However, if we consider the core loss at
an AC fluxing of 700 gauss peak or 1400 gauss peak-peak at 50 kHz,
we see the following losses, in ascending order:

Material Relative Permeability μr Loss (mW/cm3)

Ferrite type P 2500 100

MPP 14 μr and Kool Mμ 60 500

MPP 60 μr 60 1100

Iron powder #2 10 2100

Iron powder #34 33 5000

Iron powder #60 60 10,000

For these materials, we see a spread in loss of two decades. At this
time, gapped ferrite provides the lowest core loss, and the smallest
change in core loss with change in permeability. This is because the
permeability for ferrite is defined mainly by the air gap, whereas the
core loss is defined by the selection of ferrite material. The various
powder and MPP cores display a much greater change in core loss with
change in permeability, because the material structure changes. Iron
powder material shows the largest loss and the largest overall vari-
ation, while Kool Mμ shows a much smaller loss and a small spread
(not shown here).

Take care, because some specific selections (not shown here) may
not conform to the general rule, so you should always check the latest
manufacturer’s data for specific materials.

7.10.4 Copper Loss–Limited Choke Designs
for Low AC Stress

In some cases, the selection of core material is quite straightforward.
For example, where the AC ripple current and/or frequency is low,
such as in a series-mode 60-Hz line input RFI filter choke, the core
loss will never be a major factor and the highest permeability iron
powder, or even gapped laminated silicon iron material, would be
chosen. These materials have the advantage of high saturation flux
density (Bsat), high permeability, and low cost.
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As a result of the higher permeability, fewer turns are needed to
obtain the required inductance, resulting in lower copper losses. The
higher saturation value means the core will remain below saturation
with a larger DC bias current. The low-frequency and/or low-ripple
current means the core loss is not a significant problem in such ap-
plications, and the copper loss is likely to exceed the core loss even
with the much higher core loss materials such as iron powder. Hence,
these are called copper loss–limited designs. The main design thrust is
to minimize the winding resistance. For such applications, the higher
permeability iron powder materials would be a natural selection, but
be sure to calculate the core losses in the final design just to be sure. We
will look at a specific example of a copper loss limited design using a
Kool Mμ powder core in Section 7.11.

7.10.5 Core Loss–Limited Choke Designs
for High AC Stress

At the other end of the spectrum, where the operating frequencies
and/or AC stress currents are much greater, the flux density swing is
much greater and core losses will predominate, so this determines the
choice of material.

Typical examples of chokes for high AC stress conditions are high-
voltage, high-frequency switching regulators, and active boost type
power factor correction chokes. For such applications, lower perme-
ability, loss, and saturation flux materials such as powdered iron,
Molypermalloy, Kool Mμ, and gapped ferrite are preferred. As a result
of the lower permeability, more turns will be required to obtain the
required inductance, and the copper loss will be greater.

In core loss–limited designs, even with the lowest loss materials,
both the copper loss and core loss will likely be greater than the pre-
vious low AC stress examples. Hence, such designs are referred to as
core loss limited, as the core loss remains the dominant factor. This
will push the material selection toward the much lower loss MPP, Kool
Mμ, and gapped ferrite materials. Again, the choice is not obvious,
and it is necessary to calculate the actual copper and core loss to
be sure you have made the optimum choice of material for the in-
tended application. We look at core loss–limited design examples in
Section 7.12.

7.10.6 Choke Designs for Medium AC Stress
Between the two extremes shown above, many factors control the
choice of core type and core material. The optimum choice is not
clear and similar results can be obtained from different materials and
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designs. It becomes necessary to calculate the relative core and cop-
per loss for the chosen design, and adjust it to get the optimum result
iteratively. There are well-written computer design programs that are
ideal for this iterative optimization process, but make sure the pro-
gram includes all the known variables.

Kool Mμ material can make the design process a little easier, be-
cause the core loss is reasonably low and remains reasonably con-
stant throughout the range of permeabilities, reducing the effect of
one of the variables. Further, the cost of this material is intrinsically
less than the high nickel content MPP materials. The lower permeabil-
ity iron powder materials should always be considered, providing the
AC stress is not too great, since they may be satisfactory and are the
cheapest.

7.10.7 Core Material Saturation Properties
Another important selection factor is the ability of a core to support the
DC magnetizing force without saturation. That is, can it support the
working DC bias current, plus the AC component, plus a reasonable
over-current condition? Figure 7.24 shows the saturation characteris-
tics of gapped ferrite compared with various powder materials. No-
tice that the ferrite saturates quite suddenly. Hence, it is important to
ensure that saturation does not occur with a reasonable over-current
when designing chokes using gapped ferrite cores. A good safety mar-
gin should be provided by selecting an adequate air gap.

Powder cores have a much more progressive drop in permeability as
the current increases, so the inductance “swings,” but some minimum
inductance is still maintained even under large transient over-current
conditions, so powder cores provide a much better over-current safety
margin.

The curvature in the magnetizing characteristic of the various pow-
der materials shows that the permeability changes significantly with
magnetizing force H, which is proportional to load current, and this
“permeability swing” can be used to design “swinging chokes.”

7.10.8 Core Geometry
Selection of core geometry is a little easier. Here, we have limited our
selection to E cores, toroids, C cores, and blocks. At this time, all of
the powder materials are available in toroidal form. Iron powder and
Kool Mμ cores are also available as E cores, C cores, and blocks. Fer-
rite cores are available in many forms. At the time of going to press,
MPP cores are available only in toroidal form because the material is
difficult to work.
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TIP I understand at least one manufacturer is planning to make MPP E
cores in the future. Due to the low loss of this material you may want to
consider these when they become available. ∼K.B.

E cores, C cores, and blocks have the advantage of ease of winding
when large inductances and, hence, many turns are required. A typical
application is a common-mode RFI filter. Powder material building
blocks can be assembled in many forms and allow custom designs.
They are particularly suitable for larger current applications, where
the copper strip windings are normally used.

7.10.9 Material Cost
Cost varies over time so we will only compare relative costs. Histori-
cally the highest cost material has been MPP, because the raw material
costs are very high. MPP is 79% nickel, and since this is a limited re-
source material, the costs are likely to remain high. This is closely
followed by the various ferrite materials. Traditionally the lowest cost
material has been the various iron powders. Kool Mμ does not con-
tain nickel, and the price should be quite low, but it tends to be more
variable, being driven more by market forces and manufacturing cost
than by raw material cost. E cores, C cores, and blocks tend to be more
expensive to manufacture, but have lower winding costs.

Powder materials are available in a large range of permeabilities that
are controlled by the manufacturer while mixing the various powders
and nonmagnetic binders. Hence, the effective air gap is distributed
throughout the bulk of the material. When ferrite material is used
for choke designs, however, the final permeability is controlled by
the thickness of the air gap. The air gap normally accounts for the
majority of magnetic circuit reluctance, so the initial permeability of
the ferrite material plays only a small part in the effective permeability
of the gapped core. Hence, there is little advantage in choosing the
more costly, low loss, high permeability ferrite materials for gapped
choke applications.

TIP Iron powder materials have been known to deteriorate more rapidly
than the other powder materials at temperatures above 90◦C. The aging
process is associated with the properties of the binder, so improvements in
this technology are possible. If you intend to use this material, you should
check the application temperature and look at the most recent high tempera-
ture aging properties of the chosen material. There are performance differences
among the various manufacturers. ∼K.B.

We will now look at some specific powder core choke design
examples.
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7.11 Choke Design Example: Copper Loss
Limited Using Kool Mμ Powder Toroid

7.11.1 Introduction
In this section, we will look at a copper loss–limited choke design,
using a toroidal Kool Mμ powder core. The same methods are also
suitable for the design of chokes using other low permeability materi-
als such as iron powder and molybdenum permalloy in both toroidal
and E core forms.

Copper loss–limited designs have the majority of the total power
losses confined to the copper wire used to wind the choke. Due to the
large ratio of mean DC load current to AC ripple current, most choke
designs for switchmode applications are copper loss limited. This is
particularly true when using gapped ferrite, Kool Mμ, or MPP powder,
because with these materials, the core loss is often significantly lower
than the copper loss. In fact, in such designs we can normally neglect
core loss in the initial design process.

The first choice facing the designer is the selection of a suitable
core size. The size of the chosen core must satisfy the mean load cur-
rent, inductance, and temperature rise requirements. Several design
methods can be used. Manufacturers often provide charts allowing
the selection of core size related to the energy storage ability of the
core. Other methods involve the use of charts or nomograms linking
the required current and inductance to core size and other parameters
such as temperature rise, the number of turns, and wire size.

In this example, we will use the area product method, because this
method is universal and can be applied to any core material, size, and
shape, providing suitable charts are available for each type.

7.11.2 Selecting Core Size by Energy Storage
and Area Product Methods

At this point, we introduce a new choke design parameter—the “en-
ergy storage number (1/2LI2).” Some choke design methods start by
establishing the energy storage number for the choke. For this, we
need to define the mean DC load current and the inductance required
for the intended application. We can then calculate the energy storage
number as follows:

W = 1/2 L12

where W is the energy storage number (stored energy in millijoules,
or milliwatt-seconds)

L is the inductance (millihenrys)
I is the mean load current (amps)
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It will be clear that in complete energy transfer systems such as
discontinuous flyback converters, the energy storage ability of the
core has a direct bearing on the energy transferred per cycle. In such
systems, energy is stored in the core at the start of a power cycle and
transferred to the output at the end of each power cycle, so it is easy
to see a direct link between the energy storage ability of the core and
output power.

For chokes in continuous-mode operation, such as those used in
the output LC filters of switchmode power supplies, the connection
between energy storage and choke size is not so obvious. Most of the
energy stored in the core is a result of the mean DC current compo-
nent and this energy remains in the core from one cycle to the next.
However, the copper loss is related to I 2 R, and the number of turns,
and hence resistance R, is related to the inductance L . It has been
shown17,18,19 that the energy storage criterion is related to core size
even in continuous-mode operation.

Having established the energy storage number, we can link this to
the area product for toroidal cores using Figure 7.32. This chart also
includes the predicted temperature rise as a parameter. Hence, from
this chart, we can select an area product and then a core size to provide

FIGURE 7.32 A chart for toroidal cores using Kool Mμ materials, showing
the link between energy storage (1/2LI2) and area product, with temperature
rise as a parameter. This chart provides the area product and hence core size
for toroidal choke designs.
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both the energy storage number and a predicted temperature rise, by
using the appropriate diagonal temperature line. The chart covers
a range from 20 to 60◦C. Other core types such as E cores require a
slightly different chart because the ratio of surface area to area product
is different.

7.11.3 Copper Loss–Limited Choke Design
Example

For this design example, we will use a Kool Mμ toroidal core to design
the choke L1 in the buck regulator example shown in Figure 7.21.

We will assume the following design parameters:

1) Mean load current 10 amps.

2) Required inductance 1.2 mH

3) Temperature rise limited to 40◦C

7.11.3.1 Step 1: Calculate Energy Storage Number
Energy storage W = 1/2 LI2

Hence W = 1/2 (1.2 × 10−3) × 102 = 60 millijoules

7.11.3.2 Step 2: Establish Area Product and Select Core Size
With the energy storage number and Figure 7.32, we can establish the
area product and hence the core size.

We enter this chart on the lower scale with the calculated energy
storage number, and project up to the diagonal area product line meet-
ing the temperature rise requirements. From this intercept, the area
product is indicated on the left scale. With this area product, we can
select a core size from the area product values provided by the core
manufacturer or from Table 7.11. Alternatively, we can calculate the
area product of a selected core from the window area and pole area
as shown in previous sections.

For this example, entering Figure 7.32 on the lower scale with an
energy storage number of 60 mJ and projecting up to the 40◦C rise
diagonal line, we see on the left scale that an area product of 28 cm4

is indicated.
From the manufacturer’s data for Kool Mμ toroidal cores shown in

Table 7.11, we see the nearest larger core is 77868, with an area product
of 31.8 cm4, so we select this.

7.11.3.3 Step 3: Calculate Initial Turns
To establish the turns, initially we use the published permeability for
the chosen core and core material. In this example, with this core size,
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Core Core Ae Aw AP MPL MLT Volume Al Al
# Size cm cm2 cm2 cm4 cm cm cm3 #26 #60

77908 79/17 2.27 18 40.8 20 7.5 45.3 37

77868 79/14 1.77 18 31.8 20 6.9 34.7 30

77110 58/15 1.44 9.5 13.7 14.3 6.2 20.7 33 75

77716 52/14 1.25 7.5 9.38 12.7 5.8 15.9 32 73

77090 47/16 1.34 6.1 8.19 11.6 5.9 15.6 37 86

77076 37/11 0.68 3.6 2.47 9.0 4.3 6.1 24 56

77071 34/11 0.67 2.9 1.97 8.1 4.3 5.5 28 61

77894 28/12 0.65 1.6 1.02 6.35 4.1 4.1 32 75

77351 24/10 0.39 1.5 0.58 5.88 3.34 2.3 22 51

77206 21/7 0.23 1.1 0.26 5.09 2.64 1.2 14 32

77120 17/7 0.19 0.7 0.14 4.11 2.44 0.79 15 35

Ae = Cross sectional area of core (cm2); Aw = Total area of winding window (cm2); AP = Area
product (cm4); MPL = Mean length of magnetic path (cm); MLT = Mean length of turn
(40% fill factor) (cm); Volume = Volume of core (cm3); Al #26 = Inductance factor for
#26 material (mH for 1000 turns) and Al #60 = Inductance factor for #60 material (mH for
1000 turns)

TABLE 7.11 Essential Magnetic Parameters for a Small Selection of Kool Mμ
Toroidal Cores for Choke Design Applications (see manufacturers’ data for a
more comprehensive listing)

we have only a single choice of core permeability, the #26 mix. From
Table 7.11, we see that this material has an Al value of 30 mH/10002 =
30 × 10−9, and the initial turns may be calculated as follows:

In general, L = N2 Al
Therefore

N =
√

L
Al

=
√

1.2 × 10−3

30 × 10−9 = 200 turns

At this point, we should look at Figure 7.25. This chart shows the
relative permeability of Kool Mμ material with respect to the DC mag-
netizing force Hdc. It is an indication of the curvature of the B/H loop.
Due to this curvature, the initial permeability falls as the magneti-
zation force increases, and the turns calculation becomes an iterative
process. (Until the turns are calculated, we do not know the value
of H, so we do not know the relative permeability, and until the final
permeability is known, we cannot finalize the turns calculation. If you
have the equation for the curve, you can go directly to the final value.)
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7.11.3.4 Step 4: Calculate DC Magnetizing Force
We can calculate the initial value of Hdc as follows:

Hdc = 0.4π NI
MP L

where Hdc = magnetizing force (oersteds)
N = initial turns
I = DC current (amps)

MPL = magnetic path length (cm)

From Table 7.11, the MPL for the 77868 toroidal core is 20 cm, so the
initial Hdc is

Hdc = 0.4π(200)10
20

= 126 oersteds

7.11.3.5 Step 5: Establish New Relative Permeability
and Adjust Turns

From Figure 7.25, the relative permeability for the #26 material is now
only 85% of its initial value, so the new Avalue will be 30×0.85 = 25.5
and the turns must be increased as follows:

N = √
¯L =

√
¯1.2 × 10−3 = 69 turns

Al = 25.5 × 10−6

We will round this off to 70 turns. For more accurate results, you
can repeat the above iterative process to home in on the final, more
accurate value.

7.11.3.6 Step 6: Establish Wire Size
Since we believe this will be a copper loss–limited design (meaning
that the copper loss will greatly exceed the core loss), we will de-
sign for minimum winding resistance by using the maximum gauge
of wire that will conveniently fit in the available window area. Skin
and proximity effects are likely to be quite small, because the AC
ripple current is small compared with the mean DC current. Hence,
we would normally use the largest wire gauge that will fit (however,
for ease of winding, multiple strands making the same area may be
used).

For toroids, the normal fill factor using round wire and allowing
room for the winding shuttle is 40%, and we will use this value to
establish the wire size. From Table 7.11, the window area (Aw) for
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the 77868 core is 18 cm.2 Hence 40% of the window area provides an
effective usable copper area (Awcu) of 7.2 cm2. With 70 turns the area
of a single copper wire will be

Awcu = 7.2 = 10.3 mm2

N = 70

From the winding table, Table 7.9, we see that the nearest wire size is
17 AWG with an area of 12.2 mm2 so we choose this.

TIP The 40% fill factor used for toroids allows 30% of the inner diameter
to be free of wire to allow room for the winding machine shuttle, so some
flexibility on wire size is possible. ∼K.B.

7.11.3.7 Step 7: Establish Copper Loss
To calculate the copper loss, we need to know the resistance of the
winding. From Table 7.10, we see that the mean winding length for a
40% fill factor on the 77868 core is 6.9 cm. Hence the total length of the
winding will be

6.9 × 70 = 483 cm (4.83 meters)

17 AWG wire (or multiple strands of the same total area) has a nominal
resistance of 0.01657 �/meter to give a total winding resistance (Rcu)
of 4.83 × 0.01657 = 0.08 ohms.

Hence, the copper losses (I 2 Rcu) will be 102 × 0.08 = 8 watts.

7.11.3.8 Step 8: Check Temperature Rise
by Energy Density Method

From Figure 7.32, we originally chose an area product and hence core
size to give a temperature rise of not more than 40◦C; we can now
check this selection as follows:

The temperature rise of the finished choke depends upon the total
losses and the effective surface area of the wound component.

Table 7.11 shows the surface area of the 77383 core with a 40% fill is
203 cm2. The copper loss is 8 watts, giving a thermal energy density
of 0.039 watts per cm2 at the surface.

Entering Figure 7.33 from the left with an energy density of 0.039
watts per cm2, we see from the intercept with the 25◦C ambient line
that a temperature rise of 31◦C above ambient is predicted, starting
from an ambient temperature of 25◦C. (The lower temperature rise in
this example is a result of choosing the larger core and larger wire.)
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FIGURE 7.33 A chart showing the link between energy density (watts/cm2

of surface area) and the predicted temperature rise, with ambient
temperature as a parameter for E cores.

7.11.3.9 Step 9: Predict Temperature Rise
by Area Product Method

The area product also allows the temperature rise to be predicted.
Figure 7.34 shows the predicted temperature rise as a function of the
power loss and area product. The surface area is also shown as a
parameter.

The area product for the 77383 core is 31.8 cm4 and the copper loss
is 8 watts. Entering the chart with these values shows a predicted
temperature rise of 30◦C.

7.11.3.10 Step 10: Establish Core Loss
Up to this point, we have assumed that the core loss will be negligible.
To complete the exercise, we will now calculate the actual core losses
and check that this is a fair assumption.

To calculate the core loss we will use the buck regulator example
shown in Figure 7.21. We have shown in Section 7.7.5 that, in general,
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FIGURE 7.34 A chart for toroidal cores, showing the link between total
dissipation (copper and core loss) and area product, with temperature rise
above ambient as a parameter.

in a buck regulator, the peak AC stress conditions (Bac) will be as
follows:

Bac = e × toff

N × Ae

where e = the voltage across the choke
toff = the off period of Q1 (in μs)
Ae = the area of the core (mm2)

Bac = the peak flux density (tesla)

In this example, V is 5.6 volts, toff is 32 μs, N is 70, and Ae (the cross
sectional area of the core) is 177 mm2.

Hence

Bac = 5.6 × 32 = 0.0146 tesla (146 gauss)

70 × 177

To use the manufacturer’s core loss shown in Figure 7.35, for this
single-ended application, we divide this peak value by 2, giving an
effective peak value of 73 gauss (146 gauss p-p). The chart shows the
core loss for Kool Mμ with this value of the AC fluxing at 50 kHz,
less than 10mW/cm3, and the core loss can safely be neglected, as
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FIGURE 7.35 A chart for Kool Mμ material, showing the link between core
loss and peak AC flux density with frequency as a parameter. (Courtesy of
Magnetics Inc.)
Note: For chokes in single-ended applications, (such as buck regulators)
divide the indicated loss by 2 when entering the chart using the AC flux
density swing �B.

we expected. In fact, we can see that one of the higher loss, lower
cost iron powder materials could probably be used in this particular
design.

7.12 Choke Design Examples Using Various
Powder E Cores

7.12.1 Introduction
In this section, to demonstrate the difference that may be expected
using different core materials, we consider three design examples on
the same size of E core for a choke meeting the same electrical speci-
fication, but using three different powder materials.

In the first example, we look at a core loss–limited design, where
the core loss is high as a result of using a low-cost but high-loss iron
powder material. In the second example, we show that changing to a
lower permeability, lower loss, iron powder material can reduce the
core losses to acceptable levels. In the third example, we show the
same design using a Kool Mμ material.
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7.12.2 First Example: Choke Using a #40
Iron Powder E Core

Here, we consider an example of a core loss–limited choke design
using an iron powder E core. The same methods are suitable for the
design of chokes using other low permeability materials such as Kool
Mμ and molybdenum Permalloy (MPP) in both E core and toroidal
core forms.

Core loss–limited designs have the majority of the total power losses
generated within the core. However, unlike copper loss–limited de-
signs, we must consider both core and copper losses, since the copper
loss will always be significant. Hence, the temperature rise will be a
result of the total loss in this type of design. Core loss can be large as
a result of any combination of the following: core material, core size,
inductance, and AC fluxing.

Once again, the first choice facing the designer is the selection of a
suitable core size. The selection must satisfy the inductance require-
ment (that is the ripple current requirement), the mean load current,
and the temperature rise limitations. We continue to use the area
product method because it is universal and suitable for E cores and
toroids.

Consider a choke design for a boost type switching regular applica-
tion, as shown in Figure 7.36. Notice, power factor correction chokes
also fit into this category. In this example, we design for an input volt-
age of 100 volts and an output of 200 volts at 50 kHz. This will result
in high AC ripple stress on the choke L1, making the core work very
hard, and producing significant core loss. We have seen previously
that core loss is a function of both the type of core material and the
AC ripple stress.

The following design specification will be assumed for this
example:

1) Mean load current (Idc) = 10 amps

2) Ripple current (�IL) = 15% (1.5 amps peak-peak)

3) Switching frequency = 50 kHz

4) The temperature rise is limited to 40◦C above ambient

7.12.2.1 Step 1: Calculate Inductance for 1.5 Amps
Ripple Current

We need to calculate the value of L1 to give a peak-to-peak ripple
current of 1.5 amps at a mean load current of 10 amps.

Consider Figure 7.36 again. Under steady state conditions with an
input voltage of 100 V and an output of 200 V, the duty cycle will be
50%, so the “on” period for the power device Q1 will be 10 μs. During
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FIGURE 7.36 (a ) A typical boost regulator power section. (b) The current
waveform in the choke L1 for continuous-mode operation at a mean load
current of 10 amps.

this 10-μs period, the inductor voltage is 100 V, and the ripple current
will ramp up from 9.25 amps to 10.75 amps, an increase of 1.5 amps
(as shown in the current waveform of Figure 7.36b). From this, we can
calculate the inductance as follows:

In general, VL = Ldi/dt, but in this example, the current ramp is
essentially linear, so the relationship approximates to

V = L�IL

�t

so

L = V�t
�IL

= 100 × 10 × 10−6

1.5
= 0.666 mH
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7.12.2.2 Step 2: Calculate Energy Storage Number
With the above value of inductance and the mean DC current of
10 amps, we can calculate the energy storage number as follows:

W = 1/2 L I 2

where W = stored energy (millijoules)
L = inductance (millihenrys)
I = mean load current (amps)

In this example, the inductance is 0.666 mH and the mean load current
is 10 amps, hence

W = 1/2 (0.666 × 10−3)(102) = 33.3 millijoules

With this energy storage number, from Figure 7.37, we can establish
the area product and hence the core size.

FIGURE 7.37 Link between energy storage 1/2LI2 and area product for
standard E cores with temperature rise as a parameter. This chart allows area
product and thus core size to be established.
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7.12.2.3 Step 3: Establish Area Product and Select Core Size
Figure 7.37 was developed for standard E cores and shows the link
between the energy storage number and the area product. The surface
area for E cores is slightly greater than for toroidal cores of the same
area product, so for the same dissipation, an E core will have a slightly
lower temperature rise.

The temperature rise predictions shown in Figure 7.37 assume neg-
ligible core loss. Where the core loss is significant, however, the tem-
perature rise will be a function of the total losses. Since we expect that
the core loss will be significant in this first design, we will provide a
margin by choosing the 30◦C area product line, rather than the 40◦C
line, which will result in a larger core and allow for some additional
loss.

We enter Figure 7.37 on the lower scale with the calculated energy
storage value of 33.3 mJ, and project up to the diagonal area product
line for 30◦C rise. From this intercept, the area product indicated on
the left scale is 14 cm4.

With this area product, we can select a core size in Table 7.12 from
the area product values provided by the core manufacturer, or we can
calculate the area product of a selected core from the window and
pole areas as shown in previous sections (AP = Aw Ae cm4). From the
manufacturer’s data for iron powder E cores shown in the table, we
see the nearest larger core is the E220 with an area product of 14.2, so
we select this core.

7.12.2.4 Step 4: Calculate Initial Turns
To establish the initial turns, we use the published permeability for the
chosen core and core material. In this first example, we consider the
#40 mix. From Table 7.12, we see that the E220 core has a reference Al
value for the #26 mix material of 275 nH/N2. The correction factor for
the #40 material is 87%, giving an initial permeability of 275 × 0.87 =
240 × 10−9. The initial turns are calculated as follows:

L = N2 Al

so

N =
√

L
Al

=
√

0.666 × 10−3

240 × 10−9 = 53 turns

At this point, we would normally consider Figure 7.38. This chart is
for iron powder material and shows the relative permeability of the
#40 core material with respect to DC magnetizing force Hdc. It is an
indication of the curvature of the B/H loop. Due to this curvature, the
turns calculation becomes an iterative process—until the turns are
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Core Core Ae Aw AP MPL MLT Volume Al Al
# Size cm cm2 cm2 cm4 cm cm cm3 #40 #2

E 450 114/35 12.2 12.7 155 22.9 22.8 280 480 132

E 305 77/31 7.5 8.1 60 18.5 16.3 139 339

E 305 77/23 5.6 8.1 45 18.5 15.5 104 255 75

E 220 56/21 3.6 4.1 14 13.2 11.5 47.7 240 69

E 225 57/19 3.58 2.87 10 11.5 11.4 40.8 290 76

E 168 43/20 2.41 2.87 6.9 10.4 8.85 24.6 196 55

E 187 47/16 2.48 1.93 4.8 9.5 9.50 23.3 240

E 162 41/13 1.61 1.7 2.7 8.4 8.26 13.6 175 105

E 137 35/10 0.91 1.55 1.4 7.4 6.99 6.72 113 32

E 118 30/7 0.49 1.27 0.63 7.14 5.38 4.60 80

E 100 25/6 0.43 0.806 0.32 5.08 5.08 2.05 81 21

Ae = cross sectional area of core (cm2); Aw = area of winding window (cm2); AP = area product
(cm4); MPL = mean length of magnetic path (cm); MLT = mean length of turn (40% fill factor)
(cm); Volume = volume of core for loss calculations (cm3); Al #40 = inductance factor for
#40 material (nH/N2); and Al #2 = inductance factor for #2 material (nH/N2)

TABLE 7.12 Basic Parameters for a Limited Selection of Iron Powder E Cores
Suitable for Choke Designs (Courtesy of Micrometals Inc.)

FIGURE 7.38 Magnetizing characteristics for iron powder materials.
(Courtesy of Micrometals Inc.)
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calculated, we do not know the value of H, so we do not know the
relative permeability, and until the final permeability is known, we
cannot finalize the turns calculation, and so on. For this example,
however, since we only require the approximate turns to get an indi-
cation of core loss, we will move on to the core loss calculation and
forgo the iterative process at this stage.

7.12.2.5 Step 5: Calculate Core Loss
We have seen in Section 7.7 that core loss is a function of frequency
and the minor B/H loop swept out as a result of the flux density swing
Bac, which is proportional to the applied volt seconds.

In the boost regulator shown in Figure 7.36, when Q1 turns “on,”
the voltage across the inductor is the 100-V input voltage in this ex-
ample, and the left side is positive. When Q1 turns “off,” diode D1
conducts, taking the left side of L1 to ground, and the voltage across
the inductor is the difference between the input voltage and the out-
put voltage, which is also 100 V in this example, but now the polarity
on L1 is reversed.

Assuming steady state conditions, during the 10 μs that Q1 is “on,”
and applying the input voltage across L1, the current will ramp up
from its minimum value of 9.25 amps to the maximum 10.75 amps.
We can calculate the peak flux density related to this stress Bac as
follows:

Bac = Vton

NAe

where V = the voltage across L1 when Q1 is “on”
ton = the period the voltage is applied (μs)
N = turns
Ae = area of core mm2

In this example, V is 100 volts, ton = toff = 10 μs, N is 53, and Ae is
360 mm2.

so Bac = 100(10)
53(360)

= 0.0524 tesla (524 gauss)

TIP Remember that this flux change due to the AC conditions is centered
around the mean flux level developed from the mean DC output current of
10 amps in this example. The flux density generated by the DC conditions is
a function of the core permeability, but the flux change required as a result of
the AC stress is independent of the properties of the core. ∼K.B.
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FIGURE 7.39 Material loss for iron powder material against peak AC flux
density with frequency as a parameter. (Courtesy of Micrometals Inc.)

Figure 7.39 shows core loss for iron powder. We enter this chart
with 524 gauss. The loss for the #40 mix at 524 gauss and 50 kHz is
600 mW/cm3.

This chart shows the loss for push-pull operation, where the flux
density swing is twice the peak value. For single-ended operation, we
take half the indicated loss, 300 mw/cm3. The E220 core has a volume
of 47.7 cm2, giving a total core loss of

47.7 × 300 × 10−3 = 13.4 watts

The core loss looks large, but before we can compare the core loss
with the copper loss, we must establish the resistance of the wound
core, and calculate the copper losses. For this example at this stage,
an approximate value is acceptable, and we can continue to use the
initial 53 turns.
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7.12.2.6 Step 6: Establish Wire Size
To minimize copper loss, we design for minimum winding resistance
by using the maximum size of wire that will conveniently fit in the
available window area.

For E cores using bobbins, the fill factor using round magnet wire
ranges from a perfect but unrealistic fill factor of 87%, down to as low
as 40%, depending on construction and insulation. For this example,
we will use a realistic mean value of 60%.

From Table 7.12, the window area Aw for the E220 core is 4.09 cm2.
Hence 60% of the window area results in an effective usable copper
area Acu of 2.45 cm2. With 53 turns, the area of a single copper wire
will be

Acu/N = 2.45/53 = 0.0462 cm2

From the winding table, Table 7.9, we see that the nearest wire is #11
AWG with area of 0.0464 cm2 and resistance of 4.13 m�/meter.

With high AC ripple stress, skin effects should be considered, and
we normally use several strands of a thinner wire to provide the same
overall copper area, rather than a single large diameter wire. Also, #11
AWG wire would be very difficult to wind on this size of core.

7.12.2.7 Step 7: Establish Copper Loss
To calculate copper loss, we need to know the resistance of the wind-
ing. From Table 7.12, we see that the mean winding length per turn
(MLT) for the E220 core is 11.5 cm. Hence the total length of the
winding is

N × MLT = 53 × 11.5 = 610 cm

The #11 AWG wire, or multiple strands of the same total cross sec-
tional area, has a nominal resistance of 4.13 m�/meter to give a total
winding resistance Rcu of 6.095 ×0.00413 = 0.025 ohms.

Hence, the copper loss I2 Rcu is 102 × 0.025 = 2.5 watts.
We see that the 13.4-watt core loss considerably exceeds the copper

loss of 2.5 watts, as we expected. It is clearly not an optimum design.
At this point, the designer has several options, as follows:

• Optimum efficiency results when copper and core losses are ap-
proximately equal. Using the existing core and increasing the
turns will increase the copper loss, and decrease the core loss
to the point of optimum efficiency. It will also increase the in-
ductance and decrease the ripple current. This approach may
yield an optimum design with this core and material. It may be
satisfactory, but it will have a larger inductance than necessary
and will probably exceed the temperature limitations.
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• A better option, and one that will retain the original inductance
and reduce the core loss, is to choose a core mix with a lower
permeability, and hence a lower core loss. We will now look
at this second option, substituting the lower loss #8 mix iron
powder material.

7.12.3 Second Example: Choke Using a #8
Iron Powder E Core

We will now consider a design for the same choke using a #8 iron
powder core material. The #8 mix has lower core loss, but also lower
permeability. Hence we must recalculate the turns for the required
inductance as follows.

7.12.3.1 Step 1: Calculate New Turns
The reference Al value for the E220 core in #26 material is 275 nH/N2.
The correction factor for #8 mix is 51%, giving an initial permeability
of 275 × 10−9 × 0.51 = 140 × 10−9. The new initial turns are

N1 =
√

L
Al

=
√

0.666 × 10−3

140 × 10−9 = 69 turns

We can now calculate the new core loss as follows in the next section.

7.12.3.2 Step 2: Calculate Core Loss with #8 Mix

Bac = Vtoff

NAe

Where V = 100 volts
toff = ton = 10 μs
Ae = 360 mm2

In this example, N is now 69 so

Bac = 100(10)
69(360)

= 40 mT(400 gauss)

Figure 7.39 shows that the core loss for the #8 mix at 50 kHz and 400
gauss is 190 mW/cm3. For single-ended operation, we take half this
value, 95 mw/cm3. The E220 core has a volume of 47.7 cm2, giving a
total core loss of

47.7 × 95 × 10−3 = 4.53 watts
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TIP Notice that there are two factors reducing the core loss. Core loss is
lower because the turns have increased and the intrinsic material loss has
also decreased. ∼K.B.

7.12.3.3 Step 3: Establish Copper Loss
At this stage, we can easily estimate the new copper loss since the us-
able winding window Acu is being completely filled with wire. If we
double the turns, we must halve the cross sectional area; this will dou-
ble the resistance, and with twice as many turns at twice the resistance,
the resistance will go up by a factor of four.

In general, for a fully wound bobbin, resistance changes as the ratio
(N2/N1)2, so the approximate resistance of the new winding will be

(69/52)2 × 0.025 = 1.76 × 0.025 = 0.044 ohms

Hence, the copper loss I 2 Rcu is 102 × 0.044 = 4.4 watts.
Since the copper and core losses are now approximately equal, this

would be considered an optimum efficiency design. To complete the
design, it would be necessary to adjust the turns to allow for the loss
in permeability at the working current. However, the curvature of the
B/H loop for the number #8 mix is quite small and the adjustment is
probably not necessary.

7.12.3.4 Step 4: Calculate Efficiency and Temperature Rise
We can now estimate the temperature rise as follows:

The total dissipation for core and copper is 4.5 + 4.4 = 8.9 watts.
Figure 7.34 links the area product to the temperature rise for opti-

mally wound toroidal cores. The surface area for E cores of the same
area product is about 15% greater than for toroids, so the temperature
rise will be approximately 15% lower when using E cores.

Entering Figure 7.34 with an area product of 14.2 cm4 and a total
loss of 8.9 watts, we see that the temperature rise for the toroidal core
is predicted to be 47◦C, so the E core will be 15% less, near 40◦C.

We have satisfied our design requirements, and since the copper and
core losses are now approximately equal, this would be considered an
optimum efficiency design and is quite satisfactory.

7.12.4 Third Example: Choke Using #60 Kool
M� E Cores

Once again, the area product method can be used to select a core
size, using the Kool Mμ material. With this material, core loss is close
throughout the range of permeabilities.
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Core Core Ae AWB AP MPL MLT Volume Al Al
# 00K Size cm cm2 cm2 cm4 cm cm cm3 #60 #40

8020E 80/20 3.89 11.2 43.3 18.5 15.8 72.1 190

6527E 65/27 5.40 5.4 29.0 14.7 14.18 79.4

7228E 72/19 3.68 6.0 22.2 13.7 14.38 50.3

5530E 55/25 4.17 3.8 15.9 12.3 12.4 51.4 261

5528E 55/20 3.50 3.8 13.3 12.3 11.6 43.1 219

4022E 43/20 2.37 2.8 6.60 9.84 10.1 23.3 194 281

4020E 43/15 1.83 2.8 5.10 9.84 9.2 18.0 150 217

4017E 43/11 1.28 2.8 3.56 9.84 8.26 12.6 105 151

4317E 41/12 1.52 1.64 2.49 7.75 8.16 11.8 163 234

3515E 35/9 0.84 1.52 1.28 6.94 6.86 5.83 102 146

3007E 30/7 0.60 1.25 0.75 6.56 5.36 3.94 71 92

2510E 25/6 0.38 0.78 0.30 4.85 5.00 1.87 70 100

1808E 19/5 0.23 0.52 0.117 4.10 3.78 0.914 48 69

1207E 13/4 0.13 0.23 0.030 2.96 2.48 0.385

Ae = cross sectional area of core (cm2); Aw = area of winding window (cm2); AP = area product
(cm4); MPL = mean length of magnetic path (cm); MLT = mean length of turn (40% fill factor)
(cm); Volume = volume for core loss calculations (cm3); Al #60 = inductance factor for
#60 material (mH per 1000 turns); and Al #40 = inductance factor for # 40 material (mH per
1000 turns)

TABLE 7.13 Basic Parameters for a Limited Selection of Iron Powder E Cores
Suitable for Choke Designs (Courtesy of Micrometals Inc.)

7.12.4.1 Step 1: Select Core Size
We have already shown that the energy storage number for this ap-
plication is 33.3 mJ, and the optimum area product is 14.2 cm4. For the
same ripple current, the inductance will be 0.666 mH.

From Table 7.13, we see that the nearest Kool Mμ core is the 5528E
with an area product of 13.3 cm4. It is a bit smaller than the previous
E220 core, but we will try this one, because the next step up in core
size is quite large.

7.12.4.2 Step 2: Calculate Turns
Since the core loss is relatively constant with permeability, we will
choose the highest permeability #60 mix to minimize the number of
turns. The initial permeability for this core in the #60 mix is 219, and
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we can calculate the turns for the required inductance as follows:

N =
√

0.666 × 10−2

219 × 10−9 = 55 turns

The #60 mix has a relatively large B/H characteristic curvature, and the
permeability drops rapidly with increasing magnetizing force H. As a
result, the turns will probably need to be adjusted later to compensate
for the reduction in permeability.

7.12.4.3 Step 3: Calculate DC Magnetizing Force
We can calculate the initial value of Hdc as follows:

Hdc = 0.4π NI
MP L

where Hdc = magnetizing force (oersteds)
N = initial turns
I = DC current (amps)

MPL = magnetic path length (cm)

From Table 7.13, the MPL for the 5528E core is 12.5 cm so the initial
Hdc is

Hdc = 0.4π55(10)
12.5

= 55 oersteds

7.12.4.4 Step 4: Establish Relative Permeability and Adjust Turns
From Figure 7.25, the relative permeability for the #60 material at 55
oersteds is 70% of 219, so the new μr = 153 nH/N2.

Calculate new turns N�:

N2 =
√

L
μr

=
√

0.666 × 10−2

153 × 10−9 = 66 turns

7.12.4.5 Step 5: Calculate Core Loss with #60 Kool M� Mix
The core area Ae for this core is 350 mm2.

Hence, the AC flux swing is

Bac = Vt
NAe

= 100(10)
66(350)

= 0.0433 tesla (433 gauss)

From Figure 7.35, the core loss for #60 material at 50 kHz and 433 gauss
is 60 mw/cm3 for push-pull operation, or 30 mw/cm3 for single-ended
operation. The volume of this core is 43.1 mm3 so the loss is

43.1(30) = 1.3 watts
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7.12.4.6 Step 6: Establish Wire Size
From Table 7.13, the window area Aw for the 5528 Kool Mμ core is
3.81 cm2. Hence 60% of the window area leaves an effective usable
copper area Acu of 2.28 cm2. With 66 turns, the area of a single copper
wire is

Acu/N = 2.28/66 = 0.0345 cm2

From the wire table in Figure 7.9, we see that the nearest wire is #12
AWG, with an area of 0.037 cm2 and a resistance of 0.00522 ohms per
meter. With high AC ripple stress, skin effects should be considered,
and we normally use several strands of a thinner wire to provide the
same overall copper area rather than a single large diameter wire. Also
the #12 AWG wire would be difficult to wind on this core.

7.12.4.7 Step 7: Establish Copper Loss
To calculate the copper loss, we need to know the resistance of the
winding. From Table 7.13, the mean winding length per turn (MLT)
for the 5528 core is 10.73 cm. Hence the total length of the winding is

66 × 10.73 = 708 cm

The #12 AWG wire, or several strands of wire of the same cross sec-
tional area, has a nominal resistance of 0.00522 �/meter to give a
total winding resistance Rcu of 7.08 meters × 0.00522 �/meter =
0.037 ohms.

Hence, the copper loss (I 2 Rcu) is 102 × 0.037 = 3.7 watts.
The core loss at 1.3 watts is considerably less than the copper loss,

so the design is copper loss limited. A higher permeability material
would reduce the turns and hence the copper loss. But this core size
is not available in higher permeability material, so this is the best that
we can do, without reducing the turns that would also reduce the
inductance and increase the ripple current.

7.12.4.8 Step 8: Establish Temperature Rise
We can now estimate the temperature rise as follows:

The total dissipation for core and copper is 1.3 + 3.7 = 5 watts.
Figure 7.34 links area product to temperature rise for optimally

wound toroidal cores. The surface area for E cores is about 15% greater
than for toroidal cores of the same area product, so the temperature
rise will be approximately 15% lower when using E cores.

Entering this chart with an area product of 13.3 and a total loss
of 5 watts, we see that the temperature rise for the toroidal core is
predicted to be 35◦C, so the E core at 15% less will be near 30◦C.
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So this third design on the Kool Mμ core is not only smaller, but
also more efficient with less total power loss and a slightly reduced
temperature rise.

7.13 Swinging Choke Design Example:
Copper Loss Limited Using Kool M�

Powder E Core
7.13.1 Swinging Chokes
Swinging chokes are used in continuous conduction applications.
They have the property of increasing inductance as the DC bias current
(load current) decreases. This has the advantage of reducing the rip-
ple current at lower load currents and extending the range of current
over which continuous conduction can be maintained. The “swing” is
a function of the nonlinearity or curvature of the B/H characteristic.

In Figure 7.40, we see that the magnetization characteristics for Kool
Mμ E core materials ranges in permeability from 26 μ to 90 μ. The cur-
vatures in the characteristics of the various materials show that the
permeability changes progressively with magnetizing force. We call
this change “permeability swing” and take advantage of this charac-
teristic in the design of “swinging chokes.”

FIGURE 7.40 Magnetization characteristics for Kool Mμ E core powder
materials, indicating how the core permeability decreases as the
magnetization force (the DC bias current) increases. (Courtesy of
Magnetics Inc.)
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Further, we see that the higher permeability materials tend to sat-
urate at a lower magnetizing force, as we have seen before. For ex-
ample, at 100 oersteds, the 90 μ material shows only 32% of its initial
permeability, whereas the lower permeability 26 μ material still shows
over 87%. If we were to design a choke using the 90 μ material, such
that H was at 100 oersteds with the maximum nominal load cur-
rent, then when the load current decreased to say 5% of the maximum
value (5 oersteds), the permeability and hence the effective inductance
would increase by about 55%. So we see that the working permeabil-
ity and the effective inductance swing with the change in mean load
current.

A choke design of this nature is called a “swinging choke.” It will
maintain the choke in continuous conduction for a much larger range
of load current. Clearly, this can be a great advantage in some regulator
applications. The penalty paid is that the choke needs more turns and
is larger to provide sufficient inductance at the maximum current,
since the permeability of the 90 μ material is much lower at the higher
currents. As a result, the turns and copper loss tend be greater and the
saturation safety margin smaller in a swinging choke design.

7.13.2 Swinging Choke Design Example
For the following swinging choke design example, we will use a Kool
Mμ powder E core because we need more turns to bring the working
point on to the curved part of the B/H loop characteristic. The E core
bobbin provides for easier winding when many turns are required.

We will design a swinging choke for position L1 in the buck reg-
ulator example shown in Figure 7.21, assuming the following design
parameters:

1) Mean load current 10 amps

2) Required inductance 1 mH

3) Temperature rise to be limited to 40◦C

7.13.2.1 Step 1: Calculate Energy Storage Number
Energy Storage W = 1/2 L I 2 = 1/2 (1 × 10−3)(102) = 50 millijoules

7.13.2.2 Step 2: Establish Area Product and Select Core Size
With this energy storage number and Figure 7.32, we can establish the
area product and, hence, the core size.

We enter this chart on the lower scale with the calculated energy
storage number (50 mJ), and project up to the diagonal area product
line, meeting the temperature rise requirements of 40◦C. From this
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intercept, the area product value is indicated on the left scale, AP =
16. With this area product, we can select a core size from the area
product values provided by the core manufacturer, or from Table 7.13.
Alternatively, we can calculate the area product of a selected core from
the window area and pole area as shown in previous sections.

For this example, from Table 7.13, we see that the nearest core is the
5530E with an area product of 15.9 cm4, and we select this core, which
has the following parameters:

Area product AP = 15.9 cm4

Magnetic path length MPL = 12.3 cm

Mean length per turn MLT = 12.4 cm

Area of winding window bobbin Awb = 3.8 cm2

Area of center pole Ae = 4.17 cm2

Inductance factor/turn Alo = 261 nH/N2 for # 60 μ material

7.13.2.3 Step 3: Calculate Turns for 100 Oersteds
Normally we would choose the highest permeability material to get
the largest “swing.” However, in this core size, the highest permeabil-
ity available is 60 μ, so we choose this material.

At nominal current, we need to be on the most curved part of the
B/H characteristic shown in Figure 7.40, so we choose to work at
100 oersteds and 10 amps, which provides a permeability of 52% of
the maximum value. The turns for 100 oersteds at 10 amps can be
calculated as follows:

N = HMP L
0.4π1

= 100(12.3)
0.4π10

= 98 turns

7.13.2.4 Step 4: Calculate Inductance
From Table 7.13, we see that the 60 μ material has an Alo value of
261 nH/N2 (261 × 10−6). At 100 oersteds, this relative permeability μr
is reduced to 52% of its initial value, reducing the effective Al value
by the same ratio, giving 136 nH/N2 at 10 amps. The inductance may
be calculated as follows:

In general

L = N2 Al

Therefore

L = 982(136 × 10−9) = 1.33 mH(at 10 amps)

At this point, we have the option to adjust turns, core size, or core
material, if necessary, but this inductance is near enough to the design
requirement and we will accept it.
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From Figure 7.40, we see that at 20 amps (200 oersteds) the per-
meability has dropped to 25% and at 2 amps (2 oersteds) we have
100%, so the inductance swings from 0.65 mH at 20 amps to 2.5 mH
at 2 amps, a 5:1 ratio.

7.13.2.5 Step 5: Calculate Wire Size
Since we believe this will be a copper loss–limited design, meaning
that the copper loss will greatly exceed the core loss, we will design
for minimum winding resistance by using the maximum gauge of
wire that will conveniently fit in the available bobbin window area.
Skin and proximity effects are likely to be quite small, because the AC
ripple current is small compared with the mean DC current. Hence,
we would normally use the largest wire gauge that will fit. For ease
of winding, however, multiple strands making up the same area may
be used.

For the E core bobbin, the normal fill factor using round wire is
near 70%, and we will use this value to establish the wire size. From
Table 7.13, the bobbin window area Awb for the 5530E core is 3.8 cm2.
Hence, 70% of the window area provides an effective usable copper
area Awcu of 2.66 cm2. With 98 turns, the area of a single copper wire
will be

Awcu

N
= 2.66

98
= 0.026 cm2

From the winding table, Table 7.9, we see that the nearest wire size is
#13 AWG with an area of 0.026 cm2 so we choose this.

7.13.2.6 Step 6: Establish Copper Loss
To calculate the copper loss, we need to know the resistance of the
winding. From Table 7.10, we see that the mean winding length MLT
for a fully wound bobbin is 12.4 cm. Hence, the total length of the
winding will be

NMLT = 98(12.4) = 1215 cm

The #13 AWG wire, or multiple strands of the same total area, has a
nominal resistance of 0.007 �/meter to give a total winding resistance
Rcu of 12.15 × 0.007 = 0.085 ohms.

Hence, the copper loss I 2 Rcu is 102 × 0.085 = 8.5 watts.

7.13.2.7 Step 7: Check Temperature Rise by Thermal
Resistance Method

From Figure 7.37, we originally chose an area product and hence core
size to give a temperature rise of not more than 40◦C, and we can now
check this selection as follows:
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The temperature rise of the finished choke depends upon the total
losses and the effective surface area of the wound component. Figure
7.14 shows the thermal resistance of the 5530E core with an area prod-
uct of 16 is near 4.6◦C/watt, the copper loss is 8.5 watts giving a
predicted temperature rise of 39◦C, and our design requirements are
satisfied.

We have assumed negligible core loss, and we will now check this
as follows.

7.13.2.8 Step 8: Establish Core Loss
Up to this point, we have assumed that the core loss is negligible; to
complete the exercise, we will now calculate the actual core losses and
check that this is a fair assumption.

To calculate core loss, we will use the buck regulator example shown
in Figure 7.21. We have shown in Section 7.7.5 that, in general, in a
buck regulator the peak AC stress conditions Bac are

Bac = Vtoff

NAe

where V = the voltage across the choke
toff = the off period of Q1 (μs)
Ae = the area of the core (mm2)

Bac = the peak flux density (tesla)

In this example, V = 5.6 volts, toff = 32 μs, N is 98, and Ae is 177 mm2

so Bac = 5.6(32)
98(417)

= 0.00438 tesla (43.8 gauss)

The chart shows the core loss for Kool Mμ material with this value of
the AC fluxing at 50 kHz is less than 1 mW/cm3, and the core loss can
safely be neglected.
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C H A P T E R 8
Bipolar Power

Transistor Base Drive
Circuits

8.1 Introduction
Since the 1980s, improvements in the technology of Metal Oxide Field
Effect Transistors (MOSFETs or just FETs) have resulted in bipolar
power transistors being progressively displaced by FET transistors
in switching power supply applications. New designs in the coming
years will probably use even more and better FETs.

However, there remain some niche areas (such as linear regulators
and perhaps low-power applications) where, because of their lower
cost and some advantages in linear applications, we will continue
using bipolar transistors. Since there will remain areas where bipolar
transistors still offer some advantages, and because the vast majority
of the switching supplies still operating in the field were originally
done with bipolars, in the event of field failures with these older but
still operating designs, it is important for designers to remain familiar
with their key characteristics.

The first consideration for the designer of a switching supply based
on bipolar transistors is the selection of a device with the proper volt-
age and current ratings. Maximum voltage and current stresses are
dependent on the topology being used as well as the input voltage,
its tolerances, and output power. Equations giving these stresses have
been derived and are presented in the discussions of each topology.

However, the means and detailed design of the bipolar base drive
circuit are as important for overall reliability as choice of a transis-
tor with adequate voltage and current ratings. The general principles
of what constitutes a good base drive circuit and some widely used
techniques are discussed herein.
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After Pressman FETs are essentially voltage-driven devices with current
flowing in and out of the gate (essentially a modulated capacitor) on the
leading and trailing edges of the drive pulse. The transient drive currents can
be quite large, particularly when driving large devices at high frequencies,
and the “on” state gate voltage can also be quite large—on the order of 8 V
or so—with some devices. Hence, driving large FETs can be more difficult
than might be expected. Further, FETs are more reliable when turned fully
“on” or fully “off” and are not very good at dissipating the power developed
in the substate in linear mode applications in which the device is only partly
“on.” Hence they are more suitable for switching applications.

In contrast bipolar transistors are current-driven devices. The base drive
current is approximately proportional to the collector current, as defined by
the gain of the device. The base drive voltage tends to be quite small (0.6 V)
with diode-like characteristics. Bipolar transistors are generally more robust
in linear applications. There are still many applications where bipolar devices
are a better choice. Hence, the need for bipolar transistors is likely to continue
into the foreseeable future. ∼K.B.

8.2 The Key Objectives of Good Base Drive
Circuits for Bipolar Transistors
A good base drive circuit should have all the parameters described in
the following six sections, 8.2.1 through 8.2.6.

8.2.1 Sufficiently High Current Throughout
the “On” Time

The base current should be adequate to keep the lowest gain transistor
fully saturated at the highest current it is required to conduct. With this
drive the collector-to-emitter potential will be at its saturated value,
typically 0.5 to 3.0 V at maximum current and minimum input voltage
using the lowest beta transistor.

A good design should allow for a four-to-one production spread
in transistor beta. The usual current-voltage curves (Ice vs. Vce) in the
manufacturer’s data sheets (Figure 8.1) are for a transistor of typical
beta. It should be assumed that the minimum beta is one-half and the
maximum beta is twice the typical shown in the curves.

After Pressman It is not a good idea to overdrive the transistor as this
will increase the storage time and can be a problem in switching applications.
(This is not a problem in linear regulator applications.) The Baker clamp cir-
cuit shown in Figure 8.6 will prevent overdrive and is recommended for
switching applications. ∼K.B.
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FIGURE 8.1 Curves of Ic versus Vce for a typical high-voltage, high-current
transistor: 2N6676, 15 A, 450 V (Courtesy of RCA). Curves such as this are
usually for a typical device. Depending on the manufacturer’s production
spread, the lowest-beta device may have half the indicated beta, and the
highest-beta device twice.

Power transistor currents in most topologies have the shape of a
ramp starting from zero or a ramp on a step. Thus the input base
current should be adequate to keep Vce “bottomed” to about 0.5 to
1.0 V at the peak of the Ic ramp at maximum output power at minimum
input voltage for the minimum beta transistor. This is especially true
for discontinuous-mode flybacks where the ratio of peak to average
current is high.

8.2.2 A Spike of High Base Input Current Ib1

at Instant of Turn “On”
To ensure fast collector current turn “on,” there should be a short spike
of base current about two to three times “on” time average. This spike
need last only about 2 to 3% of the minimum “on” time (Figure 8.2a).

The effect of this turn “on” overdrive can be seen in Figure 8.2b. If
turn “on” speed is not a factor, base current (Ib1) for a desired collector
current (Ic1) need be only that required to bottom Vce to the saturation
voltage Vce(sat) at the intersection of the collector load line and the
Ic/Vce curve.

At that Ib1, collector current will rise exponentially with some time
constant τ a and get to within 5% of Ic1 in three time constants 3τ a .

If base input current is 2Ib1 (overdrive factor of 2), however, collector
current will rise as if it were heading for 2Ic1. It would reach 2Ic1 in the
same 3τa , but collector current is limited to Ic1 by the supply voltage
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FIGURE 8.2 (a ) Optimum base current waveforms. (b) Accelerating
collector current rise time with base current overdrive.

and load impedance. Hence the current reaches Ic1 (the desired value)
in 0.69τ a instead of 3τ a.

Similarly, if an overdrive factor of 3 is used (Ib = 3Ib1), collector
current will rise as if it were headed to 3Ic1 and, if not limited by the
load resistance and supply voltage, would reach 3Ic1 in the same 3τ a.
But since it is limited, it reaches the desired Ic1 in 0.4τa instead of 3τa.

Overdrive factors of 2 to 3 are usually used to speed up turn “on”
time. The required base current overdrive can be calculated for a
nominal-beta transistor. Low-beta transistors are faster and do not
require as high an overdrive factor. High-beta transistors are slower,
and an overdrive of 2 for a nominal beta device corresponds to an
overdrive of 4 for a high-beta transistor as its beta value is generally
twice that of the nominal-beta transistor.

TIP The Baker clamp circuit in Figure 8.6 with overdrive also solves this
problem without increasing the drive during the “on” period. Hence it does
not increase the storage time. ∼K.B.
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8.2.3 A Spike of High Reverse Base Current
Ib2 at the Instant of Turn “Off”
(Figure 8.2a)

If base current is simply dropped to zero when it is desired to turn
“off,” collector current will remain unchanged for a certain time (stor-
age time ts). Collector voltage will remain at its low Vce(sat) value of
about 0.5 V, and when it finally rises, it will have a relatively slow rise
time.

This comes about because the base-emitter circuit acts like a charged
capacitor. Collector current keeps flowing until the stored base charges
drain away through the external base-to-emitter resistor. There is gen-
erally a large excess of stored base charges because the base current
must be chosen sufficiently large to bottom the collector-to-emitter
voltage to about 0.5 V for the lowest-beta transistor. Thus the highest
or even the nominal-beta transistor has an excess of base current and
long storage time.

A momentary spike of reverse base current Ib2 is required to pull out
the stored base charges. This reduces storage time and permits higher
switching frequencies. It also significantly reduces power dissipation
during the turn “off” interval.

This can be seen (Figure 8.3a ) in the instantaneous Ic/Vce curves
during the turn “off” interval. There it is seen (t1 to t2) that before
Vce starts rising rapidly, it moves up out of saturation slowly while
collector current hangs on at its peak value. During this interval,
current is at its peak and collector-to-emitter voltage is considerably
higher than its saturation level of 0.5 to 1.0 V.

The resulting high spike of power dissipation can be a large fraction
of the total dissipation in the transistor. The spike of reverse base cur-
rent (Figure 8.2a ) reduces this dissipation by shortening the interval t1
to t2 and permits higher-frequency operation by reducing the storage
time.

Manufacturers usually offer curves showing storage, rise, and fall
times for their power transistors for values of Ic/Ib1 and Ic/Ib2 ranging
from 5 to 10 at various values of collector current (Figure 8.3b, c).

8.2.4 A Base-to-Emitter Reverse Voltage
Spike –1 to –5 V in Amplitude at the
Instant of Turn “Off”

Bipolar transistors have three significant collector-to-emitter voltage
ratings: Vceo, Vcer, and Vcev. The Vceo rating is the maximum collector-
to-emitter voltage at turn “off” when the base to emitter is open-
circuited at the instant of turn “off.” It is the lowest voltage rating for
the device.
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FIGURE 8.3 (a ) Typical turn “off” transition falling current and rising
collector-to-emitter voltage for a power transistor; no snubber at collector.
(b and c) Typical switching times for a typical high-current high-voltage
transistor: 2N6836, 15 A, 850 V (Vcev). (Courtesy of Motorola Inc.)
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FIGURE 8.3 (Continued).

The transistor can tolerate a higher voltage (Vcer rating) during the
“off” state if it has a “low” (usually 50 to 100 �) resistance from base
to emitter.

The highest voltage the transistor can safely tolerate is its Vcev rating.
This is the maximum voltage the transistor can tolerate at the instant of
turn “off” during the leakage inductance spike (Figures 2.1 and 2.10).
It can tolerate this voltage only if there is a –1 to –5 V reverse voltage
spike at the base during the instant of turn “off” (Figure 8.4). This
reverse-bias voltage or voltage spike must be supplied by the base
drive circuit and must last at least as long as the leakage inductance
spike.

8.2.5 The Baker Clamp (A Circuit That Works
Equally Well with High-or Low-Beta
Transistors)

Since production spread in beta may be four to one, base current that
is sufficient to safely turn “on” a low-beta transistor will greatly over-
drive a high-beta transistor and result in excessive storage time. Re-
ducing this storage time adequately may require unacceptably large
reverse base current. The Baker clamp drive circuit shown in Figure 8.6
solves this problem.

8.2.6 Improving Drive Efficiency
Since high-collector-current transistors generally have low beta, the
base current driver must deliver high current. If this current comes
directly from a high-voltage source without the benefit of current gain
through a voltage step-down transformer, efficiency will be low.
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FIGURE 8.4 Reverse-bias safe operating area curves (RBSOA) for 2N6836.
During turn “off,” the Ic − Vce locus must not cross the boundaries shown.
Even a single crossing may destroy the transistor because of the current
crowding into a small part of the chip area and causing local hot spots. With
a –1 to –5 V reverse bias at the instant of turn “off,” the Vcev boundary OABC
applies. For Vbe = 0 at turn “off,” the boundary ODE applies. (Courtesy of
Motorola Inc.)

A widely used fast power transistor—the 2N6836—is rated at Ic of
15 A, and Vcev of 850 V. It is widely used in off-line switching supplies.
At 15 A, it has a minimum current gain of 5, requiring at least 3 A of
base current.

If this base drive current came from a 6-V source at, say, 80% duty
cycle for a push-pull circuit, base drive dissipation at the source would
be an unacceptably high 14.4 W. A good base drive scheme should cou-
ple the drive pulse from a DC housekeeping voltage source through
a voltage step-down, current step-up transformer.

8.3 Transformer Coupled Baker Clamp Circuits
The transformer-drive Baker clamp1–4 in Figure 8.7 is a widely used
base drive scheme. It is inexpensive, low in component count, and
provides all six features described in Sections 8.2.1 to 8.2.6.

Since it is transformer drive, it also nicely solves the problem of
coupling a width-modulated pulse across the input-output bound-
ary. In off-line supplies, the PWM chip and housekeeping supply are
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typically located on output common and the power transistor is on
input common (see Figure 6.19 and Section 6.6.1).

Since a transformer is involved, it is relatively simple to get a voltage
step-down, current step-up ratio of 10 or more. The secondary delivers
about 1 to 1.8 V to the base, and the primary takes its current from the
housekeeping power supply, which is usually 12 to 18 V.

Thus in the preceding example with a 10/1 turns ratio, the 3 A of
base current at the transformer secondary is obtained at a cost of only
300 mA from the housekeeping supply referred to output common.

In Figure 8.7, a Baker clamp is located after the secondary of T1,
between the collector and base of the power transistor. The operation
of a Baker clamp is discussed below.

When not in saturation, the collector-to-base junction of an NPN
transistor is reverse biased and the collector is positive with respect to
the base. When it is hard “on” and in saturation, however, the collector
is negative with respect to base, and the base-to-collector junction is
forward biased, acting like a conducting diode.

This can be seen in Figure 8.5a and 8.5b for the 2N6386, which is
a fast 15-A, 450-V transistor. Figure 8.5a shows the “on” collector-to-
emitter voltage at various collector currents for two values of forced
beta B f = Ic/Ib and temperature. It is seen that Vce depends strongly
on Ic , B f , and temperature. At operating conditions of Ic = 10 A,
B f = 5, and 100◦C junction temperature, the “on” Vce potential is
about 0.2 V. Figure 8.5b shows that at 10 A, the “on” base-to-emitter
potential is about 0.9 V at 100◦C.

With the resulting 0.7-V forward bias on the base-to-collector junc-
tion, there is an excess of stored base charge. Further, when the base
current is simply reduced to zero, storage time for this very fast bipolar
transistor is still a very long 3 μs (Figure 8.5c).

Baker clamping corrects this problem by not permitting the base-to-
collector junction to take on a forward bias, or at the worst, by allowing
only a 0.2- to 0.4-V forward bias—low enough to prevent significant
storage time.

The Baker clamp can reduce storage time by a factor of 5 to 10.4 It
works nicely over a large temperature and collector current range, and
very importantly, circuit operation is equally good with transistors
whose production spread in beta is as large as 4 to 1. Its operation is
described in the following section (see also Figure 8.6).

8.3.1 Baker Clamp Operation
In Figure 8.6, a large current I1 of the desired pulse width is provided
at the anode of D2. The current is large enough to overdrive Q1 “on” at
the maximum current with the desired speed, when Q1 is a minimum
beta transistor. As Q1 commences turning “on,” D3 is reverse-biased,
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FIGURE 8.5 (a and b) Junction voltages for 2N6836 transistor at two values
of forced beta. (c) Storage time for 2N6836 without Baker clamping. (Courtesy
of Motorola Inc.)
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FIGURE 8.6 Baker clamping. The objective of the Baker clamp is to prevent
a forward bias on the Q1 collector-to-base junction during the “on” time, and
hence minimize storage time. If the voltage rise across D2 equals the drop
across D3, Vce is equal to Vbe. Differences in the D2, D3 forward drops permit
a small forward bias on the collection-to-base junction, but not enough to
result in significant storage time. Currents I2 and I3 redistribute themselves
by negative feedback so that I2 keeps Vce just low enough to D3 forward
biased. The rest of I1(= I3) flows through D3 and the Q1 collector to
common.

draws no current, and is effectively out of the circuit. All the current I1
current flows through D2 into the base, yielding very short collector
current rise time.

However, when the collector voltage has fallen low enough to
forward-bias D3, the current I1 is redistributed. Only a fraction of
I1 sufficient to keep D3 forward-biased flows through D2 into the Q1
base. The balance, I3, flows through D3 into the Q1 collector, and then
through the emitter to common.

The circuit operates with negative feedback. As load current
changes, or as transistors with different beta are used, the Q1 base
demands from I1 only enough current through D2 to keep D3 forward-
biased. Since the forward drops in D2 and D3 change by only a few
tens of millivolts with large forward current changes, the potential at
the Q1 collector does not change significantly.

Now consider the Q1 junction potentials in a typical forward con-
verter. Diode D3 must be a high-voltage, fast-recovery diode, as it
is subjected to twice the supply voltage plus a leakage inductance
spike. Diode D2 is also a fast-recovery type, but is never subjected to
a reverse voltage of greater than about 0.8 V (forward voltage of D1).
Thus, assume that D3 is an MUR450 (450 V, 3 A, 75 ns recovery time)
and D2 is an MUR405 (50 V, 4 A, 35 ns recovery time).
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MUR450 Vf , V MUR405 Vf , V

I f , A 25◦C 100◦C 25◦C 100◦C

0.5 0.89 0.75 0.71 0.61

1.0 0.93 0.80 0.74 0.65

2.0 1.01 0.90 0.78 0.70

3.0 1.10 0.95 0.80 0.73

TABLE 8.1 Forward Voltages of Ultra-Fast-Recovery Diodes D2, D3 in
Figure 8.6

Assume for the moment that the D2, D3 forward voltages are inde-
pendent of forward current and temperature and are equal to 0.75 V.
This approximation is good enough as seen in Table 8.1. The small
variations are not sufficient to change the reasoning described below.

In Figure 8.6, when D3 conducts, the voltage rise in D2 is close to the
drop in D3, which is assumed to be 0.75 V. For Vbe of 1.0 V in Q1, the
D2 anode (Vs) is at +1.75, and the Q1 collector voltage is also 1.0 V.
Thus, there is no forward bias on the Q1 base-to-collector junction
and negligible storage time. If temperature rises, the forward drop in
D2 decreases, but so does the drop in D3 and the collector-to-base
junction still has no forward bias.

Now assume that I1 is 3.5 A, and that Q1 is a maximum beta tran-
sistor and requires only 0.5 A of base current, leaving 3.0 A for D3.
Table 8.1 shows the rise in D2 is 0.61 V at 100◦C, and the drop in D3 is
0.95 V at 3 A, 100◦C. This leaves a forward bias of only 0.34 V across
the Q1 base-to-collector junction—not enough to cause diode-type
conduction in it. Storage time is still negligible at that forward bias.

Note that Baker clamping holds the collector-to-emitter potential at
about 1 V, as compared to the 0.2 to 0.5 V without the Baker clamp.
This increases transistor loss during the “on” time, but the decreased
AC loss during the transition from “on” to “off” more than makes up
for it (Section 8.2 and Figure 8.3a ).

Thus the Baker clamp has satisfactorily solved two significant prob-
lems. It prevents sufficient forward bias on the base-to-collector junc-
tion to cause appreciable storage time. It also permits the circuit to
work equally well with large changes in load current and over a large
production spread in transistor beta, because of the redistribution of
currents between D2 and D3 as base current demands change.

However, it is still desired to provide –1 to –5 V reverse bias current
to Q1 to speed up turn “off” time. This is prevented by the blocking
action of D2, but by adding the “reach-around” diode D1 across D2,
it becomes possible. It now only remains to find a low-parts-count
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scheme to provide the large forward current Ib1 for turn “on,” an
equally large reverse current Ib2, and a reverse voltage bias at the base
for turn “off.” This is easily achieved with the transformer-coupled
scheme of the following section.

8.3.2 Transformer Coupling into a Baker Clamp
8.3.2.1 Transformer Supply Voltage, Turns Ratio Selection,

and Primary and Secondary Current Limiting
The Baker clamp circuit of Figure 8.7 provides all the required drive
characteristics. It provides high forward and reverse base drive for
Q2 with relatively low primary current drawn from the housekeeping
supply Vh . It also provides the Q2 reverse base voltage which permits
it to realize its Vcev rating. It works as follows.

First, the T1 turns ratio Np/Ns is chosen as large as conveniently
possible so as to provide the desired secondary current with a

FIGURE 8.7 A transformer-driven Baker clamp. Transformer T1 provides a
large current gain from primary to secondary so that secondary currents of
2 to 3 A can be obtained from primary currents of about 600 mA, permitting
use of small, inexpensive transistors for Q1. By storing magnetizing current
in Np , large reverse currents are available in Ns at the instant of Q2 turn
“off.” Resistor R1 serves as a primary current limiter.
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reasonably low primary current. Since the primary current will be
taken from the housekeeping supply Vh , which also feeds the PWM
chip, Vh should be kept low to keep dissipation low.

Choosing a high Np/Ns ratio to get a large current gain in T1 may
also force too high a value of Vh . A reasonable choice for Vh is the 15
to 18 V often needed for a PWM chip. This largely fixes Np/Ns . It will
soon be seen that the T1 primary voltage Vp should be considerably
less than Vh because of R1, which plays a significant part in the circuit.

The T1 secondary forward voltage Vs is Vbe(Q2) plus the D2 forward
drop VD2. In other words, Vs = Vbe(Q2) + VD2 = 1.0 + 0.75 = 1.75 V.
The voltage at the top of the T1 primary is

Vpt = Np

Ns
Vs + Vce(Q1)

= Np

Ns
1.75 + Vce(Q1) V (8.1)

≈ Np

Ns
1.75 + 1.0V

Constant Vh can be provided by an inexpensive linear regulator fed
from the secondary of a small 60-Hz transformer returned to output
common as in Figure 6.19.

However, Vpt should be kept considerably lower than Vh so as to
provide a relatively constant voltage across R1 (VR1) when Vs varies as
a result of temperature-induced variations in Vbe and VD2. The reason
for keeping VR1 constant is that R1 serves to limit primary current

Ip(Q1) = Vh − Vpt

R1

= Vh − (Np/Ns)Vs − 1.0
R1

(8.2)

By limiting T1 primary current, R1 also limits secondary current
and current into D2. Although negative feedback through the Baker
clamp diode D3 allots current to the Q2 base only sufficient to supply
the maximum collector current and to keep D3 in conduction, excess
T1 secondary current is simply wasted by being diverted via D3 into
the Q2 collector.

By choosing Vh large compared to (Np/Ns)Vs , R1 approximates a
constant-current source, relatively independent of temperature vari-
ations in Vs .

For an initial guess, assume Np/Ns = 5. For a nominal Vs(= Vsn) of
1.75 V, the nominal Ip is

Ipn = Vh − 5Vsn − 1.0
R1
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and the change in Ipn(= dIpn) is dIpn = 5 dVs/R1, where dVs is the
anticipated change in Vs due to temperature change. The fractional
change in Ipn is

dIpn

Ipn
= 5dVs

Vh − 5 × 1.75 − 1.0
(8.3)

= 5dVs

Vh − 9.75

Then, for an anticipated temperature variation dVs of 0.1 V, and a
permissible fractional change of 0.1 in Ipn, from Eq. 8.3 we obtain

0.1 = 5 × 0.1
Vh − 9.75

or

Vh ∼= 14.75 V

= 15.0 V

Thus, if it were desired to limit the Q1 primary current to Ipn, R1
would be chosen as

R1 = 15 − (5 × 1.75) − 1.0
Ipn

(8.4a)

R1 = 5.25
Ipn

(8.4b)

8.3.2.2 Power Transistor Reverse Base Current Derived
from Flyback Action in Drive Transformer

A large reverse current to the base of power transistor Q2 (Figure 8.7)
can be obtained by choosing a low magnetizing inductance in the T1
primary. During the Q1 “on” time, T1 primary current is limited by
R1. Part of that current is multiplied by the Np/Ns turns ratio and
delivered to the secondary to turn the Q2 base “on.”

But part of that current flows to the primary magnetizing induc-
tance Lm and does not contribute to the secondary current. It simply
ramps up linearly at a rate dIm/dt = (Vpt − 1)/Lm. At the end of the
“on” time ton it has reached a peak Ipm = (Vpt − 1)ton/Lm and is
sustained by energy stored in the magnetizing inductance.

Now when Q1 is turned “off,” the magnetizing current Ipm mul-
tiplied by the turns ratio Np/Ns is delivered by flyback action as a
negative-going pulse to the secondary (note the T1 primary and sec-
ondary dots). At the secondary, it pulls reverse current from the base
of Q2 through reach-around diode D1.
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After the base current charge has been fully swept out, the base
impedance is very high. As there is usually significant energy left
in T1, the Q2 base voltage can be pulled sufficiently far negative to
damage or destroy the transistor. This is prevented by the two series
diodes D4, D5, which clamp the Q2 base to a negative bias of about
1.6 V—far enough negative to permit Q2 to sustain its Vcev rating.

8.3.2.3 Drive Transformer Primary Current Limiting to Achieve
Equal Forward and Reverse Base Currents in Power
Transistor at End of the “On” Time

Significant T1 current waveshapes are shown in Figure 8.8. Current
through R1 is shown in Figure 8.8. For Vh = 15 V and Np/Ns = 5, the
nominal peak current is given by Eq. 8.4b as Ipn = 5.25/R1.

If the Q2 base reverse current at the instant of turn “off” is to be
equal to its forward base current just before that, the T1 primary

FIGURE 8.8 By choosing primary magnetizing inductance of T1
appropriately, the reverse base current to Q2 is made equal to its forward
current by flyback action in T1.
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magnetizing current at the end of “on” time should be permitted to
ramp up linearly to Ipn/2 by proper choice of its magnetizing induc-
tance.

The T1 magnetizing current is shown in Figure 8.8b; T1 primary
load current is the difference between Figure 8.8a and 8.8b, and is
as shown in Figure 8.8c. The T1 secondary current during Q2 “on”
time is the T1 primary current of Figure 8.8c multiplied by Np/Ns . Its
amplitude at the end of the “on” time, (Np/Ns) Ipn/2, is chosen to keep
the minimum-beta Q2 saturated at the maximum collector current. Its
amplitude at the start of the “on” time is twice that at its end, so turn
“on” time is very fast.

At the end of the Q1 “on” time, T1 magnetizing current in Lm is
Ipn/2. At the instant of Q1 turn “off,” this reflects into the T1 secondary
as (Np/Ns) Ipn/2 and provides Q2 reverse base current (Figure 8.8d)
equal to its current just prior to turn “off.”

8.3.2.4 Design Example—Transformer-Driven Baker Clamp
Assume a 500-W forward converter operating from the rectified 115-V
AC line that produces nominal rectified DC input of 160 V at minimum
load, and minimum rectified DC input at maximum load of 0.85 ×
160 = 136 V. From Eq. 2.28, peak primary current is

Ipft = 3.13Po

Vdc(min)
= 3.13 × 500

136
= 11.5 A

Let Q2 be a 2N6836—a 15-A, 450-V (Vceo) device with a Vcev rating
of 850 V. Its minimum beta at 10 A is 8—assume 7 at 11.5 A. Worst case
minimum base current is 11.5/7 = 1.64 A. For an Np/Ns ratio of 5 in
T1, primary load current is 1.64/5 = 0.328 A. This is the base current
that must flow at the end of the “on” time.

Also from Figure 8.8a , current in R1 (Figure 8.7) must be twice that
so as to store 0.328 A of T1 magnetizing current for the Q2 reverse
base drive. From Eq. 8.4b, for Vh = 15 V, R1 = 5.25/2 × 0.328 = 8.0 �.

The T1 magnetizing inductance must permit a peak magnetizing
current of 0.328 A at the end of the “on” time. Calculate the magne-
tizing inductance from the minimum “on” time of Q1.

Assume a switching frequency of 50 kHz, and a maximum “on”
time of 0.8T/2 or 8 μs at minimum AC input. For ± 10% variation in
AC input, the minimum “on” time of Q1 will be 0.8×8 = 6.4 μs. Then

Lm(T1) = (Np/Ns)Vston(min)

0.328

= 5 × 1.75 × 6.4 × 10−6

0.328
= 171 μH
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FIGURE 8.9 Inductance per 1000 turns Al for Ferroxcube 1408PA3C8 pot
core. This is a small core suitable for the transformer T1 of Figure 8.7.

Use a Ferroxcube 1408PA3153C8 core. It is small, pill-box in shape,
with diameter 0.551 inch and height 0.328 inch. It has an Al (inductance
in milliHenries per 1000 turns) of 315 (Figure 8.9). For 0.171 mH, the
required number of turns is Np = 1000

√
0.171/315 = 23 turns—say

25, and for a turns ratio of 5, Ns = 5 turns. The magnetizing ampere-
turns product is 0.328 × 25 = 8.2 ampere turns. Figure 8.9 shows that
the knee at which this specific core ( Al = 315) starts saturating is at
about 12 ampere turns, which is safe.

Transistor Q1 conducts a peak current of only 2 × 328 = 656 mA. It
can be a 2N2222A—an 800-mA, 40-V device whose rise and fall times
are under 60 μs. It comes in an inexpensive TO-18 package.

8.3.3 Baker Clamp with Integral Transformer
By changing the circuit of Figure 8.7 to the simpler one of Figure
8.10, greatly improved performance with all the advantages of Baker
clamping is achieved. Current gain in T1 can be doubled without in-
creasing Vh , and better performance over a wider temperature range
results. Also, the problem inherent in Figure 8.7—that the forward
rise in D2 does not track the drop in D3 over large current changes—
no longer exists. The circuit of Figure 8.10 works as follows. The
secondary of T1 in Figure 8.10 is center-tapped (Ns1 = Ns2). Thus
VNs1 = VNs2 = Vbe(Q2), and when D3 is conducting, we obtain

Vce(Q) = VNs1 + VNs2 − VD3

= 2Vbe(Q2) − VD3

= 2 × 1.0 − 1.0 = 1.0 (Table 8.1, Figure 8.5b)
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FIGURE 8.10 Transformer Baker clamp.

Since Vbe = 1.0 also, there is no forward bias across the base-to-
collector junction and storage time is minimized.

There are changes in Vbe and VD3 with current and temperature, but
since there is only one diode involved as compared to two for Figure
8.7, the maximum forward bias on the Q2 collector-to-base junction is
considerably lower than that for Figure 8.7.

D2 was needed in Figure 8.7 only, to provide a forward-voltage rise
equal to the D3 forward drop, so the reach-around diode D1 is not
needed either.

The greatest advantage of Figure 8.10 is that since Vs is approxi-
mately 1.0 rather than the 1.75 V of Figure 8.7, the turns ratio Np/Ns1
can be roughly doubled without increasing Vh . Thus the same Q2 base
current can be delivered at about half the current in Q1 and T1 pri-
mary. The advantage of Figure 8.10 can be appreciated by repeating
the design example of Section 8.3.2.4 with the Figure 8.10 circuit as
below.
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8.3.3.1 Design Example—Transformer Baker Clamp
In Figure 8.10, Vpt = (Np/Ns1)VNs1+Vce(Q1). Now choose Np/Ns1 = 10,
rather than 5 as in the Figure 8.7 circuit. With a larger T1 turns ratio, IQ1
will be smaller. Hence assume that Vce(Q1) will be 0.5 V, rather than the
1.0 V assumed for the Figure 8.7 circuit. Then Vpt = 10 × 1.0 + 0.5 =
10.5 V, and keeping the same nominal 5.25 V across R1 (Eq. 8.4b),
Vh = 15.75 V. For the same 1.64 A to the Q2 base as in the previous
design example, with Np/Ns1 = 10, Q1 primary load current is now
only 164 mA.

As in Section 8.3.2.4, choose the T1 magnetizing current at the end
of the “on” time to equal the primary load current (Figure 8.8). Thus
R1 is chosen to limit current to 328 mA and R1 = 5.25/0.328 = 16�.
With 10 V across the T1 primary for the same 6.4 μs, the magnetizing
inductance is Lm = (10 × 6.4 × 10−6)/0.164 = 390 μH.

For the same Ferroxcube 1408PA3153C8 core with an Al value of
315 mH per 1000 turns, the required number of primary turns is
1000

√
0.390/315 = 35. For a turns ratio of 10 Ns1, Ns2 is 3.5 turns.

Half turns are possible with pot cores, but they introduce other
odd, undesirable effects. Hence choose Ns1 = Ns2 = 4 turns and
Np = 40 turns. This makes the magnetizing inductance (40/35)2 ×390
or 509 μH and the peak magnetizing current equal to (390/509)164 =
126 mA. For a 10/1 turns ratio, the reverse base current to Q2 is
now 1.26 instead of 1.64 A. This still yields a sufficiently low stor-
age time.

The number of magnetizing ampere turns in T1 is now 0.126×40 =
5.04 ampere turns, which is still safely below the saturation knee for
the Al = 315 core of Figure 8.9.

8.3.4 Inherent Baker Clamping with a
Darlington Transistor

Using a Darlington-connected transistor pair, the output transistor
Q2 is automatically Baker clamped by the base-emitter diode of the
drive transistor Q1 acting as D2 of Figure 8.7, and the base-collector
diode ofQ1 acting as D3 in Figure 8.7. This can be seen in Figure 8.11a
to 8.11c.

The output transistor in a Darlington has negligible forward bias on
its base-collector junction and has a low storage time, but data sheets
on integrated-circuit Darlingtons show storage times up to 3 or 4 μs.
This is due mainly to the storage time in the Darlington drive tran-
sistor, which does saturate and has a forward-biased base-collector
junction.

If a Darlington configuration with lesser storage time is needed, the
3- to 4-μs storage time can be lowered by using discrete transistors for
the drive and output transistors.
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FIGURE 8.11 In a Darlington configuration, output transistor Q2 is
inherently Baker clamped by the base-collector diode of Q1 acting as D3,
and the base-emitter diode of Q1 acting as D2 in Figure 8.7. Storage time in a
Darlington configuration is due to saturation of the Darlington driver which
is not Baker clamped. Figure 8.11b shows the junctions in a junction
transistor such as Q1.

By implementing a Darlington with discrete drive and output tran-
sistors, the drive transistor can be chosen as an ultra-high-frequency
device which can have minimized storage time despite its forward-
biased base-collector junction.

Most integrated-circuit Darlingtons have a built-in reach-around
diode like D1 in Figure 8.7, which permits pulling reverse current
from the output transistor base to improve its switching time.

8.3.5 Proportional Base Drive2–4

The base drive scheme shown in Figure 8.12 is widely used for high
output power, or power transistor currents over 5 to 8 A.

The circuit does not attempt to keep the power transistor from sat-
urating by use of Baker clamping. Rather, it ensures a large reverse
base current to minimize storage time; and it always generates a base
drive current proportional to its output current.

Thus even with a high base current required for high output current,
when output current is reduced from maximum to minimum, so is the
base current. Consequently, the base is never overdriven at low output
currents and storage time is kept reasonably low throughout the load
current range.

A particularly valuable feature is that the base current is obtained
by positive feedback from the collector. For large output current which
requires large base current, this results in far less base source dissipa-
tion than if the base current was derived from a housekeeping supply.

Circuit details are described in the following paragraphs.

8.3.5.1 Detailed Circuit Operation—Proportional Base Drive
In Figure 8.12, there is positive feedback between windings Nc and
Nb (note the dots) of drive transformer T1. These windings act as a
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FIGURE 8.12 Proportional base drive. When Q1 turns “off,” the
magnetizing current stored in Np provides a short impulse to turn Q2 “on”
by flyback action in T1. Thereafter, positive feedback from Nc holds Q2 “on.”
The ratio Nb/Nc is chosen equal to Q2 minimum beta. When Q1 turns “on,”
it couples a negative impulse to Nb which starts a regenerative turn “off”
sequence between Nc and Nb .

current transformer with a turns ratio Nc/Nb .If Q2 is turned “on,” and
a current Ic(≈ Ie ) flows in Nc , a base current (Nc/Nb) Ic flows in Nb .

For Nc/Nb = 0.1 and Ic = 10 A, Q2 base current is 1 A. If Ic is
reduced to 1 A, Q2 base current is only 0.1 A. When Q2 is to be turned
“off,” the stored base charge which must be removed corresponds to
only 0.1 instead of 1.0 A, and turn “off” is still rapid.

The problem is how to initiate Q2 turn “on,” and how to break the
tightly coupled positive-feedback loop between Nc and Nb and supply
a large reverse base current to minimize Q2 storage time at turn “off.”

Transistor Q2 can be turned “on” and “off” in a number of ways.
Some designers turn “on” an auxiliary transistor Q1 to turn Q2 “on,”
and turn Q1 “off” to turn Q2 “off.” Here, however, Q2 is turned “on”
by turning Q1 “off.” Then the stored magnetizing current in the T1
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FIGURE 8.12 (Continued).

primary is multiplied by the Np/Nb ratio, and delivered to Nb by
flyback action (note the dots on Np and Nb) to initiate the turn “on”
operation.

This impulse need last only a short time—long enough for Q2 col-
lector current to rise and establish a solid positive-feedback action
between Nc and Nb . Then for the duration of the “on” time, base cur-
rent is supplied by transformer coupling between Nc and Nb .

To turn Q2 “off,” Q1 is turned “on.” It is assumed that Vc , the voltage
on capacitor C , is fully charged to the supply voltage Vh . When Q1
comes “on,” the dot end of Nb goes negative with respect to its no-dot
end (see dot orientation) and turns Q2 “off.” The turns ratio Np/Nb is
chosen to yield a 2-V negative pulse at Nb so as to permit Q2 to sustain
its Vcev rating as it turns “off.”

The values of R1, C1, Vh , Np magnetizing inductance, and the T1
turns ratios are critical to the design. The quantitative design of these
components is covered in the following section.
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8.3.5.2 Quantitative Design of Proportional Base Drive Scheme
The first decision is to select the turns ratio Nb/Nc (Figure 8.12). This
is chosen equal to the minimum Q2 beta or

Nb

Nc
= βmin(Q2) (8.5)

Proportional base drive is used mostly for Q2 collector currents over 5
to 8 A, at which minimum betas range between 5 and 10. Thus Nb/Nc
is usually chosen in the range of 5 to 10.

The next decision is the choice of Np/Nb . Below we will ensure that
when Q1 is turned “on,” the voltage Vc on capacitor C1 equals the
supply voltage Vh . When Q1 is turned “on,” a 2-V negative impulse
to the Q2 base is needed. This permits Q2 to tolerate its Vcev voltage
rating and prevents “second breakdown.” Thus

Np

Nb
= Vh

2
(8.6)

With these ratios fixed, the transformer is almost designed. Then Nc
is chosen at one turn, which fixes Nb and Np . A core will be chosen
and a gap will be specified as below.

When Q2 has been turned “on” and is carrying its maximum current
Ic(max), the base current to support that collector current comes from
positive feedback between Nc and Nb . To initiate that regenerative
process, the current impulse delivered from Np to Nb by flyback action
when Q1 turns “off” must be large enough to ensure positive-feedback
action. If the impulse from Np is too small in amplitude or width, Q2
may not turn “on” fully, and fall back “off.”

To ensure that this does not happen, the short current impulse deliv-
ered to Nb from Np is made equal to that delivered to Nb from Nc after
solid positive feedback has been established. Thus I1 (Figure 8.12) is
chosen, by proper selection of R1, to yield

I1 = Nb

Np

Ic(max)

βmin

= Nb

Np

[
Ic(max)

(
Nc

Nb

)]
(8.7a)

I1 = Ic
Nc

Np
(8.7b)

This value of I1 is obtained by choosing the Np inductance low
enough (as will be calculated below) so that at the end of the minimum
Q1 “on” time, the voltage across Np collapses to zero, and I1 is fixed
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by Vh and R1 as

I1 = Vh

R1
(8.8a)

and from Eq. 8.7b

R2 = Vh

Ic

Np

Nc
(8.8b)

8.3.5.3 Selection of Holdup Capacitor (C1, Figure 8.12)
to Guarantee Power Transistor Turn “Off”

At the end of Q1 “on” time, when Q1 has been “on” long enough
for the voltage across Np to collapse to zero, Np draws a current of
only Vh/R1. The corresponding current impulse delivered to Nb by
flyback action is sufficient to safely close the regenerative feedback
loop between Nc and Nb .

When Q1 has just turned “on,” however, it must draw more current
than I1. The initial current in Np has two tasks. When Q1 turns “on”
initially, it must first break the positive-feedback loop between Nc
and Nb by canceling Ib , the Q2 forward base current. Then to turn Q2
“off” quickly with minimum storage time, it should deliver an equal
reverse current Ib to the Q2 base. Thus to deliver –2Ib to Nb requires
2Ib(Nb/Np) in Np .

Further, in delivering –2Ib to Nb , the voltage at the top of Np must
remain at Vh to deliver a momentary 2-V reverse-bias pulse to the Q2
base. Without capacitor C1, R1 would not be able to remain at Vh and
supply 2Ib(Nb/Np) to the primary. Thus, capacitor C1 is added at the
junction of R1 and Np to hold Vc up long enough to turn Q2 “off.”

This requirement fixes the value of C1, which must supply the cur-
rent 2Ib(Nb/Np) at voltage Vh during Q2 turn “off” time toff. This
requires a stored energy in C1 of

1/2C1(Vh)2 = 2Ib
Nb

Np
Vhtoff

= 2Ic
Nc

Nb

Nb

Np
Vhtoff

or

1/2C1(Vh)2 = 2Ic
Nc

Np
Vhtoff (8.9a)

or

C1 = 4
(

Ic

Vh

)
Nc

Np
toff (8.9b)
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For high-current bipolar transistors, the typical turn “off” time toff
is 0.30 μs, which fixes the value of C1.

Now that R1 and C1 have been selected, care must be taken that at
the instant Q1 is turned “on” to turn Q2 “off,” the voltage Vc (Figure
8.12) has risen to Vh . During the previous “on” time (Figure 8.12), the
inductance of Np has been chosen so low that Vc has fallen to zero to
permit a buildup of I1 in R1. Hence at the start of the Q1 “off” time,
Vc is zero and has only the minimum “off” time to charge to Vh again.

To recharge C1 to within 5% of Vh , 3R1C1 must equal the minimum
Q1 “off” time.

If the preselected R1C1 time constant is too large, C1 can be
recharged rapidly with an emitter-follower as in the scheme of
Figure 8.13 suggested by Dixon.6

FIGURE 8.13 Fast C1 recharge circuit for proportional base drive. In Figure
8.12, if C1 cannot be recharged to Vh in the minimum Q2 “on” time,
emitter-follower Q3 is interposed between R1 and C1.
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8.3.5.4 Base Drive Transformer Primary Inductance
and Core Selection

At the start of the Q1 “on” time Vc is at Vh , and at the end of the “on”
time, Vc should collapse to zero to store a current I1 in Np . Now assume
that Vc falls linearly from Vh to zero in the minimum Q1 “on” time
ton(min). Then at the end of the “on” time, Np must be carrying a current:

I (Np) = IR1 + IC1
(8.10)

= Vh

R1
+ C1Vh

ton(min)

This voltage waveform is the volt-second equivalent of a voltage
step Vh/2 applied to the inductance L p for a time ton. The current rise
in the inductance is then I1 = Vhton/2L p . This current rise must equal
the current I (Np) of Eq. 8.10.

Vhton

2L p
= Vh

R1
+ C1Vh

ton(min)

or

L p = ton

2(1/R1 + C1/ton(min))

8.3.5.5 Design Example—Proportional Base Drive
Consider a forward converter with the base drive circuit of Figure 8.12.
Assume a Q2 collector current of 12 A. Assume the circuit is a 115-V
AC off-line converter with a minimum rectified DC supply voltage of
145 V. Then from Eq. 2.28, 12 A of collector current corresponds to an
output power of 12 × 145/3.13 = 556 W.

Assume that Q2 is a 15-A device with a minimum beta of 6 at
12 A. Then from Eq. 8.5, Nb/Nc = 6 and Nc = 6 turns. Now assume
a housekeeping supply voltage Vh of 12 V. From Eq. 8.6, Np/Nb =
Vh/2 = 6 and Np = 6Nb = 36 turns.

From Eq. 8.7b, I1 = Ic(Nc/Np) = 12/36 = 0.33 A, and from Eq. 8.8b,
R1 = (Vh/Ic)(Np/Nc) = (12/12)(36/1) = 36�.

From Eq. 8.9b, for a Q2 turn “off” time toff of 0.3 μs,

C1 = 4
Ic

Vh

Nc

Np
toff

= 4
(

12
12

)(
1
36

)
(0.3 × 10−6)

= 0.033 μF

Suppose the switching frequency is 50 kHz. From Figure 8.11, min-
imum Q1 “on” time occurs at maximum Q2 “on” time, which will be
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assumed to be a half period or 10 μs. Then from Eq. 8.11

L p = ton(min)

2(1/R1 + C1/ton)

= 10 × 10−6

2[1/36 + (0.033 × 10−6/10 × 10−6)]
(8.11)

= 162 μH

Further, since Np is calculated as 36 turns, Al (inductance per 1000
turns) is (1000/36)2(0.162) = 125 mH per 1000 turns.

Finally, the Ferroxcube 1408PA3C8-100 core from Figure 8.9 can be
used. Its Al is 100 mH per 1000 turns, which is close enough.

After Pressman Proportional drive is very drive efficient but requires
transistors with well-defined gain selections. Devices with high gain may be
overdriven, increasing the storage time. Combining proportional drive with
the antisaturation provided by Baker clamps will provide more flexibility in
device selection and drive design. Such systems have the advantage of being
dynamic so variations in gain are compensated dynamically, ensuring the
drive is always optimum. ∼K.B.

8.3.6 Miscellaneous Base Drive Schemes
A wide variety of specialized bipolar base drive schemes have evolved
through the years. They are often used at lower power levels, and by
various circuit “tricks,” seek to achieve two common goals: (1) a low-
parts-count to obtain substantial reverse base voltage, reverse base
current, or a base-emitter short circuit at turn “off” and at turn “on”
and (2) forward base current adequate to drive lowest beta transis-
tors at maximum current, without long storage times for high beta
transistors at lowest current. Some examples are shown below.

P. Wood devised the circuit of Figure 8.14a for a 1000-W off-line
power supply.7 Its major features are current gain through transformer
T1 and a 2-V reverse base bias for power transistor Q2 by turning Q1
“on” at the instant that Q2 is to be turned “off.” It can be used for either
the lower or upper transistors in a bridge. It has also been widely used
at lower power levels. It works as follows. Assume (Figure 8.14b) the
voltage at the dot end of Ns is positive for the part of a half period
that Q2 is “on.” For the balance of this half period that Q2 is to be
“off” (Q2 dead time), the voltage across Ns is clamped to zero. Then,
in the following half period, Ns reverses polarity to reset the core on
its hysteresis loop.

Such a waveform can be obtained using the Unitrode UC3525A
PWM chip by connecting the T1 primary across output pins 11 and 14.
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FIGURE 8.14 (a ) Wood base drive circuit. When dot end of Ns goes positive,
Q2 turns “on” with its base current limited by R1. Voltage Vs is chosen to
provide about 4 V across R1 for the known base current. With a 4 V across
R1, C1 charges to 3 V through D1. While voltage exists across Ns , Q1 is
reverse-biased and is “off.” When voltage across Np drops to zero, so does
voltage across Ns . Now 3-V charge on C1 turns “on” Q1 via R1 and R2. This
brings Q2 base sharply down to a –3 V bias and turns it of rapidly.
(c) Adding D3, Z1, and D2 permits driving T1 from the “on” collector in the
output transistor of a 3524 chip.
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FIGURE 8.14 (Continued).

The T1 turns ratio is chosen to yield a forward secondary voltage Vs
of about 4 V. Resistor R1 is chosen to limit Q2 base current to a value
sufficient to turn “on” and saturate the lowest beta transistor at the
maximum Ic with the required speed. Then

R1 = Vs − Vbe

Ib(max)
(8.12)

= (Vs − 1)β(min)

Ic(max)

For 4 V across Ns , the voltage across R1 is about 3 V and C1 charges
to approximately –2 V with respect to the Q2 emitter. With 3 V across
R1, Q1 has a –1 V bias and is kept “off” as long as current flows
through R1.

At the start of the dead time when Vs falls to zero, Q2 turns “off”
rapidly with small storage delay. C1 feeds the series combination of
R1, R2, and the base-emitter of Q1, which turns “on” and pulls the
Q2 base down to –2 V, turning it “off.” The reverse base current to Q2
is not uniquely determined, but Q1 can be a small, fast transistor such
as a 2N2222A with a minimum gain of 50 and collector current rating
of 500 mA. This is sufficient to yield quite small storage and turn “off”
time in Q2. As soon as the dot end of Ns goes positive again, the Q1
base is again reverse-biased and Q1 turns “off.”

A circuit which permits the use of the less expensive SG3524 instead
of the UC3525 chip is shown in Figure 8.14c. Here, when the Vs polarity
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reverses, zener diode Z1 (3.3 V) and diode D2 clamp its voltage and
reset the core in a time approximately equal to its set time. Diode D3
blocks the reset voltage from being clamped by Q1.

Now the charge on C1 is a floating bias voltage which turns Q1
“on” via R1 and R2 in series. As Q1 turns “on,” it pulls the Q2 base
down to –2 V and turns it “off.” The addition of diode D3 requires the
T1 turns ratio to yield Vs of about 5 V.

If power transistor reverse base bias is not critical, Q1, C1, and D1
of the Wood circuit can be eliminated by the use of a UC3525 chip as
shown in Figure 8.15. Although the scheme does not offer a reverse
base bias, it does short-circuit the power transistor base at turn “off.”
This minimizes storage and turn “off” time, but does not provide the
reverse base bias to sustain the Vcev rating.

The circuit in Figure 8.15 provides base drive to the upper and
lower transistors in a half bridge, or alternatively to a pair of push-
pull transistors.8 Resistor R1 is used for current limiting, and to be a
good constant-current source, the voltage across it should be relatively
independent of voltage drops in the internal source and sink drivers
at pins 11 and 14.

The source and sink drivers in the UC3525 have about a 2 V drop
at 200 mA. For Vs(= Vbe) = 1 V and a current gain of 10, the primary
voltage at pins 11 and 14 is 10 V. The primary current flows out of the
source driver and returns through the sink driver to common, so for
10 V across the primary, the top of the source driver on pin 13 is at
14 V. For R1 to be a fairly good constant-current source, the voltage
across it is set at 6 V, making the housekeeping supply Vh = 20 V.

For primary current limiting at 200 mA, R1 = 6/0.2 = 30 �. For
a 10/1 turns ratio, this yields 2 A of power transistor base current.
At maximum power transistor current, turn “off” and storage delay

FIGURE 8.15 Base drive to upper and lower transistors in a bridge through
a transformer whose primary is fed directly from UC3525A output.
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are minimized because with the UC3525, both output terminals are
short-circuited together immediately after the end of an “on” time.

Note that unlike Baker clamping or proportional base drive, the
same power transistor base current is delivered at maximum and
minimum collector currents. Thus, if the base current is adequate at
maximum collector current, the base will be heavily overdriven at
minimum current, and turn “off” time will be long.

Figure 8.16 shows another alternative with some desirable features.
Turn “on” drive comes from the PNP emitter-follower Q2 (2N2907A—
a small, fast 800-mA device). Resistor R3 is chosen to provide the
desired maximum Q4 base current [IR3 = (Vh − 2)/R3]. When Q1,
the PWM output transistor, turns “on,” it turns “on” Q2, which then
turns Q4 “on.”

Normally Q3 is “off” and does not rob any base drive from Q4.
When it is desired to turn Q4 “off,” Q1 is turned “off,” removing
base drive from Q2. Its collector current ceases and forward drive is
removed from Q4, which then starts turning “off.”

As Q1 starts turning “off,” its collector voltage rises steeply. A dif-
ferentiated positive pulse is coupled via C1 into the Q3 base and turns
it “on” momentarily. This short-circuits the Q4 base to common, min-
imizing its storage and current fall time.

As Q1 starts turning “off,” Q2 does not turn completely “off” until
the bottom end of R2 has risen almost to Vh . To speed up the Q4 turn
“off” time, in addition to the differentiated positive pulse coupled to

FIGURE 8.16 DC-coupled power transistor base drive. When Q1 in the
PWM chip turns “on,” it turns Q2 “on,” which turns Q4 “on” via R3. When
Q1 turns “off,” a positive-going differentiated spike is coupled via C1 into
Q3 base, which pulls Q4 base to common to turn it “off” rapidly. Q1 turn
“off” also couples a positive spike into Q2 base to turn it “off” rapidly.
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FIGURE 8.17 Direct coupling from emitter of output transistor in PWM
chip. When Q1 is “on,” totem-pole driver Q2 turns “on” power transistor Q4
with base current limiting determined by R2, Z1. Capacitor C1 takes on a
charge equal to the zener voltage (–3.3 V). When Q1 turns “off,” Q3 emitter
falls to about +0.6 V and the right-hand side of C1 forces Q4 base down to
about –3 V, turning it “off” rapidly.

the Q3 base via C1, a differentiated positive pulse is coupled to the
Q2 base via C2 to accelerate its turn “off” time.

A final base drive scheme is shown in Figure 8.17, in which Q1 is
the output transistor in the PWM chip, Q4 is the power transistor, and
Q2 and Q3 constitute an NPN-PNP emitter-follower totem pole. With
a 2N2222A for Q2, and a 2N2907A forQ3, it is capable of sourcing and
sinking up to 800 mA. Both Q2 and Q3 are 300-mHz transistors.

When Q2 is turning “on,” Q3 has a 0.6-V reverse base-emitter bias
and is “off.” When Q3 is turning “on,” Q2 has a 0.6-V reverse base-
emitter bias and is “off.”

In Figure 8.17, Z1 is a 3.3-V zener diode. When Q1 and Q2 are “on,”
C1 charges up to 3.3 V and R2 limits Q4 base current (= [Vh −Vce(Q2) −
Vbe(Q4) − VZ1]/R2).

When Q1 turns “off,” R1 brings the Q2, Q3 base quickly to common
as the capacitance of the bases of the totem-pole is very low. The Q3
emitter comes to +0.6 and Q3 is hard “on.” Now the 3.3-V negative
charge at the right-hand side of C1 brings the Q3 base down to –3.3 V,
and quickly turns Q4 “off.”
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C H A P T E R 9
MOSFET and IGBT Power

Transistors and Gate
Drive Requirements

9.1 MOSFET Introduction
Since the early 1990s, the technology of power MOSFETs (Metal Oxide
Silicon Field Effect Transistors) has advanced significantly and greatly
changed the electronics industry in general. In particular, it has revo-
lutionized the switching power supply industry. The faster switching
speed of FETs has permitted increasing power supply switching fre-
quencies from the typical 50 kHz of the bipolar transistor up to the low
MHz range for FETs. It has thus made power supplies much smaller
and made possible a host of new products which were previously
feasible only for lower powers. The small-size power supplies in per-
sonal and laptop computers are prime examples of the advances in
technology.

As a result the semiconductor industry changed dramatically. More
research funds were spent on FETs, and as their voltage and current
ratings were further improved and prices dropped, a large number of
new applications became possible—even at lower frequencies.

9.1.1 IGBT Introduction
In the late 1980s, semiconductor designers developed the Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT), by combining a small, easily driven
MOSFET and a bipolar-type power transistor. This marriage pro-
vided the advantages of both types of transistor in a single package.
Although when first introduced, the early devices were not very suit-
able for switching power supplies due to excessive tail current, by
continuous development the performance was slowly improved so
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that by the mid-1990s IGBTs began to rival both the MOSFET and the
bipolar transistor in some applications.

Their improved drive performance and low conduction loss allows
IGBTs to displace power bipolar transistors as the device of choice for
high current and high voltage applications. The balance in tradeoffs
between switching speed, conduction loss, and ruggedness is now
being ever finely tuned, so that IGBTs are now encroaching upon the
high frequency, high efficiency domain of power MOSFETs. In fact,
the industry trend in the 2000s is for IGBTs to replace power MOS-
FETs except in very low current applications. To help understand the
tradeoffs and to help circuit designers with IGBT device selection and
application, Section 9.3 provides an overview of IGBT technology.

9.1.2 The Changing Industry
Magnetic materials with lower losses at high frequency and high mag-
netic flux density were developed. Pulse-width-modulation chips ca-
pable of operating at higher frequencies were introduced. Smaller
transformers and smaller filter capacitors were developed and there
was a greater emphasis on manufacturing processes such as surface-
mount techniques.

A new industry and a new field for research were developed, and
resonant mode power supplies emerged. Although resonant-mode
power supplies using silicon controlled rectifiers at 20 to 30 kHz had
been in use for many years, the higher frequencies possible with FETs
encouraged the development of many new resonant circuit topologies
operating at 0.3 to greater than 5 MHz.

9.1.3 The Impact on New Designs
Parasitic effects that could be ignored at lower frequencies now had
to be scrutinized more closely by designers. Skin-effect and especially
proximity-effect losses in transformer coils became a larger fraction
of total transformer losses at higher frequencies. With faster rise-time
current waveforms, L di/dt spikes on ground buses and supply rails
became more troublesome and more attention had to be paid to wiring
layout, low-inductance tracking on common and supply rails, and
capacitive decoupling at critical points.

With all the attractive new possibilities, the power supply de-
signer familiar with bipolar design could quickly learn to design with
MOSFETs and IGBTs by acquiring a surprisingly small amount of ad-
ditional information about their characteristics. Details of the internal
solid-state physics structure of a FET, which determines its behavior,
is not of great importance to the circuit designer and is outside the
scope of this book.
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However, the functional properties are of great importance to the
designer, and various DC volt-ampere characteristics, terminal ca-
pacitances, temperature characteristics, and turn “on” and turn “off”
speed information required for good circuit design will be considered
in some detail for both FETs and IGBTs. The converter topologies used
with these devices are simpler than those used with bipolars.

The MOSFET and IGBT input terminal (the gate) has very high
resistance, being a fully isolated oxide layer. For small devices, the
drive circuitry is far simpler than the complex base drive schemes for
bipolar transistors discussed in the previous chapter. For large power
devices, however, the effective gate capacitance can be very large, typ-
ically several nF for FETs and greater than 1 nF for IGBTs. Hence, the
design of drive circuits for large devices can be quite demanding. To
their advantage, because FETs have no storage times, the complexities
of Baker clamps and proportional base drive circuits are unnecessary,
and the problems arising from the large production spread in the gain
of bipolars do not exist with FETs.

During the short turn “off” transition in a MOSFET, the overlap
of falling current and rising voltage occurs at a lower current. This
decreases the V-I overlap area and reduces the AC switching losses
(Section 1.3.4). This mitigates the need for aggressive snubbing and
simplifies the design of load-line-shaping circuits (load line shaping
and snubbers are discussed in Chapter 11).

Some basic MOSFET characteristics and design techniques will be
discussed in the following section.

9.2 MOSFET Basics
The MOSFET1,2 is a three-terminal voltage-controlled device—in con-
trast to the bipolar transistor, which is a three-terminal current-
controlled device. In switching power supply circuits, it is used just as
a bipolar transistor— as a switch, either fully “on” with an input drive
that minimizes its “on”-voltage drop, or fully “off” at zero current and
sustaining the supply voltage or some multiple of it.

The standard symbol for a MOSFET is shown in Figure 9.1a ; herein,
the simplified version shown in Figure 9.1b will be used.

The N-channel type (equivalent to a bipolar NPN type) is usually
fed from a positive supply voltage. The load impedance is normally
connected between the positive supply terminal and the drain. Cur-
rent, controlled by a positive gate-to-source voltage, flows from the
positive rail through the load impedance into the drain, and returns
from the MOSFET source to the negative supply terminal (Figure 9.2a ).

Most power MOSFETs are N-channel types. There are two fur-
ther distinct types—either enhancement or depletion types. In the
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FIGURE 9.1 (a ) Symbol for an N-type MOSFET. The diode is inherent in its
structure and has forward current, and reverse voltage ratings close to those
of the MOSFET. (b) The simplified N-type MOSFET symbol used herein. The
three MOSFET terminals are called the drain, gate, and source, corresponding
to the collector, base, and emitter of a bipolar transistor. Just like bipolars,
MOSFETs are available for operation from either positive or negative power
supply buses.

enhancement N-channel type, drain-to-source current is zero at zero
gate-to-source voltage. It requires a positive gate-to-source voltage to
turn “on” drain-to-source current.

In the depletion N-channel type, drain-to-source current is non-
zero and often maximum at zero gate-to-source voltage. It requires a

FIGURE 9.2 (a ) A drain-loaded N-type MOSFET. (b) A drain-loaded P-type
MOSFET. In a P-channel type (equivalent to a bipolar PNP type), current
flow is controlled by a negative gate-to-source voltage and flows into the
MOSFET source from the positive rail, out through the drain, and then
through the load impedance to the negative rail.
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negative gate-to-source voltage to turn “off” drain current. Depletion-
type MOSFETs are not used for power transistors, and now are rarely
used even in low-current single MOSFET applications. They still have
applications for protecting (clamping to ground) the sensitive input
ports of critical equipment when the power is “off.”

9.2.1 Typical Drain Current vs.
Drain-to-Source Voltage Characteristics
(Id — Vds) for a FET Device

In Figure 9.3a, we see the Id − Vds characteristics of a typical 7-A,
450-V device (Motorola MTM7N45). They correspond to the Ic − Vce
curves of a bipolar transistor (see Figure 8.1). Note that drain current
is turned “on” by a positive gate-to-source voltage. This can be seen
more clearly in the “transfer” characteristics of Figure 9.3b, which
shows drain current versus gate-to-source voltage.

The transfer characteristics show some of the advantages of the
MOSFET over the bipolar transistor. Note in Figure 9.3b that drain
current does not begin to turn “on” until the gate-to-source voltage
reaches about 2.5 V. As a result, positive noise pickup spikes at the
gate terminal cannot falsely turn drain current “on” until the 2.5-V
threshold is reached. In bipolar transistors, the diode-like base-to-
emitter input voltage characteristic permits false collector current to
flow with noise voltage spikes as low as 0.6 V or even lower at tem-
peratures above 25◦C.

After Pressman Although it is true that the noise voltage threshold for
FET-like devices is much higher than for bipolar devices, the gate input
impedance is much higher, which makes the FET more vulnerable to ca-
pacitively injected noise signals. Hence good attention to layout and noise
rejection is essential. To reduce noise pickup and parasitic oscillation, FETs
will normally have a series resistor in the gate feed near the device termi-
nal. In high voltage, high power FET applications, a negative bias of a few
volts is often applied to the gate during the “off” period. This is particularly
important in IGBT applications to prevent “latch up.” (See Section 9.3.)
∼K.B.

9.2.2 “On” State Resistance rds (on)

Note in Figure 9.3a , drain current characteristics have a “knee” some-
what like the bipolar transistor knee. Beyond the knee, drain current
is constant over a large range of drain-to-source voltage and is deter-
mined only by the gate-to-source voltage. Below the knee, the Id − Vd
curves converge asymptotically to a constant slope. The slope of that
asymptote (dV/dI) is referred to as rds.
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